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Women and
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of color are severely under-represented

Science, Mathematics, Engineering and Technology

in the fields

(SMET). Research

of

indicates that

SMET will continue to be dominated by men unless we address the needs of women of
color to gain entry and sustain a career in these fields.

Women of color issues and

concerns are often combined with those of white middle class women, thereby making
it

difficult to tease out

what

qualitative research project

is

important to them in relationship to

was conducted

at

SMET.

This

a large public university over a three

month period with a group of women of color undergraduates, graduates and
professionals in the field of engineering.

Methods

utilized included

phenomenological

in-depth interviews and observation.

The study gave voice
and retention to

to

what they encountered regarding access, recruitment,

SMET careers, the gender and racial biased attitudes and practices that

either supported or obstructed their determination to

move forward

along the

engineering pipeline and the encouraging and discouraging relationships which

supported or obstructed the women’s determination to succeed

vii

in the field.

The

findings point out the important role engineering departments must take in lowering

first

year attrition rates by providing an inclusive,

“women”

friendly environment that

provides same sex/race mentors, tutors and programs to encourage and support students

through

difficult times. Diversity

workshops and programs should be created

faculty and administrators to develop

communicating with

more

effective

to inform

and respectful ways of

different ethnicities. Creating inclusive

pedagogy integrated with

feminist frames and constructivist teaching methods whereby students lived reality
integrated into practical applications of knowledge

is

would provide a more

comprehensive, interesting and fun way to learn science, math and technology thereby
alleviating the

boredom

often found in engineering courses.

the important role families played in the success of the

mother and daughter, which prepared these

women

The study

women,

also identified

especially the role of

academically and emotionally for

the rigors of engineering. Moreover, K-12 teachers need to learn about, promote and

facilitate skills

teacher can

development

make a

for girls

of color to gain entry to

difference.
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SMET careers. One

PREFACE

Rising Out ofY Personal Tragedy and Poverty

When I was

sixteen,

my

seventeen-year-old brother passed

passed by his bed to wake him that day of his death,

TV

brothers

moved

as the image of the rider- less

sadly before

our president,

my eyes. Not only

we were

away

stood grief-stricken before

I

horseman and the casket of John

did

my

and

my

fathers’ disability,

was

electricity

drafted into the

We

were limited and

my

we

could with what

I

in

my

father’s

my

mother’s thirty-five

of losing our home, the

resources

little

we

life

became a day-

had. Welfare

parents had no knowledge of them anyway.

Growing up a poor teenager

family.

Kennedy

younger brother who was

being shut off and not having enough to eat each day. Our

economic and

my

then sent to Vietnam. Because of my

lived under the constant threat

to-day existence living as best

benefits

Army and

my

our family of six people had to survive on

week paycheck.

dollar a

I

devastated by the loss of my brother. The pain was inconsolable.

mother’s depression. Shortly thereafter,

just barely eighteen

F.

As

family share in the suffering of the loss of

His tragic heartbreaking death started a chain of events which resulted
disability

suddenly.

social circumstances.

in this situation,

I

I

became

silent

and ashamed of my

wondered what had become of our once happy

continued to stay in high school, receiving nominal grades while

worked

I

cleaning houses, doing dishes in a local hospital, and taking care of elderly people in a

nursing home.

My hope

insistence that

I

for rising out poverty

was

to

go

to college in spite

wasn’t college material. They were quick to explain that

necessary skills for college work. Today

I

I

of the schools’
didn’t have the

now understand my problem was

IX

undiagnosed

learning disabilities.

retention in college

I

So on the

seemed

successful entry and

pretty grim.

married young and was divorced

take care of and support.

my

surface, the prospects for

at

twenty- four with a three-year-old toddler to

My economic situation turned for the worst as

various health related ailments, which prevented

me from working.

I

became

with

ill

For many years,

I

struggled as a poor single mother with very limited resources, dead-end
low paying jobs,

and a sick child

who needed my

and frustration of other

distress

constant care and attention.

women

in similar

economic

I

can easily relate to the

situations.

glaring stares and snide remarks at the grocery store check-out line as

food stamps only served to demoralize and remind
a poor white

me

I

refused to

poverty engulf my

let

training

women with children on APDC.

me

was accepted

After graduation,

I

life

at

This program provided

to get a teaching job, so

how to program computers.

would give me,

a

life

again.

and education for

way

out of poverty for the

a local college, graduated and became certified to teach.

was unable

funded program to learn
obstacles

my

of my poverty and “otherness” as

The welfare department had a program, which provided

I

pulled out

woman.

With courage and determination,

long term.

I

The pain of

I

I

I

took advantage of a federally

decided that no matter what

would overcome, grow and

learn

opportunity to gain technical skills as a programmer analyst with
retirement, etc.) and significant salary increases improved

from them. Having the
all

the benefits (health,

my economic

well-being and

provided options for a better future.

I

slowly developed a faith in God, developed self-esteem and confidence as

envisioned a better

life

for

my

child and

myself

X

My hopes and dreams could be

I

transformed to

reality if the right opportunities

work to make them come
and demeaning

needed

it

was

true.

would come along and

was

1

willing to

The memory of that time reminds me of how

to apply for

and receive benefits

my

son and

I

frustrating

so desperately

in order to survive in a very difficult life situation. Yet, in
looking back,

help but feel a measure a gratitude that

resources the majority of poor
social services

skills to

had any benefits

women here

jobs that propelled

when I

and around the world have

with

I

consider

in the

how few

way of

developed and gained access to a variety of good paying computer

me

out of poverty.

this positionality

of my

own experience

society and recalling the years of poverty and despair
suffering

at all

can’t

and educational opportumties. With a cache of business and technical

draw upon,

It is

I

I

of that time

in

my

life

-

that

1

bring to this

in being poor,

- acknowledging

moment

on the

fringe

of

the pain and

in writing this dissertation.

My hope and purpose is that through this effort may provide new knowledge to the field
I

of education by empowering women, especially
the U.S.

economy

to have

more

women of color who

are

on the

fringe of

equitable educational opportunities that will improve

conditions and stem the cycle of poverty for them and their children.

xi

life
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
When I
like

first

started out in the

computer

field,

I

worked with many white women

myself who had similar opportumties and also became professionally and

economically successful. However, one population group was missing color.

I

realized early

Technology

(IT).

I

on

that patriarchy

dislike stereotyping

and racism was
males

overbearing, arrogant and condescending to

motivation to stay in the

women and

field.

One

technology, not that

thing

I

work

in

how

I

that not all

with.

much has changed

women have

I

I

and well

in Information

found many of these

men to

could barely maintain

have learned through

from biased, patriarchal structures ensconced

acknowledge

in IT, but

alive

women of

be

my

my research related to

regarding the hegemonic stance

in business, industry

had the same experience, so

and the academy.
1

want

I

to be careful

explored and explained this phenomenon.

For several years

I

have been concerned with why the numbers of women

gaining technical skills for jobs in the IT fields have diminished throughout this decade

when compared
technology

is

to the 1980’s. This

is

quite startling

now a part of our lives and

when we

realize

how much

that the opportunities available for jobs in this

area will continually increase.

To

envision the face of education in the future,

it is

important to look

at

our rapidly changing world. Sound bites that hint of these changes are
part of our daily conversations - a global society, our shrinking world,
the information superhighway, the
p.

knowledge explosion. (Cone, 1997,

2)

Women and girls of color are
Engineering, and Technology

severely under-represented in Science, Math,

(SMET)

fields

1

and have been essentially shut-out from

developing the necessary
entry to

good paying jobs

skills

required to build a foundation leading to successful

in the field.

Focus of the Study

Women make up
the

work

fifty

percent of the U.S. population, and forty-five percent of

force. Yet, in the U.S.

In specific fields,

economy, women comprise only 16% of the

women represent

Program Advocates Network -

only

scientists.

7% of engineers (Women in Engineering

WEPAN,

1999),

4% of computer scientists and 10% of

mathematicians. Eighty-four percent of males work in fields related to science and
engineering. In academia, the sad truth

as their sisters faced in the 1970’s

that

is

women

face

many of the same

when they moved to break the gender

struggles

barriers in

business and industry.

A recent

survey of engineering departments across the nation’s three hundred

colleges and universities, representing nearly every level of teaching and academic

administration, reported that nearly

30%

of the respondents say they frequently or very

frequently experience discrimination as a

March 2001,

p. 20).

According

to the

woman

12%

academia (Prism,

Department of Education, only 18% of all

women with the number of Ph.D.’s

engineering bachelor degrees are awarded to

dropping to

in engineering

(indicating the present gap

where

women are now most

needed

in

engineering programs). Research indicates that the male-dominated environment adds
to the high level

of attrition

rate

of female engineering students

leaving engineering for other programs (Prism, 2001, p. 22).

2

in college

with many

As we begin the

SMET careers?

21** century,

Research indicates

how many women of color will

men will

be represented

continue to dominate unless

we

in

begin to

address the needs of women of color to gain entry to these fast growing important
fields. Interestingly, but

in the research.

There

not surprising, girls and

is httle

women of color

are essentially missing

data related to specific issues that are important to them in

relationship to gaining the science and mathematical skills that will provide a

foundation required for entry to these careers.

According to a recent Associated Press
1

.6 million

new

article,

U.S. companies expect to create

information technology jobs this year alone. ^These companies are

predicting that they will not be able to

fill

at least

information technology jobs have increased

economic future of the U.S.

is

much

tied to these jobs.

843,000 of these jobs. The numbers of
larger and faster than predicted.

However, many companies now must

seek prospective applicants beyond U.S. borders because there are so

many

unfilled

jobs and so few qualified applicants from within the US. The shame of this nation
that

To

women of color have

illustrate the point,

the present reality for

I

long been locked out of or prevented access to

especially

is

SMET fields.

evoke the imagery of the “glass ceiling” metaphor

women

The

to visualize

women of color in SMET.

The Problem Statement
The
fields

'

women of color

reality is that

are dramatically under-represented in the

of Science, Math, Engineering and Technology (Association of Women

With the current recession and events

information technology sector,

jobs in this industry for those

after the 9/1

1

tragedy, jobs have declined in

specifically dot.com businesses. However,

who have

the necessary

the government sector.

3

1

some

in

areas of the

argue that there are

technical skills desired

still

many

by business, industry and

Science and Engineering Management

(NSF), 2001; Prism, 2001). Starting
fields

(AWSEM),

1998; National Science Foundation

salaries for college graduates with degrees in these

begin around $45-60000, depending upon the job and particular area of focus.

“Women are too

large an

consumer expenditures

economic

“,

force, accounting for

$3,082 billion of the nation’s

says the Hispanic Engineer and Information Technology

(Sept./Oct. 2000), to continue to be ignored and discouraged
lucrative fields.

opportumties for

The

statistics

women and

support the importance in establishing equitable

offers a compelling reason to create and provide access to

innovative programs designed specifically to attract
color to careers in

women,

technical skills (Gender Gaps,

that sbdy-five percent

AAUW,

1999).

of all jobs will require

Maggie Ford, president of AAUW

Education Foundation, states the argument succinctly.

As

especially women/girls of

SMET.

Economists have predicted

changes.

from entering these

“We

are in the midst of profound

student diversity changes the face of public education, and technology

changes the workplace, schools must work smarter and harder to ensure that

girls

graduate with the knowledge and abilities they need to compete and succeed in the 2f'
century

economy” (AAUW, 1999,
In the

last

ten years,

much

p. viii).

research related to

girls’

achievements

in

math,

science and technology has generated a body of data indicating the importance of self-

esteem and confidence building to create a foundation
fields. In

in skill

the ground breaking report and book. Gender Gaps:

Our Children and

How Schools Shortchange Girls

,

development

for these

Where Schools

Still Fail

gender inequities and the disastrous

educational failure to promote, support and encourage girls in science, math and

4

technology stunned educators around the country. Research indicates
that

computers

in

elementary grades

more complex computer
by 10

and

skills

is

on par with boys.

Girls use

that developing skills in math, science and technology

continuing

in

school and opportunities for the

Moreover, the

of and development of

is

p. 41-42).

new economy.

AAUW Report provides evidence that adolescent girls of color

for dropping out of school

by the ninth grade. For

middle school, only eighteen percent of the
said they

were good

at

these subject areas (Sadker

shown

math and

& Sadker,

that girls lacking in basic

technological

years since the

AP courses

all girls,

thirty percent

1994;

numeracy

(AAUW,

at the greatest risk

the study indicated that by

of girls

science, believed they

were

in

elementary school

still

NSF, 2000). Additional

skills are

competent

in

studies have

not equipped to meet the

demands required of many jobs needed

today’s job market

We now know

essential for success for

and those from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds are

who

use of

begins to diminish in middle school and sharply declines

grades in high school (Gender Gaps, 1999,

1

girls’

to thrive

much

less survive in

1998; National Science Foundation Report, 2001). Eight

AAUW Report was released, girls' enrollment in math and sciences and

in English, biology

and foreign languages has increased; however,

girls

take fewer computer science and computer design courses. Retention at the college
level in the physical sciences especially engineering continues to remain

many women

opting out for majors in business, economics and

5

life

low with

sciences.

Purpose of the Study

When reviewing the

literature

on women of color

in

technology, their issues and

concerns are often combined with those of white middle class

girls

research literature, data related to

is

women thereby making
and important
they

to them.

may have

it

I

women of color

specifically

difficult to tease out issues

and women. In the

often combined for

and concerns

that are significant

researched to uncover their voices in response to the issues

encountered regarding access, recruitment, and retention to

careers and the gender and racial bias they
startled to often find their voice

may have

SMET

experienced along the way.

missing fi'om the conversation.

I

decided

I

was

my research

would focus on providing a group of women of color both student and professionals
the field, a platform

that best suited

on which

them on any

women of color in SMET.
desire,

all

to articulate their thoughts and feelings in whatever

issue they felt

Facilitating the

was

in

way

relevant to their lived experiences as

empowerment of their voice has been my

purpose and motivation through out the research project.
Hopefully, the knowledge gained from the study, will contribute to the emerging

body of knowledge

in educational research regarding issues

bias and practices specifically as

women of color in SMET. The
their thoughts, feelings

it

relates to the

of race, class and gender

academy and education planning

for

study provided a mechanism for this population to voice

and experiences

in the context

of pursuing an engineering

career.

What

specific issues

do

women of color

face in this

recruitment and retention to engineering careers?

as they continue to encounter bias

What

complex process of

are the issues at stake for

them

and discrimination along the engineering pipeline?

6

What

trends jeopardize equity in education and the strides
already

made

in closing this

gap?

According

to

AAUW (1999), issues we need to be concerned about for the next

decade that sustain or create gender/racial gaps include;

Demographic changes that could lead to more pronounced gaps among
girls based on racial, ethnic, economic, and regional
differences, even as
the gaps between boys and girls on the whole diminish; the emergence
of
21**

century industries such as computer science, engineering,
biotechnology and environmental science for which girls may be
unprepared; teacher preparation programs that do not sufficiently focus
on gender equity issues [and teaching methods], and educational reform
efforts, such as home-schooling and charter schools, that could impact
various groups of students differently, (Gender Gaps, 1999,

p. ix)

Significance of the Study

Now more then ever before, empowering opportunities to gain technical skills
for girls

and

women of all races,

in education. Past research

and

classes, ethnicity,

and ages must be a national

my own personal experience

priority

has shown that inherent,

overt and eovert attitudes, structures and practices of discrimination and sexism

continue to thrive in corporate and academic worlds. Not only

implement policies

that are equitable

is

and promote education and

growdng number of diverse populations

in schools

and

in the

it

important to

skills training for the

workforce,

I

argue that

with improved practices in recruitment, retention, diversity training and classroom

pedagogy which focuses on diverse groups ways of knowing and

learning, there can be

a more meaningful curative approach to bridging the racial/gender gap in developing

high-end technical
color in

skills

and building self-confidence and encouragement

SMET.

7

for

women of

This study contends that by understanding the deep
wounds of racism and

sexism as articulated through the voices of the

women in the

change the way we communicate and teach, cognitively and
to help

empower women to overcome

study, opportunities to

affectively,

can be created

the obstacles they face as they journey along the

engineering pipeline. This study seeks to contribute to the ever
growing body of

knowledge regarding race and gender equity
it

relates to

women of color who

education and technology especially as

in

are appalling under-represented in the fields

Understanding the wounds of racism and sexism as

of SMET.

has affected a group of women of

it

color in engineering, offers suggestions and creative ideas to help develop innovative

programs and teaching practices
being which

may have

that incorporate

significant impact

women’s ways of knowing, doing and

on recruitment and

retention in

SMET.

Understanding the lived experiences and voices of women of color

of SMET has been under-researched.

I

believe

we need to

in the fields

hear their narrative to

understand the obstacles and achievements they have experienced throughout their

and to learn from that experience
ranks

now by

how to empower girls of color coming up through the

helping them to achieve successful entry and staying power to complete

their respective

SMET programs.

better understanding

practices for

life

Hopefully, a by-product of this study will provide a

and give concrete suggestions

K-12 and post-secondary

to

institutions in

improve recruitment and retention

SMET programs.

Creating educational programs to help students gain essential math, science and

computer

skills

necessary for good paying jobs

being and improved

life

is

essential for increased

conditions for our nations’ youth.
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economic well-

There

new

a

is

the force

force in the world: the growth of cyberspace. Inherent
a breakdown of barriers. Everyone talks about crossing

is

in

of geography, gender and culture. But the most important barrier
perhaps the least appreciated: the barrier of age. Empowering kids is a

barriers
is

double

whammy

because they’re the ones

who

will effectively break

down the

other barriers as well. The children of the world are critical to
achieving a united world. (Negroponte, 1997, as cited in Cone, 1997,

p

Vi)

Suggestions from experts in the

field

of science education to improve

pedagogical and content instruction will be offered to improve praxis and provide

mechanisms

in

which

to reflect

practices thereby creating a

and transform our bias

more

attitudes

and discriminatory

holistic, inclusive “learning for all”

environment.

Research Questions

What
learn and are

vistas,

what opportunities become open

empowered

the obstacles the

to

to use the technological tools

women of color in this

women of color when they
of the 21

century?

What were

study encountered in developing those skills?

How were they able to transcend barriers of racism and sexism to pursue careers in
SMET? To

my research

focus

and technology,

I

from the vast areas

in science,

mathematics, engineering

decided to conduct a phenomenological study with

women of color

undergraduates, graduates and professionals in the field of engineering. Professionals

and students chosen for the study were from an engineering program
university or

The

were

affiliated

with

this university in
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a large public

a professional capacity.

three major questions addressed in this research as

follows.

at

it

applies to engineering are as

•

What

are the issues regarding education, access, recruitment
and retention,

of color have encountered
•

in negotiating the

What encouraging and discouraging
women’s determination to succeed

•

women

engineering pipeline?

relationships supported or obstructed the

in the field?

How has racial and gender biased attitudes and practices motivated or impeded the
women

in the study to the field

of engineering? What coping mechanisms have

helped them along the way?

Limitations of the Study
In this study,

I

decided not to put very

issue to explore although

and gender

to race

it

attitudes

did surface in

much

focus on poverty as an independent

my discussions with the women as

and discrimination.

I

also chose not to investigate issues

violence and trauma that could have a profound effect on

esteem and motivation

in learning

new

skills to

not to include a discussion on Title IX and

all

related

it

women’s confidence,

gain entry to careers in

SMET.

of

self-

1

opted

the implications for girls in athletics and

other programs. Although this important legislation has had a profound effect on gender

equity in sports and has contributed to empowering girls in
today,

I

SMET.

wanted

to

narrow

my

all

aspects of their

life

focus on race, gender and technology as applied to

All the previously mentioned issues are very important and worthy of research,

they are too large to address in this study and would have required an entirely different
focus for

my work.
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Organization of the StuHy

The study

is

organized into six chapters. Chapter

setting

I

also describe the data collection

1

review the

Information Technology (IT) to include
access and creating

in

girl friendly

and analysis tools employed during the
literature specifically

girl’s relationship to

focusing on issues of

computers, computer

software and video games. Additional literature

interwoven within the remaining chapters. In Chapter

3,

1

is

discuss the findings of the

which begins with an examination of the engineering pipeline and the journey the

women
role

pursuing a career

ethical issues surrounding the research process. Within this

research phase. In Chapter 2,

data,

in

research design and methods are explored to include the
population and

of the study and the

section,

provides a history and

women of color have encountered

discussion of the problems

SMET. The

1

in the

study embarked upon at an early age. Chapter 4 explores the important

of supportive relationships

acknowledged

that helped

in providing the motivation

them along

and support the

the precarious and often times arduous journey in

obtaining an engineering degree. Narratives are discussed in-depth by the

Chapter

5,

describing

sexism to reach

how they were

able to

their goals. Inherent, covert

women in

overcome the wounds of racism and
and overt

racists

analyzed within the context of the women’s experiences in
the study

women

and offers recommendations and presents topics

and sexists practices are

SMET.

Chapter 6 concludes

for future research.

Research Design and Methods
In this section,

I

discuss the details and considerations that went into the design

and implementation of the study.

I

describe

how

11

I

collected and analyzed the data.

which determined the
reflexivity

that helped

color in

integrity

and reflectiveness

me

to understand

of the

project.

I

discuss

my role as researcher,

the

that inspired in-depth conversations leading
to insights

more

fully the issues

and concerns faced by

women of

SMET.

Introduction

The design of the study
Phenomenological research
worldviews (Rossman
gathering data

is

is

is

grounded

"the study

& Rallis,

1998,

in the theoretical

genre of phenomenology.

of participants’ Uved experiences and

p. 133).

The

researcher’s primary tool in

through observation and interviews with the purpose “to gain a deep

understanding, an empathy or indwelling with the subject of ones’ inquiries... This

approach leads to practical understanding of meanings and actions” (Miles

Huberman,
participants'

994,

1

p. 8).

Guided interviews are a way

views on the topic of the study. "This,

fundamental to qualitative research

-

(Marshall

& Rossman,

interviewing,

I

1995,

p. 8).

for the researcher to respect the

in fact,

is

an assumption

the participants' perspective

of interest should unfold as the participant views

it,

&

on

the

phenomenon

not as the researcher views

it"

Using Seidman’s (1991) guiding principles on

explored participants' backgrounds relative to the setting and

phenomenon, discovering and recording detailed experiences and asking them to
reflect

on

that experience.

The study

also engaged the voice-centered relational approach to psychology

and education developed by the Harvard Project on Women’s Psychology and

Development.
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Girls’

I

of the

attempted to capture, as truthfully as possible, the thoughts, feelings and
ideas

women

I

interviewed ever conscious of the lens

Rogers (1993) defines

this

approach

I

evoke

in the research process.

best.

A voice-centered, relational approach to research entails representing
verbatim the voices of girls and women, including the voice of the
researcher. .to reveal myself in my work means to bring the self, the
psyche, soul, mind. Spirit - that peculiarly structured inner work that
,

makes each of us who we
in the

are

course of my research,

- directly
I

form

into

my work.

This means. .that
.

relationships, expecting both to

influence others and to be influenced and changed myself. (Rogers, 1993
as cited in Coe, 1997, p. 24)
Insights

with

were gained

into each person's constructed

meaning of their

relationship

SMET in this context. My ultimate goal in using the phenomenological and voice-

centered relational approach to the research was to develop, what Heshusius describes
as a "’participatory consciousness’, a holistic awareness of the research process creating

deeper levels of understanding between the researcher and the participant
kinship and keen awareness of who

1994, p. 19).

By

we

-

one of

are in relationship to one another” (Heshusius,

being fully present and respectful to the participants and the research

process, the research took

on a

life

of its' own, leading me to unexpected pathways of

knowledge sharing and deeper understanding.

Population and Setting

This study took place at a large public university in the northeast region of the

U.S over a three-month

period. This university

other colleges and universities.

The

is

known

for

its

beauty and centrality to

university has a large, diverse population with

approximately 17,000 undergraduates and 5,000 graduate students

Initially,

I

first

in attendance.

proposed to do a study that would focus on women/girls of color
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in

elementary, middle, high school, and college/graduate school within
the context of the

IT industry where

I

would interview two girls/women from each education

their experiences with IT.

Although

this

was an

level about

interesting idea, the timing

and

coordination that would have been required to do this properly was impinging
on

plan to

move from the

area.

At the same time, however serendipitously,

mine who

the College

of Engineering (COE)

depth interviews with nine

learning

It

was encouraged by a colleague of

was

He

to pursue this study.

women of color

better plan because the timing

proposal.

I

the director of the University’s Minority Engineering Program

is

my

in their

program.

right in line with the

would afford me the opportunity

more about women of color

suggested that

I

(MEP)

conduct

decided this was a

I

at

in-

much

development of my dissertation

to gather the information

issues and concerns

I

was seeking

from a cumulative,

in

historical

prospective of experiences beginning from the elementary school years to this present

moment

COE.

as undergraduates and graduate students at the

In addition to the student selection process described,

three administrators at the

women who
engineering

are

is.

COE, two of whom work

now professionals

This aided

me

in

in the field to get

in

MEP.

conducting interviews.

in the Fall 2000.
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decided to interview

I

also interviewed several

a better understanding of what

I

felt this

preliminary step for the research as the field of engineering

The study was conducted

I

is

not

was an important

my area of expertise.

Demographic

The

Profiles

COE (College of Engineering)

at the

time of study had approximately

1,

031 undergraduates of whom 188 are females and 95 of these were from
various
minority groups (down from 100-125 from the previous year), which included
mostly
international students

enrolled

from various ethmcities. The graduate program had 404 students

(COE, Demographic Report, 2000). The following

population break

down of the

by

participant's enrollment

tables illustrate the

ethnicity,

gender and degree

status.

Table

Demographics - Ethnicity and Degree Status

Participant’s

African

African

Latina

American

American
West

US

US

Latina
Puerto Rican

Caribbean

Puerto
Rican
Heritage

Undergrad

Undergrad

Indies/

1

Latina
South

African

White

American

US

American

Bi-racial

Admin

Undergrad

Grad
Ph.D.

Parent
Ph.D.

Masters
Doctoral

Ph.D.
Masters

Professor

Ph-D.
Engineer

Student

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Male

Female

1

2

2

3

1

2

2

Table 2 not only
total

undergraduate population are

study,

total

illustrates the large

is

gap between

women)

but

the percentage of women of color in

men and women

more importantly and

all

to

men of color. More

students for the year 2000.

At

shocking,

is

that time there

15

18% of the

relative to this

the engineering programs versus the

white male population. Moreover, there are only

compared

(only

22% women of color

the total

in the

MEP

number of five female Ph.D.

was only one African American woman

at

Table 2

The College of Engineering Demographics by Degree, Gender and
Race
College of Engineering
Enrollment, Degree, Gender and Race

Total Population

Undergraduate

1,031

Graduate
Total Undergraduate

404

Women

Minority Engineering Program
2000/2001
*

188

(MEP) -

93

Women of Color — Undergraduate
- Undergraduate
Men of Color

Degrees

Bachelors

17

76

1999-2000

Female
Male
Degrees

Masters

31

145

1999-2000

Female
Male
Degrees

Ph.D’s

*

18

73

1999-2000

Female
Male

5

25

*Hispanic: Puerto Rican/South America,

*

African American, Cape Viridian,

Students

Includes International

Native American

the Ph.D. level.

However

uncharacteristic

of most engineering schools across the

to all engineering schools

startling these statistics

appear to be, they are not
nation.

The problem

and systematic throughout higher education.
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is

endemic

events.

I

recorded approximately twelve hours of interviews and six hours of three-day

I

wrote detailed notes, analytical memos, and organized

my observations

through concept maps to help guide the research process and to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of the data.
In attending to ongoing scenes, events, and interactions, field researchers

take mental note of certain details and impressions. .the researcher makes a
brief written record of these impressions by jotting down key words and
.

phrases. Jottings translate to-be-remembered observations into writing

on

paper as quickly rendered scribble about actions and dialogue. (Emerson,
Fritz

& Shaw,

Additionally,

I

1995, p. 20)

gathered background demographic information on each participant.

observed and participated in specific program events such as the

House scheduled every

fall. I

also attended three

I

COE Open

I

dropped

in

forums

and hung-out with

MEP office to chat and get to know the students and staff in the

program over a two-week
interviews and events

day

women and technology

sponsored by the university and surrounding colleges.
students and staff at the

ail

I

period.

attended.

I

recorded field notes from

The study was conducted

all

observations,

for three

months from

September 2000 thru December 2000.

Ethical Considerations

What

is

the reality

only perceive what

that

I

am not

value,

I

of truth

in the lives

of the participants

believe to be true, or what they

knowledge or

attitudinally free.

tell

It

me

is

in

my

research?

true for them,

was apparent

to

me

I

knowing

that

I

brought

my history, my perspective and worldview to the research through the questions I
them.
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can

asked

Besides the problem of framing
space,

we

real-life

events in a two-dimensional

added problems of how the framing is being done and
who is doing the framing. In sociological terms this means that the type
of interviewing selected, the techniques used, the ways of recording
information, all come to bear on the results of the study. (Fontana &
face the

Frey, 1994, p. 370)

Most important

to the integrity

participated in the

work by

of the study was to ensure

that the lives

their willingness to be observed

of those who

and interviewed would be

respected. Securing and maintaining their anonymity and confidentiality

highest importance.

was of the

The research was conducted openly. Covert research

violates the

rights of those being studied.

Our position is that appropriate standards depend on the assumptions you
make about the inquiry and how consistently these assumptions are
played out in the project. This determines the integrity of the project
its wholeness and its coherence. Integrity, however, also implies

-

soundness of moral principle - the ethical dimension that constitutes the
second element of trustworthiness. (Rossman & Rallis, 1998, p.43)
I

followed the standard procedure in getting consent from the participants.

letter stating exactly

to

what the

be shared ensured that

the research.

They had

all

participants' role in the process was,

and

how the

A

data

was

participants had been informed properly about the nature of

the opportunity to withdraw without pressure if they so desired.

Letter of consent for this study

and ensure the privacy of the

is

located in

Appendix A.

I

used pseudonyms to protect

participants.

Data Collection
Data collected included

field observations at

MEP and COE,

interviews, a focus group session and several events such as the

the

women and technology

forums.

individual formal

COE Open House and

My own informal notes and reflections were kept in
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journal form. Creating analytic

emerging themes and

memos and

concept maps aided

in the

development of

patterns. Patton suggests that analysis often occurs simultaneously

with the data collection.

organized the data using word processing documents and a

I

color-coded index card system, which facilitated the categorization of major themes and
patterns.

"The search for meaning often

certain conditions,

which we

patterns fi-om the data

is

is

a search for patterns, for consistency within

call 'correspondence'" (Patton, 1991, p. 78). Creating

discussed in more detail in the Data Analysis section.

Reflexivity and reflectivity implies

I

encounter and react to myself in the

research setting. At the same time, participants reacted to me. This cyclical interaction

of reaction and reflection

is

under-girded by cultural context and identity, developed

through personal history and ways of knowing, culminating

of experiences. As Rossman and

lifetime

reflexivity captures

Rallis state, "In qualitative research,

both these meanings: the reactions that naturally occur because an

outsider enters and interacts with the setting and the capacity to reflect

reactions... the researcher reacts, but,

(Rossman and

through a

in attitudes

on those

most important, he contemplates those reactions

Rallis, 1998, p. 39).

Data Analysis
I

first

developed six major themes from

“grounded” approach

Huberman, 1994, p
transcripts.

I

cut

them

I

the data collected, using the

inspired by Glaser and Strauss (1967, as cited in Miles

first

58).

all

then generated copies of all

into

my

field

&

notes and interview

segments containing potentially important aspects of the data

and attached them to color coded index cards based on the six themes
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I

developed upon

in-depth readings of the data.

From that

process,

I

created codes from each of the

theme-color index cards; thereby evoking “a code-in-use flavor [as opposed
generic-code-for-many-uses...the analyst

(Miles

& Huberman,

more open-minded and

is

1994, p. 58). Along each index card,

I

to] the

context-sensitive”

created a

number

referencing system for easy retrieval from the original transcripts and notes generated

from word processing documents. The index cards were sorted based on themes and
then grouped into similar categories within the theme. This provided the fiilcrum to
logically organize and discover a deeper understanding of the data

upon which

meaningful interpretations could be developed.

Developing a sensitive eye or ear

is

a mixture of skill and

craft.

Qualitative researchers are focused but remain open to surprises and
serendipity.

Most

important, they develop comfort with ambiguity

because although the data
their appearance, changes.

for the first explanation.

them

to create

new ones

relationships but

may

be concrete, there meaning and, therefore,

Data do merge and emerge. Try not

to settle

You identify themes, but be willing to abandon
when the originals no longer serve. Seek

do not force

fit

anything.

(Rossman

& Rallis,

1998, p.

158)

After doing this arduous and intense manual work,

I

realized

software application would have been to the process.

how useful

However

tedious

a

my

system did work.
In

my

first initial

common? What

is

analysis of the data,

different?

What

I

asked,

“What do

these

women

have

are the important variables or other factors that

account for the phenomena?” Finally,

I

frequently went back to

in

may

my research question to

approach
re-discover the purpose and importance in conducting the research. This

my

focus on meanings and interpretations of what the data was

helped

me

telling

me. In phenomenological studies,

to maintain

it

is
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inappropriate and

wrong

to generalize the

findings beyond the participants of the study. However, the results of these data
relevant to develop fiirther studies in a variety of contexts with larger

more

may

be

diverse

populations.

Conclusion

During
operator.

I

I

this

was

phase of my dissertation,

fortunate in that

my

I

supervisor allowed

was working. This opportunity allowed me

Day

after

day

I

would

was employed

listen to the voices

to get

me

part-time as a data-entry

to use a cassette player while

even more intimate with

of the participants

in the study.

I

my

came

data.

to

appreciate deeply their resilience, courage, perseverance and wonderfiil sense of humor
as they related their life story with

SMET.

Sitting in fi’ont

mundane job, my experience was enlivened by
were related to me through out the interviews.
laughter and tears without

look back,

it

analysis,

I

the wonderful stories and vignettes that

My

supervisor observed

knowing the reason behind these emotional

must have seemed humorous or odd to

of my research

was

until

of a computer doing a very

they became a part of me.

her.

I

on occasion, my

outbursts.

As

I

listened to the recorded tapes

From this powerful method of data

able to articulate the voices of my participants with depth, clarity and a

deeper understanding.
In Chapter 2,

1

describe the review of the literature focusing on issues of girls

and computers and their relationship to technology and referred to
(Information Technology).
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in the chapter as IT

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In this review of the hterature,

complex and often

intersecting pieces

my primary

focus and reflection discusses the

of the IT jigsaw or what

technology conundrum”. The review continues and

is

I

call the “girls

interwoven as

I

and

discuss the

research findings in the proceeding chapters.

I

begin the chapter by referring to Spender’s view regarding the important role

women must

begin to play to ensure that access and equity exists for

all

women

in

technology.

competence was an optional leisure skill, or another means
of collecting your mail, the gender gap might be merely a fascinating

If computer

phenomenon. But there is nothing optional any longer about computer
involvement. The electronic medium is how we make sense of the
world, and this is why women have to be full members of the computer
culture. Women have to take part in the making and shaping of that
cyber society, or else they risk becoming the outsiders: they will be the
information-poor, as they were for so long after the introduction of print.
(Spender, 1995,

The alarming

p.

168)

statistics

generated fi’om reports and studies concerning the

prevailing gender gap in Science, Math, Engineering and Technology as discussed in

chapter One, provided impetus for this literature review. Studies focused specifically on

issues related to racial

and gender equity under-girding the dilemma of recruitment and

retention specifically related to gaining technology skills

provides background on

interest,

girls'

is

discussed.

The review

relationship with technology to include: computer

access and use; issues of software design; creating girl/women

environments and encouragement in the math and sciences.
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fi*iendly learning

Girls' Relationship to

What

IT

are girls’ perceptions regarding attractive careers they envision
for

themselves as they grow into adolescence? More often than not, they don’t see
themselves wearing a hard hat (a famiUar symbol for engineers) on a construction

site

or walking through a power plant, clipboard in hand inspecting the machinery that
generates electricity.

in

As

research indicates, neither do

becoming computer engineers. Pursuing a career

thought usually encouraged to

late in

needed to be developed early on

What

are the career interests

interested in

a young

in

women today?

life

when

girls

indicated

was

Are more young
if

women

we

17% weighing

politics registered

who were

in

on

that choice.

Twelve percent

rated at 17%. Having a happy family

for this population

life

stated

8% while

which

and helping others (13%) ranked as the

of girls. The pursuit of work for the sake of
last in

This survey was conducted by Andersen Consulting and published

2001

at

the respect of family and fi'iends,

making money (5%) and having power (1%), ranked

'

asked what

a low 2%. Girls stated that "being happy"

(29%) was most important along with having

most important values

take as

interviewed aged fifteen thru eighteen

they wanted to pursue teaching as a vocation. Art and music weighed in

was

only an after-

were and what makes them happy. The most popular career

health care with

computer services and

interest

have been ignored or by-passed.

across the country fi'om diverse ethnic and economic populations
their career preferences

is

much

foundational skills

SMET careers more than ever before? Apparently not,

evidence a recent survey’ of five hundred

to feel

SMET for many

woman’s

in elementary school

of young

many appear

.
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in

importance to them.

the

New York

Times, March

7,

In spite of the need to increase

supports the notion that

fill

girls' interest

women’s

participation in

SMET

careers, research

has not kept pace with the increasing

demand

to

SMET jobs even though more girls in the last ten years have been exposed to

technology than ever before via the many software applications/games,

word processing and school

known about this

related computer/multi-media applications.

issue, there

still

remains a wide gap especially for

internet, e-mail,

With

all

that

is

women of color to

gain entry to these well-paying careers.

What
in

are the issues related to this

Why

phenomena?

aren't girls

more

interested

SMET careers? What does the research indicate regarding access to computers for

low- income students?

advantages over
along the

way

girls in

are the factors identified regarding the disparity of boys'

gaining technical skills?

What

obstacles have they encountered

that has discouraged interest or prevented

necessary computer

mention what

What

is

skills

important for so

many jobs

required to create a foundation for

them from gaining

in our

the

economy today - not

SMET careers? The

to

following

discussion addresses these topics.

Computer Access
Having access

to

computer technology

careers in the sciences, engineering,

by males
that

is

essential to gain the skills

their

for

math and technology. Computer use predominately

in schools has hindered girls developing these skills.

computers are

needed

Boys have

often insisted

domain.

Most optional computer users are male. During school, the kids who dash
after-school
to the computer room at lunchtime are usually boys. Many
have
electives
Programming
male.
computer clubs are nearly 100%
likely
more
overwhelmingly male enrollments. A young boy’s parents are
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buy him a computer than a young girl’s parents are, and their fathers
and brothers are more likely to use it than their mothers and sisters. A

to

young boy’s parents are more likely to send him to computer camp in the
summer, especially if the camp is expensive. (Sanders & Stone, 1986, as
cited in Cone, 1997, p. 6)

Males tend

to

view the computer as an extension of their power, whereas females use

the computer for

web

more

relational

related endeavors (Turkle

and

artistic

& Papert,

According to a recent government
digital inclusion” (U.S.

1990).

report, “Falling

through the

net:

Toward

Department of Commerce, Oct. 2000), diverse groups are taking

advantage of available technology whether
use.

endeavors such as e-mail, chat rooms, and

it

is

E-mail, the Internet or general computer

Blacks use and access to the Internet has moved up from

1 1

.2%

to

23.5%.

Hispanics have increased their use from 12.6% to 23.6%. However, the difference

between Blacks and Hispanics compared
points, e.g.,

23%

for Black households,

to the national average

compared

to

41.5%

for

is

18 percentage

households nationally.

In regard to computer use. Blacks and Hispanics have increased in computer

ownership, however the digital divide continues with only a 32
to the national average increases

% increase as compared

of 51%. The Internet was cited as the most used

application of technology for email, online shopping and paying

bills,

and to look for

work. Two-parent families are more likely to have computers and internet access

compared
These

to female-headed households with only

statistics illustrate that

diverse groups,

much

still

23%

in

urban areas having access.

although there has been an increase in technology use for

needs to be done to provide those

technology to have access to

it.

Children growing up
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who need and want

who have

access to these tools

will

have an increase opportunity to be more

access,

it

becomes increasingly more

interested in careers in

SMET. Without

difficult to gain technical skills.

Creating Girl Friendly Software

One way

engage

to

scholars in the field

creativity.

girls in

technology early on

call, "girl friendly"

in life is to

expose them to what

software that ignites their interest, curiosity and

Traditionally, the child software industry has catered to boy’s interests, often

designed by male software developers. Rozanski argues that “most

women attending

college in the 1990’s were inundated during childhood and adolescence with male-

oriented computer

goes on to argue

games

that

that, “Girls

away from computers and

promote violence and stereo-typical macho images”. She

not only get turned off to these games, they are turned

ultimately, careers in

Spender, 1995 as cited in Cone, 1997,
Fiore (1998) cites

computer science (Rozanski, as cited

in

p. 9).

Huff and Cooper's (1987)

study,

which argues males

as

designers of software products evoke the male stereotype as the "default model of a

child

is at

who

uses software." They state,

"it is

not the computer, or even the software, that

the root of sex bias in software, but the expectations and stereotypes of the

designers of the software" (p. 519). Strong male bias in software development
factor at the crux

of the technology conundrum. Without

women designers

is

one

in software

development, stereotypical images and perceptions of both male and female will
prevail.

game

Tanka and Hafher (1996), provide a

industry.

“Boys

in

brief historical prospective

on the computer

computer science attending the most prestigious schools (MIT,

Stanford and Cal Tech) developed software to entertain themselves, thereby creating
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games

projecting their perceptions and images through the programs they created”
(p.

70-72).

There are approximately
eighteen

who spend

between the ages of eight and

thirty million girls

over $57 billion of their

own money

annually.

being spent than ever before by this group on products such as

multi-media applications. Creating software that
to girls

is

an important vehicle to increased

skills

is

More money

is

DVDs, CDs, games and

relevant, interesting

development

in

and meaningful

computer technology

(Fiore, 1998).

Girls and

boys have different preferences

Fiore's study, she identified specific design

encourage

girls' interest in

in

computer software applications. In

and content elements

that enable

and

using software programs and establish whether these

elements are prevalent in recent girl-specific software programs that engaged

seven to fourteen in grades two through eight
six girls fi'om public

criteria,

based on

(p. 75).

learning and playing styles,

is

ages

Fiore sampled a group of thirty-

and private schools. The study concluded

girls'

girls

that estabUshing critical

a good starting point in

developing software with specific design and content elements pivotal to capturing
interest in technology.

She

girls'

states that.

Utilizing girl-specific criteria

when developing

software, rather than

expecting girls to accommodate themselves to largely male-produced
and male-oriented games, is a vital step in providing alternatives that
may ultimately lead to influencing girls' interests in technology and
helping them feel

more comfortable with technology and

its

associated

professional opportunities. (Fiore, 1998, p. 133)

Spender (1995) argues that “to encourage

women into technology, there

needs to be

innovative changes in computer technology and personnel as to the relative value of and
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incorporation of ‘women's

ways of knowing and doing [and being]”’ (Spender, 1995,

as

cited in Coe, 1997, p. 185).

A review by Esposito (1997) refers to numerous studies related to

gender

differences and bias in educational software. Briaimah (1990) surveyed thirty randomly
selected software programs to investigate

how many males and

females were

represented. Seventy percent of the 3033 characters contained in the software graphics

were male. He

further investigated (1993) portrayals

were male. Ninety-three percent of the

81%

by ethnicity and discovered

roles portrayed in the realm

of science and

technology were male. Males were depicted in high status careers by 83%, ethnic males

by 85%. Briaimah contends

that "girls

and ethnic minorities who use these software

programs receive a simple, yet clear message which indicates

that

computers are

intended for Anglo male use" (Briaimah, 1993, as cited in Esposito, 1997,

Hodes (1996)

investigated gender fi-equency roles in twelve mathematics

He

software programs for elementary school use.

no

identifiable gender

programs had female

p. 17).

main

character.

Of the

chairacters, the role

discovered

remaining

58% of the

programs had

47% of the programs,

only two

of mother and princess. “The classification

presented to young people impact their formation of concepts and, therefore, their

understanding of who can

fill

various occupational roles”

(p. 71).

The Influence of Video Games
In video games, male adolescents are often portrayed as larger than

heroes well armed with

sci-fi

weaponry, supernatural and amazing

life

action

intellectual abilities

and hidden powers that can create and destroy humanity with the stroke of a magically
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endowed sword.

It

has been suggested that video games have had a direct effect on
the

apparent increase in acts of violence by boys/young men. The video game
industry has

been justly

On one
power

criticized for it’s portrayal

of women

demeaning and abusive

in

hand, more often then not, the girl/woman actors have gained some measure
of

in these depictions.

“damsel

However,

in distress” (either

stereotypical females are represented as the

kidnapped or abused

some way), and portrayed

in

hapless, helpless, weak, irrational, out of control, or out of sorts characters
typically

end up victims

eliminated, or rescued.

feats as

scenarios.

males and are

some

in

They

violent event

where they are often

as

who

annihilated,

are rarely illustrated as active agents capable of the

in control

of their destiny.

Many games

same

don’t even include

females.

Provo argues,
...women, when they are included

at all in the

games... are often cast as

who

are acted upon rather than as initiators of action. In the most
extreme manifestation of this phenomenon, women are depicted as victims in
the games. This fact has important consequences not just for women, but for

individuals

men, who come

to

assume

fi’om the images provided

by the games

other sources fi'om the media and general culture) that

women are

(as well as

the “weaker

sex”, and constantly in need of aid or assistance.
socialize

gender

women to

roles. (Provo,

In a recent visit to

six

through ten,

figure with a

repetitive

literally

my

1995 as cited
family,

I

Cone, 1997,

in

p. 10)

couldn’t help but notice

my three nephews,

aged

glued to the Nintendo screen watching this iron-clad male

sword mowing down a group of alien

thumping sound and the display of blood

image repelled me.

some way

be dependent, but also

Thus the games not only
condition men to assume dominant

How can these

life-like characters.

letting at

The constant

every turn in the screen

images not impress and affect these young boys

that fosters stereotypical behavior roles
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of power and sex?

in

Software companies are

have begun targeting these

now begiiming to

interests to create

programs

stronger foothold in the lucrative teen economy.
girl’s interested in?

them

to software

The following

understand what interest

What

characteristics

and

for girls in order to gain a

kinds of software programs are

most often

programs include: characters that are

communicate back and

girls

cited

by

girls that attract

relational oriented

and

forth with the user; the use of drawing and painting tools that

focus on intensity of color and design; graphics tools that evoke

artistic

and creative

elements; and the mystery of adventure and the importance of a meaningful story or plot
line (Fiore, 1998;

Cone, 1997; Turkel

Women should and need to
we move

as

1990).

be an equal partner in the development process as

forward in this technology driven 21st century.

further skill

them

& Papert,

technology and

development can be stimulated by quality software programs

empowered

that reflect

actors facing all the challenges and excitement their male

counterparts have long enjoyed. Software that projects

intelligent

Girls' entry to

and strong roles

stereotypes that hinder

in a variety

of portrayals

is

women of all

colors in positive,

important in smashing the

women from developing technical

skills.

Conclusion

Creating Girl Friendly Computer Learning Environments

Even with the

influx of computer hardware and software to

many

schools across

the country, and as software and hardware continues to evolve and change,

computers are needed. Although

girls are interacting
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with computers more

more

now than

ever before, their most prevalent use of the technology such as the Internet, e-mail,
chat

rooms, creating

web

sights

necessary foundational

of color,

are

needed

These jobs are

skills

it

needed

for careers in

SMET.

in high-level jobs for software,

is

women

network and hardware engineers.

You Want

to

Be an

Engineer,

I

introduce the findings of the

relates to the research question that probes into issues regarding education,

access, recruitment and retention of women of color.

that

Females, especially

critical to the 21st century.

In Chapter 3, So

data as

and multi-media applications essentially does not create the

entailed in achieving an engineering degree

is

The engineering

pipeline and all

discussed. Topics include; what

an engineer; what kind of problems does she solve; and what products does she

What

attributes

pipeline?

I

create.

does she have to have to be successful as she journeys through the

examine the importance of high

level

math required

in the process

approaches can help improve minority students to gain the math

skills

and what

needed to be

successful in engineering. Insight into issues of recruitment and retention at the

are provided

is

by the administrators who work there. They

will discuss their vision and

plan to increase minority enrollment and retention with several

programs.
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COE

new

innovative

CHAPTER 3
SO YOU

WANT TO BE AN ENGINEER?
Introduction

In this chapter,

I

guide you along a journey through the engineering

pipeline.

We will encounter the myths and stereotypes associated with who an

engineer

is

and what she does

in the world.

What

women of color have encountered

education, access, recruitment and retention
in negotiating the engineering pipeline?

journey concern

What

how the

activities did they

qualities, values,

demanding

their resiliency

What

felt

questions asked along this

saw themselves

in to be engineers?

and attitudes they

field?

Some of the

participants in the study

engage

are the issues regarding

What were

would be necessary

obstacles stood in their

and perseverance through the

way?

as engineers.

the goals,

to succeed in this

How did they maintain
times? The following

difficult

discussion addresses these issues.

This chapter
salient findings

is

organized into two major sections. In Section One,

reveal

of the study gathered from participant interviews which are displayed

through series of tables which
relationships, etc.)

and

issues important to the

interesting

I

illustrate attributes (to include personal/material factors,

attitudes.

women

The data

is

in the study

organized to more

and what

I

frilly

display significant

identified to be significant

and

outcomes from the research.

In Section

Two,

the discussion focuses

on the

detail descriptions

of the findings

gathered through in-depth interviews with the participants in the study along with
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researcher observation and

my participation and observations

in

a variety of engineering

events. Possible interpretations are offered in response
to the research questions.

The names

in the narratives

participant s confidentiality.

have been changed to protect and respect the

The following pseudo names

to the participant’s response as the narratives

for the

women participants

are:

will help connect the reader

and vignettes unfold. The pseudo names

N: Natalie; G: Grace; A: Alyssa; T: Tereza;

Ja;

Janeka;

K. Kate, D: Diana; Ju: Juanita; B: Brie; C: Carmelina; M: Maria. Other names
in the
study are

Ahmed,

Claire and Ty.

Section
In this section,

I

1

describe and discuss the following tables that were created from

interviews and observations from the study. In reviewing them, an

“X”

in the field

signifies the specific attribute or factor applied to that particular participant.

mind

that the percents or

from the study or by the

numbers of participants reported out

COE

either as

Keep

in

an entire group

students only and will be indicated as such in the

discussion.

The Engineering
All

upon them

Pipeline - Factors and Influences

women
in

from the

COE

indicated that their mothers had a profound effect

pursuing engineering as a career and were the primary figures of support

and encouragement with some serving as role models. Only
or sibling in an

selections

44%

had

at least

one parent

SMET career. One woman stated she was impressed with the career

of her three brothers who

all

entered technical
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fields.

The impact of

supportive relationships and role models on the
detail in

Chapter

Can Make a

4,

is

crucial to all

elementary school

level, all

by middle school and proceeded

to take

Seventy eight percent scored well

One Teacher

SMET careers. As Natalie argued,

in

55% percent

of the

women

women reported feeling more
more complex math courses

“It ain’t

felt

confident in

confident in math

in

high school.

high stakes testing which in most cases was a

requirement for acceptance to engineering school.

The impact of outreach programs intended
engineering was important for
the

women

in the study at the

COE. The

to the

to attract

44% of all participants.

COE

women to

Thirty three percent of

created engineering products prior to coming

design, development and implementation involved in creating

an engineering product was stated as an important factor that influenced

group

to

become

this

engineers.

Obstacles Encountered Along the Pipeline
In this next table,

teacher

who

78% of the women

discriminated against

women from the COE
since

more

Difference.

going to happen without math!” While only
at the

in the study is discussed in

Supportive Relationships - the Role of Mother and

High-level math

math

women

coming

stated they

to the university.

that the course load

in the study

them prior to

experienced bias teaching or a

college.

Four out of the seven

had experienced biased

attitudes

Most of the women from the

from teachers

COE complained

and work schedule was too demanding, leaving them

time for any outside activities.
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little

Table 3

The Engineering Pipeline - Factors and Influences
Engineering Pipeline

Categories/Particinants

Mother = Supportive/Role
Model
Confident

Math

in

-

N

G

A

K

X

X

X

X

B

X

Elem.

D

Ja

T

Ju

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

School
Confident

in

Math

-

Middle

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

School
Confident

in

Math - High

School
Participated in Outreach

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Programs
Parent's Profession

=

technical

Sibling

=

Did well

technical field

in

high stakes

X

X

X

X

X

testing

Created engineering product

X

X

X

X

prior to college

Moreover,

this

teaching methods to

students at the

However
in

COE

this data

same cohort believes the

make

it

more

COE needs to update its curriculum and

interesting to students. Seventy-one percent

of the

indicated that they feel burned out from the engineering program.

was gathered during

the busiest time of the semester, the

December, which may have contributed

to this burn-out feeling.
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first

week

Eighty-seven percent of the

COE participants indicated that they had very

limited social activities or opportunities to meet their ethnic peers except through

functions sponsored by the

MEP program.

women

All the

in the

COE cohort felt

frustrated with the general education requirements the university imposes

program of study. They believed

it

upon their

added more pressure from an already demanding

schedule and they don’t see the relevance of these courses to their major. Because the
engineering program requirements are pre-set with
anything, the

their

women

at

COE would prefer to

little

leeway to add or eliminate

have more course electives to choose from

major instead of taking so many general education requirements.

Familv/Income Schooling
All participants in the study indicated they were from a

family.

44%

As Table

stated they

family.

5 indicates,

Out of all the

said they

participants,

traditional

indicated they were from low-income families while

were middle income. Only

Twenty-two percent

55% of the

33%

two parent

22%

grew up

in

said they

were from a high-income

a low-income neighborhood.

78% of their parents completed

high school while

parents completed college. Only two parents out of all the parents in the

study had technical careers. Lastly, only one student in the study

was a

parent.

Participant Profiles

All participants indicated that they had a strong sense of self-efficacy. Forty- four

percent of the

women

indicated they participate in outside activities. Twenty-two

Seventy-eight
percent are actively engaged in sports and belong to teams on campus.
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Table 4
Obstacles Encountered Along the Pipeline

Obstacles Encountered

Cateeories/Partieipants

N

A

G

K

B

D

T

Ja

Ju

X

Learning Disabilities

•

Experienced Teacher Bias
- Before College

X

X

Experienced Teacher Bias
- University/COE

X

X

Overloaded Course Work/
Schedule

X

X

Outdated Teaching
Methods/Curriculum

X
X

Feel Stressed

Out/Bumed

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Out
Limited Social Activities/

X

X

X

Opportunities to Meet

Ethnic Peers

Gen ED Requirements

percent of the

and drawing.
stress

X

women stated they enjoyed

When they had the time,

from their schoolwork. Only

association.

Twenty percent of the

X

X

pursuing

this

artistic activities

such as painting

kind of activity helped alleviate some of the

33% of the women are members of an engineering

COE participants said they had an active

During the interviews they complained they had
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little

social

time for any kind of social

life.

life.

Of

Table 5

Family/Income Schooling

Family /Income Schooling

N

G A

K

B

D

Ja

T

Ju

Traditional 2 parent family

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Low Income

X

X

X

X

Cateeories/ParticiDants

X

X

Middle Income

X
X

High Income

X

Low Income
Neighborhood

Grew up

in

X

X
X

Parents Completed High

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

School
Parents Completed College

X

X

X

Parent’s Profession-Technical

X

X

X
X

-

Technical

Student

is

a Parent

women

in the study,

Sibling(s)

all

the

Thirty-three percent of the

Six out of the seven

women at the COE
outreach and

X
X

55%

indicated that they had

women at the COE

women

in the

hang out with

become

X

COE

live

are active in

on campus.

their ethnic peers.

active with those groups.
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little

time for outside

community

Finally, only

activities.

service projects.

55% of the

There appears to be

little

time to

Table 6
Participant Profiles

Participant Profiles

Cateaories/Participants

N

G A

K

B

D

Ja

T

Ju

Has Strong Sense of

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Efficacy

P 2irticipates

in

Outside

Active

Participates in Sports

Uses

Artistic Abilities

Member of Engineering

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Assn’s

Has Active
Lives on

Social Life

X

Campus

X

X

X

X X

Hangs Out With Ethnic

X

X

X

Peers

X

Limited Outside

X

X

X

X

Activities

Has

Significant Other

X

X

Community

X

X

Active in

Service
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X

X

X

Section 2
In Section

and events

I

Two,

I

relate

my

fmdings within the context of the interviews

observed during the study and begin the conversation with a more

in-depth look at the Engineering Pipeline as
refers to the preparation

and that goes

engineering degree. Next

engineer as defined by the
skills,

will discuss

women

What

is

is

commonly

into achieving steps

in the study, the

referred to and

toward an

what engineers do,

and issues of recruitment and retention

The Engineering

study?

I

it

attributes

of an

complexity in gaining math

at the

COE.

Pipeline

the engineering pipeline and

Women of color in my

how

does

study have successfully

it

relate specifically to this

made

it

through the

initial

of it to be where they are today. What are the issues of recruitment and retention
uncovered

in their conversations

with

me? This

study provided a forum for the

to discuss their journey through the engineering pipeline

stages

women

women

by way of anecdotes, vignettes

and personal sharing of their thoughts and feelings that either empowered or
disillusioned

school, the

them along

the way. Reflecting back to an earlier time in elementary

women discussed

was. They explained

their

how those

enthusiasm to begin the

initial

preconceived ideas of who and what an engineer

ideas changed over time and ignited their passion and

stages of their career.

Also discussed regarding retention factors for

academic preparation

in

high school especially as

it

women of color:

relates to

math; the demanding

schedules; and the overwhelming course load required combined with
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the lack of

little

leisure time

resulting in

fields.

many

qualified candidates opting out of the engineering

Relieving this stress was an important issue the

addressed.

encourage

The women argued

for the expansion

women of color to the

field.

minorities to

I

needed

to be

the demise of affirmative action and

dim prospects

in attracting

and recruiting

SMET fields.

begin this segment by describing several activities and products designed by

engineering students at the

COE, which totally took me by

ideas of engineering were transformed by attending the

of 2000.

felt

to other

of outreach and school programs to

Bemoaning

the increase in high stakes testing, they see

women

program

1

surprise.

My preconceived

COE Open House held the Fall

then discuss the products designed and created by the

women

of color

in this

study.

Engineers

Can Make

It

Happen!

The academic world of engineering
latest in

is

computer simulators, processors and

exciting a career this could be. Unfortunately,

perception of what engineering

I’m convinced

is

nothing like

digital

I

imagined

I

equipment,

think there

is

I

With the

to be.

it

could envision

how

a huge gap in the

and what the every day person understands

that if teachers in our elementary schools really

knew

all

it

to be.

the career

opportunities that are included in the fields of SMET, they would have a better grasp in

designing curriculum and classroom activities which would encourage and prepare

early

on thereby increasing the numbers of young women

In one of the sessions at the engineering open house

the exciting things going

on

in the electrical

engineering
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math and the

to

I

lab.

attended,

I

begin

I

my

girls

sciences.

learned about

observations.

When
man

I

asked a question about the kinds of products students create, a
young

explained that they had recently worked with the music department.

from

that department

hands.

wanted

to be able to start

and end music with the wave of his

A group of engineering undergraduate students were able to work with him to

create the sensor that controlled the music with a
that

music professor, on the

first

was asked by a medical company
monitor to track the beats of the

in

and discussed his

heart.

was accurate

illustrates the

his students with this trick

real

world application. He

to several beats

I

fifteen

and was well

research.

amazing capacity of computers

solve problems while at the same time maintaining interest and what
learning for the students.

could envision

The screen would be refreshed every

company who sponsored the

The next example

I

to design a stethoscope that also had a heart rate

seconds. His design and final product

received by the

wave of his hands.

day of classes, astounding

of magic. Another male student piped

fiin

A professor

I

to identity

and

would consider

could envision myself actually in this lab working on the

endless stream of scenarios these simulators address in virtual reality.

The computer

lab in the Environmental/Industrial Engineering Department

set-up with fascinating

(a

maps

in four sections

pseudonym) female professor

tools used in the lab

and

how

in the

on the computer

COE, provided

was

screen. Professor Jones,

a lively discussion describing the

students can create simulations of real

life situations

and

problems.
Professor Jones explained that this

On the

is

a “state of the art” lab in "virtual reality".

screen was a Saturn car and a variety of environmental scenarios the car drives

through, according to directions given to

it

by the computer. The car has a computer
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inside instead

of a motor. Computer processors

inside the car control the hydraulics/

brakes components and environmental conditions but
you feel as

it

you are

actually in

the car.

Other problems studied included evaluating driver response when
talking on a
cell

phone, or applying make up while looking through the rearview mirror
which many

women do

while waiting in

how quickly people make
driver

on

traffic.

The students

decisions

when

the central artery of major city

posted on the
get off the

left

is

game

that displays

faced with obstacles. For example,

when a

driving behind a truck, can she see the sign

is

How will

or right of the highway?

ramp? What

also created a video

she

know when to make

a turn or

the timing involved in making these decisions? Interactive

video monitor systems and simulations help determine the answers to these problems.

The purpose of this
improve motoring

is

to predict, design

and

The whole point

skills.

is

rehabilitate roads

and

to help drivers

to reduce driving errors

and decrease

accidents.

The professor then explained

the use of The

huge data projector/screen which also
to various outside media.

interacts with the student's

For example, the

monitoring system that simulates

SMARTboard, which appeared

traffic

SMARTboard

on a

is

computer

as a

in addition

linked to a video

local heavily traveled bridge

between two

areas close to the university. Capturing the peak flows of congestion as motorists enter

and leave the bridge area, allows them to figure out

how to

decrease traffic congestion.

Other areas they delve into include water resource management and storms. The
students probe questions such as what do you with excess water after the storm? These

systems can simulate

all

types of weather conditions.
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One

discussed during the open

house was the worst hurricane

in this state’s history,

which took place

the effect flooding throughout the state reeked havoc

businesses. Professor Jones joked,

concur with

her.

I

would

also

add

"It's

it

was

in

1938 and

how

upon the population and

not rocket science

-

tougher!"

it's

the most interesting lab

I

I

would

observed during the

Open House.

As
math.

As

a result of this exposure to what engineers do,

I

realized the importance of

Natalie exclaimed during the interview, “Without math,

it

ain’t

going to

happen!” Kate also emphasized the importance of math, which she claims provides
the
foundation for

all

problem-solving and engineers are problem-solvers.

Inventors in the Study

In this next piece,

of color

in the study

I

discuss

some of the

inventions and activities several

women

designed and developed. They exuded the excitement, frustration

and euphoria that attend such a creative process. In

this scene, Natalie takes us

back to

her high school days where she joins a team with five boys through a federally funded

outreach program during her sophomore year.
Natalie’s

N:

I

was

Robot

.

think the biggest project

the

maybe

US

First

competition

I

six students

and

I

was

did in high school that earned

when I was

the only girl

produce our robotics machine.
R:

What was

the robot?

What

in tenth grade.

did

it

do?
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on

the team.

me

a

lot

of respect

There was a team of

We worked with MIT to

N: Basically, you had an obstacle course and

in the

middle of the obstacle

course was a goal four feet high and there were two openings,
one on the top

and one on the bottom. There were twenty some odd

balls distributed along the

course and our machine had to collect the balls and get them

on top or

You

how the

wanted

section.

how many

got points for

about

I

bottom

in the

balls

you got

in the goal.

robot should look and function.

was

I

We

had

kinds of ideas

all

steadfast about

what

I

this robot to do. (laughter)

"No! That’s not going to work. This

said,

in the goal either

going to work!”

is

even arguing with the college students. They

finally

gave

me

I

mean - 1 was

a chance and said,

“If you can do this, if you can get this to work, then that’s what we’ll do.”

“OK —

I’m going to get

fine!

shut-up!”

I

my

got

competition,

it

little

it

to

work and

all

section of the robot to

you guys

I

said,

are going to have to

work and when we got

ended up being the only section of the !@#$ robot

to the

that

functioned (laughter). The thing wouldn’t move. The only part that worked what

was

the part

R:

Which

N:

It

was

I

part

worked

on.

The

goal.

robots’

material

just sat there

- a conveyor

the conveyor belt rotated,

of the

I

—

of it? The throwing function?

the collection

would come

So

off. It

But

it

it

belt. It

vacuumed

was suppose

the balls into a chute.

to have

ended up being

was spaced off the ground. When

an arm that would

that the chute

was

Then

the chute

raise the balls

on top

the only thing that worked.

arms wouldn’t extend because we had a weight problem - the

was too heavy.

We had to rebuild everything except the part that
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I

designed but

can do
R: Did

N:

though

make you more

it

if

I

We lost terribly!

can be good

it.

good working

intensity.

did this certain thing

The power of actually

I

may

Her area of interest

is

lot

inspired to begin a Ph.D.

at the

1

realized that

1

-

my

hands and

like this force acts

not have understood

all

of that

upon

stuff.

I

happen.

participating in engineering activities stimulated Natalie’s

“Human

is

Engineering program

and has a

working with

at

- this would

desire to pursue engineering. In the next scenario,

Authority where she

at

not understand everything academically

- with this much
I

I

lost! (laughter)

interested in the subject?

realized that I’m

may

I

this part

knew

We

blast!

this engineering stuff.

did.

It

had a

I

we

visit

program

Grace’s job

in Industrial Engineering.

Factors Engineering” which

COE. Grace

of experience with the

at the Transit

is

a part of the Industrial/

enjoys volunteering at a local nursing

elderly, learning

home

about their problems and concerns.

This awareness has focused her research on discovering ways to minimize and prevent
accidents the elderly are so prone to have through the creation of a simulation modeling

program.

Grace’s Simulation Model

.

had a good engineering job;

G:

I

lot

of things

that

had

to

I

do with time and motion

in different scenarios to see if they

stations.

We

Even though

had

it

all

was an operations research

needed to put

the stations cleaned up.

wasn’t the best one

we
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studies.

We

analyst.

looked

in additional track

We did a

at the trains

and more

Then we got a simulation model.

could get,

it

showed me what can be done

with simulations that could improve the transportation operations.
The railroad
operations would request us to research what would happen

changes, what would happen to passenger service. So
scenarios

on the model.

study here

model

I

like that.

Working with a model

have been, made
the things that

There are a

lot

I

me want

really

we would

to develop

wanted

I

wanted

that

wanted

I

to

to be able to develop a

that wasn’t quite as

one

certain

run these

found that very interesting. One thing

was simulation modeling because

made

if they

would be

good

better.

as

So

it

should

that’s

one of

to do.

of innovative ways

to help

minimize accidents [with simulators]:

There are vehicle avoidance systems; systems where a person would be alerted
to a vehicle

behind them

if

the vehicle

was

system that magnifies

to close; a

persons walking along a roadway to be see pedestrians important when the
driver has poor vision; training systems that

would make the

elderly aware of

things along the road that might be a hazard; systems that help

them make

left

turns.

The power of what engineers can

Wheel

construct a Lorenzo Water

project took

disabilities.

in

create

is

evident. Kate

totally

2irgues, “If you don’t

fhistrating process],

want

able to design and

her junior year high school science class. The

months of hard work and determination
She was

was

for

Kate

who

has learning

absorbed by the problem-solving aspect of the process. She

to problem-solve

[which

is

often a messy, confusing and

you shouldn’t be an engineer.”

The women from this research could envision themselves
stages along the engineering pipeline before arriving to the
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as engineers at various

COE. However,

there

is

much

done especially early on

to be

elementary school to change the stereotypical

in

perceptions of engineering. Tereza and Natalie humorously articulated
cross discussion about their childhood
T: In books,

when

I

was a

first

In those books in elementary school,

elementary school and
the

word and

I

look

the picture and

it

always a guy!

is

and

it’s

always a guy.

My mom teaches

her books. They have these pictures that match

at

it

best in their

impressions of an engineer.

kid, they’ll say ‘engineer’

little

it

is

always a guy.

It’s

never a

girl.

So

that

may

have an effect on them growing up.
R; So you always have that image of an engineer as the

man on the train,

someone who takes care of the

that’s

train

-

drives the train

-

who an

engineer

was.

N: Well,

that’s

what you saw

in cartoons.

The engineer wore a blue and white

striped hat, a choker around his neck, (laughter) That’s

R:

I

feel that if more

people

knew what

what you saw.

fascinating things

you do

in

engineering...

T:

And the many

thing

different things

you do. There’re so many

you can do.

things... like

It’s

not like

work

it’s

just

one

specific

outside and in construction,

medicine, design work, whatever.

The women
dream
goal.

for their life

When talking

in this

study are intensely goal oriented. They have a vision

and are willing to make the

-

a

sacrifices necessary to achieve that

about her goals for the future, Natalie talks humorously about a

conversation she had with her father on that issue and states her plan.
she envisioned herself with a Ph.D., she responded.
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When I

asked

if

N: Yes!

I

was

my dad,

talking with

and

Ph.D., you’re going to have to call

me

okay, get out of here”, (laughter)

think

have a

lot

of different goals.

I

I

told him,

I

“Daddy, when

I

get

my

Dr. Baby!” (laughter) and he said, “Yeh,

I

want

to get

my Ph.D.

but that’s

later.

I

plan on working in industry for a while, and

teaching and then plan on going into politics. But these are different stages
in

my

One of my

life.

master’s degrees

intelligence, so that’s

In a

humorous ending

my

is

going to be

in robotics

and

artificial

next step.”

to the discussion,

I

mentioned the robot she had created

in

high

school.

R; Hey, that’s great! The robot you

N: I’m going

to

Several of the

universities, schools

from these
section,

I

activities,

identify

make

that

made -

the story has not ended!

arm work!

women discovered

engineering through outreach programs from

and federally funded programs. They learned about engineering

which inspired and excited them

and explore the

to pursue this career. In the next

attributes they believed are necessary to

make

it

through the pipeline.

Attributes of a

Woman Engineer

Engineers are problem solvers. Having the desire to solve problems
maintaining a sense of purpose and motivation to continue

in the field.

is critical

Confidence

to

in

one’s ability to solve problems and the determination to persevere through the problem

solving process

is

key to achieving an engineering degree. Natalie argues.
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N:

It s

to be

your determination - the confidence

become twice

if s going to

confidence

However, Janeka,

their

worth

[to

women

in

I

promotions.

have to see

I

their

men

read,

find

women

Women find

believe

do and

the battle

it

would have been

my mom

if

you had

has always instilled

the

in

me,

if

1

through to completion.

it

it

difficult to articulate

of others.

accomplishments than

I

has

lack determination and self-confidence then

general don’t have confidence and find

Ja; In this article

But

It

a separate interview following the focus group session, argued that

in

in front

if you

begin with]. Luckily,

something, then

she believes

yourself to complete a task.

based more in that than academically. Academically you can teach

yourself to do anything. But

start

in

it

it

much

easier to talk about their

do, which leads to better jobs and

more

hard to brag about themselves.

women need to

do

this. If they start

bragging about what they can

accomplishments, they will build more confidence

in

themselves

too.

When I

asked her

if

she likes to brag about herself, she said, “No, unless I’m being

challenged by someone

need to

- but

I

think

know what their talents

are

I

should

- what

student focus group session, she said the

they were really good
engineering.

at.

They talked a

Her observation was

when

they’re

women

lot

right on.

it

comes

good

in the

at.”

to

what

I

can do.

When reflecting on the

group never commented on what

about what was hard about being

There appears to be nothing

easy in getting an engineering degree.
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Women

that

in

is

simple or

A streak of stubbornness provides the vigor not to give up when things aren’t
going well.

A woman engineer often has to fight for what she wants.

bit feisty especially in

It

helps

if

she’s a

dealing with men. Kate and Natalie express these sentiments

well.

R:

I

want to get back to something we talked about a

little

earlier

having to do

with having a feisty personaUty, fighting for what you want, for you believe
just

wanted

to find out

T

think

comes

:

K:

I

It

it

has to

come

fight for you.

N:

I

think

you

where does

that

come

in. I

fi-om?

fi'om your personality.

fi-om yourself because

You have

to

do

it

no one can do

it

for you.

No one

can

for yourself.

learn fi-om example. Like

my mom is

feisty as hell, (laughter)

My

mom doesn’t take anything fi-om anyone.
Bandura’s Social Cognitive and Observational Learning Theory (1986)
illustrates

how learning

takes place by observing someone’s activity in addition to

developing a strong sense of confidence in one’s ability to achieve academic success.

Bandura and others argue
regulation (do

I

that behaviors such as self-efficacy (can

do

this?), self-

have goals, plans, perseverance), modeling (learning by observation,

mentoring), and self-perception

(how I view myself within

environment) are key indicators for success
Bruner, 1990; Bern, 1972). For the

women of color

I

women

in science

the context of my

and math (Bandura, 1986;

in this study,

observing and talking with

engineers had a significant impact on their perception that they could

be engineers.
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As Bandura

has argued that people engage in tasks they feel
competent and

confident about and avoid those in which they do not. Efficacy

when

perseverance

confronting difficulties. Resiliency

is

is

directly related to

a component necessary to face

obstacles that affect thoughts and emotions. “Beliefs of personal
efficacy constitute the

key factor of human agency “ (Bandura, 2001).‘

The women

in the

study

all

professed a strong sense of self-efficacy, a

determination and dedication to reach their goals that

is

illustrated

by a “can do”

attitude.

On Being
I

a

Geek and

was

discussing

Nerd

particularly interested in finding out

Some of them

“smartness”.

Some were

a

how others

classified themselves as a

responded to

their

“geek” or “nerd” and liked

it.

humiliated from being categorized as one. Alyssa introduces the topic after

how

she

was good

at the

math and science, and some people use

to call her a

nerd.

R: Thanks for introducing that topic

T

:

I

myself a nerd, (laughter)

call

study.

go

I

R: Didn’t you think

I

have fun too but

to the library to hide out.

friends because they don’t

N: No,

I

it

nerds and geeks!

-

I

know when I need

to

Tm called “missing in action” by my

know where I am.

was a negative

I

like

being a geek.

thing to be called a geek?

think the idea that you’re a nerd

- you’re

a geek, that’s back in the old

days.

'

As

cited in, Self-efficacv Beliefs in

Academic Settings, mvw.valdosta.edu/~\vhuitt/psv7Q2/files/

seieff.html.
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R:

I

guess Bill Gates changed

N: Everyone

in

all that!

high school knew

balances out. They figured

I

I

(laughter)

was smart but

had more going for

I

was

also an athlete so

me than just my

head

it

in the

books.
Diana, an industrial engineer

now on the tenure track at the

the opposite point of view. In her elementary school years she

was

smart and was often called a “geek”. Diana’s okay with the term
“It

was weird

you go

grovving

to your class

town with

up as a geek.

re-umon and see

terrible jobs. All

money. As she

It

as she states,

get your justice

the popular cheerleaders living in the

of us kids, who were geeks, are

reiterates, “Bill

ostracized for being

now but

was embarrassing. But you

all

university expressed

now

when

same

successful and making

Gates has done more for ‘geekdom’ than anyone

I

know.”
In this section,

how the women

I

provided illustrative descriptions of what engineering

in the study

came

is

and

to learn about this field thereby reversing the

negative misconceptions they carried fi-om childhood with renewed images of

empowerment through outreach programs and

creating engineering products. Their

strong sense of self-efficacy, the attitude “I can do

who have tremendous
self-efficacy.

difficult

They

it

and

I

want to do

it”

portray

women

confidence and determination as related in Bandura’s research on

are keenly motivated

times to achieve their goal.

which helps them to persevere through the

Moving beyond the

intimidation factor of

engineering, Janeka claims,

Ja: I

think

it

takes a

lot

more than school

have been those moments when you

felt
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to influence you. In school there

you

didn’t belong, but

when

it

may

came

to

my home

life

can do

you can do

you
to

it,

it

wasn’t like that

really want.

go

for

At

least is

your dreams.

Natalie relates a poignant

too.”

it

I

at

all.

My parents would say, “If your brother

thmk you need a

one family member

of family support to get what

lot

that will support

you and

tell

you

think that’s important.

I

moment

in her life

which could have

led her

on a

different

path than the one she’s on now.

N:

When I was

D’s.

in 7th grade,

I

was a

horrible

math

student.

My older sister got on me one day and made me cry.

“You know,

I’ve never

I

was bringing home

(laughter)

She

said,

met anyone as smart as you and as dumb as you!” She

got on me!

“Look

at this,

“dumb mistakes” and

she

made me

cry!

From that

day,

I

had to

switch everything around.
In the next segment, “The Rigor of Engineering,”

recruitment and retention as

math and how one teacher
overcome “math anxiety”

it

methods

in

described. Difficulties in meeting the

by comments from the

women in the

especially

MEP program;

women, and how

it’s

it

demands of the

COE

COE program will be

study. Graduate school recruitment and

retention are issues that will be discussed by the staff at the

discusses the

The importance of

her pedagogy to help students

schedule, curricula and grappling with the intensity of the

illustrated

discuss the major issues of

relates to the engineering pipeline.

instituted

is

I

COE. The

last section

vision for the future in attracting people of color

plans to increase recruitment and retention at the
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COE.

The Rigor of Engineering
Staying the course in engineering

How to retain students once they arrive
the country are asking.

The women

in

the most challenging aspect of the problem.

is

a question

is

my

many

engineering programs across

study often complained about the demanding

schedule and rigorous course work they must be engaged in
to keep pace with the

program. The rigor of engineering leaves
their schedules,

it

was obvious

that they

little

were

time to enjoy college

life.

In discussing

“straight out” fi-om the time they get

(usually around seven in the morning) until they

fall into

bed

at midnight.

continues for four or five years. According to the participants, the

most intense and challenging engineering programs

COE

in the country.

is

They

up

This

one of the

feel if they

can

get through this program, the rest of their career will be a piece of cake. Students are

not officially accepted in the

completed

their first year

-

COE Engineering program until they have satisfactorily

so the

first

year

is

absolutely crucial in meeting the

requirements of the program.

Through the Brick Wall
In this next segment

I

asked

why women of color

don’t go into engineering. The

following discussion fi’om the focus group provides insight and observations for
consideration in understanding the disparity in recruitment and retention in engineering.

N:

I

think a big reason

why women don’t

go into engineering

is

because even

if

they’re mathematically and scientifically inclined, there’s that earlier

intimidation factor. It’s not right before you

college. Its

way back when you’re

come

to college or

your

first

year in

learning algebra or geometry and sometimes
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it

than

s earlier

do and

are

You tend to

feel

excluded from a

of things

lot

because they openly say “You do not belong here!”

it’s

will say,

that.

“Okay,

you to say

I

I

-

it

has a

boys

A lot of women

don’t belong here.” But the feisty ones will say,

don’t belong here!” (laughter) So

that the

“Who

the hell

do with your

lot to

own personahty too and you’re own strength.
A:

A lot guys and girls don’t know what they want to do when they come into

engineering.

R:

So what kind of personality does a young woman have

engineer?

Does she have

to

have a certain personality?

Ja:

You have

As

far as intimidation goes, I think

to

want

it!

you. Yah, in school, there

when

didn’t belong, but

parents

need a

would
lot

member

to have to be an

it

it

may have been those moments when you
came

to

my home

say, “If your brother

of family support

that will support

takes a lot more than school to influence

to get

can do

it,

what you

you and teU you

hfe

it

you can do

really

to

wasn’t

go

want

for

like that

it

too.”

at least

I

felt

all.

you

My

think you

one family

your dreams.

I

think that’s

important.

R:

When you think about the

of younger people

who may

supportive relationships of your mothers, and think

not have those supportive relationships because

there are a lot of problems in families today

you have any

- what do you think about that - do

feelings or opinions about that?

N: The problems

in families

today have to do with parents. They aren’t as

dedicated as they once were because economic situations have changed.
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Economics now
that’s

requires that both parents work.

what parents have to do

to maintain their

It

may

not be best for kids but

economic

level.

Parents aren’t

being the disciplinarians that they need to be. Just the thought
of disappointing

my mom and dad or my older sister,
A: Like Natalie

have to get through.
through to get to
I

you have

said,

me

straight! (laughter)

to find that support to get through all that

hope young kids can get what they

I

this place.

hope they know

scared

I

hope they can get exposed

that if they’re not getting

it

will

to

need

some

lot

of times

it

get that support.

from home, they can get

people

else if they can’t get

who won’t

bring

what they can do with

from high school

could do with

my

mom —

doesn’t have to be your parents and a

from

all

day. Hopefully, they can find

their family. Just try to stick

them down. Introducing career
another good idea.

I

much
from

it

with positive

days/fairs that

show

think the field trip

I

kids

had

Women and Engineering Day here on campus had a big

was cool -

It

it

their fives is

to the

impact on me.

that

your parents. Sometimes you don’t see your parents as

isn’t

as your friends because they’re working

someone

It

to get

positive things.

support from a teacher, or a coach or their friends or their friends’

someone - so they can

you

it

showed me among many

opportunities

what

I

fife.

R: Having that vision of what you

may be

able to do might be

enough to

get

you

through some of those hard times?

A: Yeh!

You have

N: The school

to

have a goal.

district

should have mandatory mentoring. If each high school

paired up with a neighboring college, each student would have a college person
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to ask questions, etc.

help a

lot.

chapter.

Sometimes

That’s what

We’re trying

we

that’s

enough

right there.

I

think that would

are trying to get going with our national society

to find a high school

now that we

can pair up with. If

they’re not getting the support sometimes from

home

any family or friends that can support the kids,

this partnership

or the school or there

them and open their eyes

to the field

R: That’s a noble vision.

What do you think about the

women excluded from the
structure or system

field

- whether

can work with

of engineering, science and mathematics.
fact that there are so

of engineering whether

it’s

isn’t

it’s

many

inherent in the

overt or covert discrimination?

When you

think of young people caught up in a cycle of poverty, growing up in large, low-

income urban areas here and
up

in

It’s

in other regions

around the

state.

Many

are caught

gangs and violence. There’s a whole psychology that goes along with

kind of mind boggling.

What do you think could happen to encourage

that.

kids?

I’m thinking about kids who are probably mathematical genius who are drug
dealers.

I’m thinking about the potential of people and what they could do?

What do you

think they need?

What do we need to

give

them

so they have what

they need?

N: They need a person
ness”.

They need

not telling

in their life that

that person that

them what they want

is

willing to point out their “special-

totally honest

with them

- not two-faced -

to hear but brutally honest with

very beginning.

R:

is

From beginning when?
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them from the

N: The beginning of their

relationship.

they are hearing the truth

is

one person who

that

likely to take

it

Once

that person can

know that

hearing truth from the very beginning. If you have

will teU the truth,

to heart then

They need

great person!”

The only way

day

and day

in

out, then

someone you just met and they

that

one person who can point out

you are more

say,

“Oh, you’re a

their special gift.

that s done, point out other avenues they can apply their
special gift.

Because knowing you’re a special person with a special
don’t have the guidance you need.

had someone

who

is

Then

it

brutally honest with

gift is

not enough if you

gets lost in the shuffle. I’ve always

me.

R: Your parents?

N:

My parents, my siblings, teachers - well,

R: But some people can hear

N:

I

mean

it’s

when I was

Like

bringing

home

D’s.

(laughter) She said,

me

in

is

I

think

we

or they rebel against

it.

a phase. Everybody rebels at one point in

seventh grade,

“You know

I’ve never

on me! “Look

From that day forward I had

cry.

it

teachers, (laughter)

I

was a

horrible

math

student.

I

was

My older sister got on me one day and made me cry!

as you!” She got

R: But

or they resent

a phase. Rebellion

their life.

dumb

it

some

met anyone as smart as you and as

at this

— dumb mistakes — ”

and she made

to switch everything around.

are missing a lot of potential of students as they

the ranks because of this issue. It’s hard to

come up

against and

tap into that genius or special gift you have if you don’t

parents and teachers haven’t helped you to discover
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it.

come through

move beyond

know what

it

is

and

or

T:

think

I

alright

it

helps a

you can

lot to

find the help

my parents and my

had

have someone

people don’t have

who can

support you and say, “It’s

you need along the way”. I’m lucky

sister

I’ve always

and brother there for me. Although

I

realize

some

that.

R. For those people

who don

t

have that support and what can be done for those

people? Anything?

A: Support groups might help.
R: Well, did you have any of these kinds of groups

school? Groups that helped you to get this place
accident.

You had to have had some

A: Well,

my mom said

college”.

But

it

when you were

- you

support, don’t

in

high

didn’t just get here

by

you think?

“I’m not paying for community college - you’re going to

was goal

I

had for myself.

It

wasn’t

like, “I

don’t want to go to

college and I’m getting this pressure to go”.

R: So each of you had a goal or dream and you were supported in that?

A:

I

think

my dad.

I

I

was supported from my

think

“My daughter
N:

I

my dad couldn’t

is

think people

mom but I

care less at

first.

who

lack that

home

fail

and

doing something!” Whether

-

1

I

was supported by

think he

is

beaming,

support, like most of us have had, there’s

you

real

quick and says, “You’re

you’re going to be a nothing so pull yourself up by the boot straps

going to
start

Now

I

an engineering major!” (laughter)

usually that one person that snaps reality into

-

don’t think

it’s

think most kids have that one person.
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a teacher, a basketball coach

at the

“Y”

I

m not sure if

I

agree with the

women on this

issue

of support. Admittedly,

schools from elementary on up through high school are encouraging
students to increase
their

math and science

skills.

Programs

like Girl Scouts,

important programs and support to those

women of color who

venues and are committed to the requirements they

women still do

entail.

in this population.

I

Teacher Can

Make

Recruitment

at the

However, many young

in

technology are few for many

future. (See

women’s

lives

Chapter Four, Supportive Relationships, One

a Difference, for further discussion on this issue.)

COE - The

Pipeline Revisited

interview with Mari2i, an administrator

at the

unless prospective students can "see" and "do" engineering

interest,

have provided

are attracted to these

believe teachers can impact, significantly, young

and help them prepare for the

my

Inc.

not see the advantages of SMET careers which they will need to begin

developing early on. Actual and perceived role models

In

and Girls

enthusiasm and motivation to pursue

engineering because of the
affect the pipeline.

money they can

it

further.

it’s

she explained that

very hard to incite

Often students are enticed into

earn. There are

There are national programs

COE,

many programs and ways to

in engineering.

I

received quite a

bit

of

information from their brochures and other groups listed along the side wall in the

hallway outside the

At the

COE,

COE

offices that

the four

showcased the

main programs

are:

field

of engineering.

Mechanical, Industrial and

Environmental, Chemical, and Electrical Engineering. In addition to the open house
scheduled twice yearly, they also sponsor career days at a number of high schools

through out the region. According to Maria, outgoing programs don't seem to gamer the
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attention that

on campus programs do. However, she

explains, another

program where

prospective students spend one or two weeks on campus to view the program

one but expensive

Some

to run.

graduate students go and

to talk about the engineering program. Girl Scout

to investigate the

COE program.

teachers/counselors

visit their

a good

former high school

Days bring troops of high school

The high school programs

make themselves

is

girls

require that

available to attend these

weekend programs.

It’s

often difficult to schedule and get commitments from the schools to follow through.

The women of color
programs

R:

Was

study placed a great deal of value on outreach

them to engineering. Tereza explained how she became

that attracted

attracted to the

in the

COE.
there any event that

which lead you

to

want

you can

recall in high school or

to pursue this career.

even before that

How did you decide on

engineering?

T

:

I

remember

I

wasn’t really interested in engineering.

medicine. But in

my junior year

university in engineering.

I

in

Alyssa discusses her

day motivated her
R:

Then

I

really got interested in

researched

own experiences

to find out

Was there one

do you remember

was more

interested in

high school, there was an activity

a chance to talk to student engineers.
in engineering.

I

it

Its

it.

It

was so

things like that that

at this

exciting.

made me

We

got

interested

on the computer.

visiting the

campus and how impressions of that

more about engineering.

person or one event that interested you
fi'om high school?
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in engineering

-

what

A:

To

get

me to go

was just going

to college?

to do.

I

Not

really.

who

had friends

I

did

just

knew

good

was something

it

in school

getting pregnant and having kids. It’s never taken

1

who were

and friends

me from my

that

goal to get to

college.

R:

When your friends were getting

pregnant and having kids what were some of

your thoughts?

We can’t hang out anymore,

A:

It

T:

They may be intimidated going

sucks!

factor

A:

I

You

why they wouldn’t go

don’t think you see
see

women

you see a
R:

lot

nurses.

into

(laughter) I’ve got to

male dominated

fields.

go

to class!

So

that

may be

a

or attempt to go into a career like engineering.

women engineers that

much.

You

law profession. But

see

women

in the

You

see

women doctors.
I

don’t think

of women engineers.

Do you think part of that

might be

that

young

girls

growing up don’t see what

engineers do?

A: Definitely.

was

didn’t

my mission to

they did.

I

I

went

I

also

know what an engineer

did

when I was

go find out what an engineer did because

went to the

to something else

I

in

high school.

didn’t

It

know what

“Women and Engineering Day” here on campus and

where

I

stopped and thought,

“I really

However, from an administrative point of view, Maria argues

want

to

do

that “a lot

this.”

of these

programs appear not to have the impact on recruitment one would expect and are costly
to run.”
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COF

Retention at the

Maria lamented

once enrolled, however, students realizing the demanding

that

rigorous schedule and course load required often opt out to
other programs that are less
taxing.

It is

a very busy program with a major focus on math.

prepared for what

is

expected of them especially

math. Once students arrive to the campus,

Many

come un-

students

in the skills required to take

many of them

advanced

lack the study skills,

motivation and discipline needed to be successful in the program. Sometimes
students
are interested in the field because they have a family

Without knowing what the program
once the rigor of the course work

is

sets

member

or

fi*iend

really about, these students

Maria

in.

is

become

some

I

conclude

is

why

(BDIC combines

this section

technical and

is

a

lot

of money out there for minority students
is

G:

illustrates the

first started

I

took

started in

my

thought

SMET.

in

an engineering

problem when she traces the obstacles she experienced

her Ph.D. program.

1994 and finished

retirement

I

in

often a major

stumbling block to fund the cost of tuition and maintaining enrollment

she

students leave

with the dilemma faced by minority students pursuing

Finding access to and negotiating the requirements and paperwork

when

disinterested

considered less demanding.)

graduate degrees. There

program. Grace

it.

students migrate out of engineering into are math,

physics, biochemistry, and information systems.

business skills and

is in

presently conducting research to

gather data on retention factors through exit surveys to determine
the program. Popular majors

who

was going

my course work in

1997. In order to do

money from my job which helped me

this, I

get set up here.

1

to get a fellowship fi‘om the National Science Foundation,
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but

I

the

GRE’s

didn’t get

that

it. I

needed, so

I

assistantship in the

enough

to give

a week.

it

It

G:

It

was a big

she possessed

was

sacrifice

A:

my tuition.

and pay

I

you had

to

wondered why Grace, with

I

It

was

received a stipend of $134

bring up

my

son as well but

half my age but

it

when one

deemed worthy

the expertise, experience and education

all

for scholarships

and grants just because of her

GRE test

considers the funding that goes untapped with

to claim

it.

Using high stakes

SMET

testing prevents

many

fields.

about the low retention factor in engineering, Alyssa complains,
a lot of pressure. You’re alone a

It’s

of pressure! There’s a

lot

lot.

first

semester - the

easier for

you to

fall

first

There’s not a

lot

of women

woman goes

women in engineering and there’s a

into engineering, if she

year, everything else

into anything else.

seems

easier

and

I

not helping you
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think

it’s

I’m struggling with Calcl, Calc2, and

!

it’s

It’s

can survive

Calc 3 In this major, you really have to push everything aside that
you. If it’s relationship and

in

of pressure on everyone not just the women.

pressure for the guys too. If a

the

offered a teaching

was taking courses with students

engineering and there’s even less minority

lot

was

make.

minority groups fi-om being recruited into the

When asked

I

on

exciting time.

infuriating

hardly a recipient

didn’t score as high

able to keep going.

was passed over

is

But

make ends meet and

trying to

sure was. (laughter)

I’ve often

scores. This

I

that.

I

Mathematics Department teaching pre-calculus.

was tough

was a very

missed out on

I

me some income

was good that

R: That

didn’t get the fellowship because

- being

in

is

not helping

engineering

- you

are

not going to see your significant other

need to be

have to do

in a relationship

my work. And

boyfriends, clubs

-

if you

have a boyfriend, for example.

where they understand

that

I’m talking about more than

I

can’t see

that!

you because

to cut

them out to a

I

I’m talking about

things that are not going to help but get in your

you away from your books. You need

You

way and

certain extent.

pull

You

need those things for fun too because sometimes engineering, math and science
all

I

color at

day can drive you crazy!

would argue

COE,

that in revisiting the data

they have

little

from the transcripts of the

women of

time to relieve the stress because of their demanding

schedules and course load.

When

asked them

I

of ways they

the variety

how they relieve
cope with the

try to

the stress, their responses were striking in

situation.

R:

How do you relieve the stress then?

K:

I

run.

T:

I

start

crying (laughter), usually to

Ja:

I

don’t get stressed;

N;

I

put

I

just

my

sister.

keep doing the work.

my headphones on and dance

in front

of my mirror, (laughter)

Alyssa’s like that machine that points to green, then yellow, and then red -

Alyssa waits

until it’s

on

red, then she starts venting, (laughter)

A: I’ve cried, walked to gym, talked to
R: But

A:

you are

Oh yah,

I

my

relieving the stress?

do a

lot

of crying... (laughter)
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sister, talk to

my

friends.

I

had to wonder about

COE who

left

all

the people

t

bear the stress day in and day out because of the rigor of the
program.

Perhaps the gender/racial bias encountered

much to

doors of the

because either they didn’t possess the coping mechanisms they
would

need, or couldn

too

who have come through the

bear as well and

is

just too

in this

white male bastion of the academy

overwhelming

is

to confi-ont in the daily never

ending battle against the feeling of “otherness” they experience.

A Look Down the Road
The
issues

MEP program has begun a comprehensive plan in the COE to address

of recruitment and

commissioned by the
programs

retention,

which are funher discussed

GE Fund (January 2002),

in this section.

encourages supporting high school

comprehensive career information on careers

that provide

A report

in

SMET;

providing diverse role models and mentors to excite and maintain interest along the
pipeline and provide a host of volunteers, preferably fi*om diverse groups

who can

provide support and tutoring focused on developing foundational

SMET

introductory courses required for the

first

year

skills in

and

(p. 13).

The Math Enigma
Although the
their

K-12

years,

women

many

in

my

study had

little difficulties

with math through out

children develop and suffer fi'om math anxiety which impedes

learning and prevents their progression fi^om basic foundational skills to complex math.

I

relate to this struggle

alone would send

me

myself fi'om the time

into a fi*enzy.

During a

I

was

test,
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in

4^*’

and 5* grade. The mere figures

the page

would become

blurred.

Although I’ve overcome some of this anxiousness through
course work and business
activities,

don

t

I still

ever ask

tremble as the

me

it?

All

to

have good math

of them responded

R: Realizing that math

done well
that

may

in

math

long. It’s too

in basic functions. Please

is

skills to get into

at once,

t

much

it

what do you think

— you need

calculus

equations. If you re

- you take

example, you are not going to

Tereza relates

to get

struggling,

still

asked the

engineering?

Is there

any

it.”

so important, and the fact the girls in general, have not

historically,

have

When I

“Yah, you have to have

be affecting that? What do you think

N: If you don

for

of a complex problem

do fractions beyond simple measurements.

to

women, “Do you have

way around

site

how teachers

it

is

happening

in the schools

happening?

quick or else you won’t

last

very

four calculus classes and differential

on opposites
long at

last

is

and positives,

signs, negative

all.

can sometimes demean

women who

have problems

with math.
T:

I

had some teachers,

I

really loved

them and

I still

love math.

When girls

would have problems with math, the teachers would make fun of them
ways. They would

them to much

make fun of me

attention.

but

I

would just laugh

The teachers would make

these

it

off.

little

I

in little

wouldn’t give

snide remarks.

Yah, I’d just laugh them off and make snide remarks back to them. Some of the
girls

would take

it

to heart

though and
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say, “I can’t

do math”.

Math Anxiety
Grace teaches math
about “math anxiety”.
explained the

in the

When I

phenomenon

Mathematics Department and has learned quite a

asked her what “math anxiety” was

in relationship to her

son

who was

all

bit

about, she

not doing well in math.

This was difficult for Grace to comprehend because she performed so
well in math. In
the

Math Anxiety Program they

basically talked with students about what

anxious about math and watch videos on people
I

who overcame

makes them

their anxiety.

asked Grace:
R:

Why

are they anxious about

G: There are a

lot

of reasons. That’s what

didn’t want to be this kind of

want them to perform
so

much from

They
his

as well as they did.

there

one thing, when the parent

part, pressure

trying to say about

Sometimes the parents

on

the child.

my

son.

is

I

They

are expecting

up through high

school.

My son is doing much better with

was a time when he wasn’t and

I

would just go

crazy.

So

overbearing.

that students’ perceptions about

learning disabilities such as dyslexia and

most

was

mom - so overbearing with their children.

are always putting pressure

Grace argues

I

the child from the time they start school

math now but

that’s

it?

math hold them back. Some have

ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder) but for the

and too high expectations from parents or the students attempt

to

be

high performers like their parents increases this anxiety. Students with “math anxiety”
are allowed

more time

private room.

to take

exams and can request

Grace provides extra time and space

She stays with them through the

test so

to take the

exam

for her students

in

who

a separate

are anxious.

she can answer any questions they
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may

have.

To

help students feel better and more relaxed about math,
she reads stories of

who came up

mathematicians

with different theories but discovered them

in

unorthodox

ways. Sometimes these stories are quite humorous and help the
students to identify with

who may

every day people

it

not have thought they had been good in math but discovered

through observing a phenomenon

in nature

theory, thereby creating the foundation for a

G:

I

was

like that

with

my

which coincided with someone

new theory.

son - impatient.

I

didn’t think

would be

I

because with the students. I'm nice and sweet and slow. But
son,

I

was

scientist.

that out

impatient.

I

wanted him

I

found out that

I

to be an engineer.

wasn't as patient with

it

wasn't

me

- it

wasn't

mommy;

workshops

[I

I

didn't see

I

I

like that

found with

my

wanted him to be a rocket
its

good thing

hired people to

I

found

work him.

he would perform with them.

could get the help he needed without being with

math person - an engineer.

I

him and

through the math anxiety workshop here. So

Just because

else's

this impatient parent

myself until

I

went

to those

He

who was a

math anxiety

thought maybe parents of the students should go too!]

made me

It

more understanding as a teacher too.
Overcoming math anxiety

SMET careers.

entry into

The

is

one of the major obstacles facing students

university has grappled with this

development of the math anxiety workshop which

is

problem through the

available to all students

campus. Grace’s concern and attention to her students’ and her sons’ plight
their

math

skills

has also

continually reflect

way they

empowered

on their teaching

facilitate the learning

to gain

on

to

improve

her as a teacher and a parent. Teachers like Grace

practices and are

process for students.
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open and

By

flexible in

changing the

integrating inclusive

multicultural materials and methods, they

the capaeity to

open the door

Self-Empowerment

in

Math

for those

become empowered gatekeepers who have

who have been

for African

previously looked out.

American Females

Tucker’s Self-Empowerment Theory of Achievement
(1999), provides a space
to reflect differently

Tucker argues

on how African American female children might

that African

American women have

typically

learn math.

been soeialized

to support,

nourish and sustain the family unit as caregivers and have not historically been
represented in

SMET careers.

Developing a foundation

in analytical

and technical

impoverished environments without role models who have suecessful careers

in

math”

(p. 143), is

one of the key

factors.

American females are underrepresented

empowerment approach and
American females

As Tucker

Tucker reasons, as

why many

in

African

She advances the following

in math.

self-

includes the following guidelines to encourage Afriean

to develop the neeessary

math

skills

needed for today’s economy.

contends, “self-motivation will help cancel the negative effects of the

American ideology of achievement which
,

that

to

skills

is

grounded

in privileges

and assumptions

do not apply to African American female children” (Tucker, 1999,

She suggests the following approaehes

that

p. 147).

can help motivate and support

African American females to help themselves throughout the learning process.
•

Promote self-motivation to

learn

and compete

in

math achievement

sustained by extended family, neighbors, church, school and

community

agencies and leaders. Discuss what students will need to do to achieve
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these goals with supportive family (extended)
adults

•

interested

from the community.

Engage

in self-control, self-pacing

and learner centered methods

minimize frustration and fear of failure
powerlessness

—

Teach students

that “counteracts feelings

that

of

feelings that result in active or passive disengagement

from the learning process”
•

members and

(p.

149) and obstruct success in math.

to lavish self-praise

upon themselves throughout every

aspect of the learning process. All hard

work whether

it

is

correct or not

should be recognized and appreciated by them and others. Students can
discuss and should provide authentic assessment of their
•

Employ adaptive

own efforts.

learning that has significance for the child promoting

end-user math applications that are meaningful to their interests and
reality

1999,

such as grocery shopping, balancing a checkbook,
p.

etc.

(Tucker,

147-151).

In the next section,

I

discuss the overwhelming course load the

study experience from day one at the

COE. There main complaint

universities general education requirements

which

for

them

women

in the

relates to the

are perceived as only a

burden they must endure.

“Those Gen. Ed. Requirements!”

The four major engineering programs

at the

COE are designed to

students a comprehensive all-inclusive study of their major.

in the study

provide

The women undergraduates

complained about the intense scheduling and demanding course
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requirements, which often include lecture and

endmg by

nine in the evening

course schedule

They must take

is

-

lab,

six straight hours

beginning by mid afternoon and

of intense work. The curriculum and

preplanned and cast in concrete to a certain extent for every major.

at least

four high level math (calculus) courses by the time they
finish

sophomore year when they declare
Course electives are few and

far

their

major and are

between

major. In addition, the university has

its

fi’om

officially

accepted into the

what they must take

to complete their

own set of requirements called

education requirements that must be taken by

all

students

COE.

(commonly

general

referred to as gen.

eds.).

The undergraduate students

in the study

They believe they

take these courses.

complained

bitterly

about having to

are a waste of time and resent being

made

to take

them. Not having the option to take engineering electives, which they believe are more
important to their career, really angers them.

I

can understand the university‘s

perspective in trying to provide students with a diverse and inclusive curriculum,

thereby creating a more well rounded student. However, there should be some leeway
for those

who have

very few electives in their major. They would appreciate the

opportumty to exchange those desired engineering electives with the some of their gen.
eds. This is

something they believe the

promote retention

in the engineering

COE can do that will help attract students and

program. Alyssa argues

why engineering

is

a

special case.

R:

Why do think

it’s

so tough to be an engineer?

other programs here?
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Do you think

it’s

tougher than

A: Because

in

- after

engineering

four years

- you’ve done

everything. In

medicine, you have to go one for another four years
with no sleep and do your
residency.

It s like

In engineering

now - it’s

-

law school too. This

that in

this

it

now! You have

like going, going!

worked hard when you get
T: Plus

you have a

and you can

set

work while
Natalie

jumps
N;

t

Why

don’t you

Most of us
lab,

sit

are taking

which could run

my

done, they

“theatre

to take

- your schedule

homework?”

(laughter) Give

four hour lab! It’s just that our schedule

between

five

and

six classes

fi-om three to six hours

When do you get to

really

— do

is

their

TV!

seven or eight classes when you think about
R:

know that you have

and says with humor...

you do

in

now! Four years - here and

all

Other people can take what they want

they’re watching

How the hell do

it

your bachelor's.

that degree.

it.

into the discussion

it’s

do

just

number of credits you have

certain

change

When

to

is

me

a break!

demands more.

anyway. Then add

added onto

at least

one

that. It’s like taking

it.

take electives?

N: In

ME (Mechanical Engineering), you don’t really get to take an elective.

They

try to gas

you and make you believe you have a

choice, but

you

don’t,

(laughter)

T:

You have one each semester.

A: That’s

how they have

it

It

stops after

on the plan - you know gen.

requirements)

N: As

sophomore

far as engineering electives

- No.
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year.

eds. (general education

When

T:

It

you’re a sophomore, you’re into your major and there are
no electives.

becomes

really specific

K:

You have to take

R:

What do

N:

I

all

-

for that

branch of the subject.

the introductory classes your

year.

first

think of the kind of instruction that you’re getting?

think the

COE

is

doing a good job as

far as helping us to

students in our particular areas of interest, but the university
into account.

Our schedules

those stupid gen. eds.

are so time consuming,

told this to the

I

we

develop as
not taking that

is

don’t have time to take

development director who makes our

schedules and flow charts for the rest of the year.

I

was

at

one of those dean/advisory dinners, and the alumni asked me what

thought of the curriculum, and

much time
what

I

taking these gen. eds. Obviously,

wanted

to do,

I

wouldn’t be

those out. Instead of sbc give
other engineering courses

dynamics, but there

N: The

said, “It sucks!”, because, frankly,

I

is

I

me

want

no way

I

if

I

was

in engineering.

so unsure

I

waste so

I

didn’t

So you need to

I

know

cut half of

three and leave

me with three other options

to take.

want

I

really

to take

can take that class before

I

for

advanced thermo-

graduate.

COE does a good job but the university needs to re-evaluate and take

that into consideration.

The students were unanimous
general education requirements and

this regard.

in agreeing

would

on the elimination of some of the

like the university to reconsider

They make a good argument because they have so few choices

because of the mandatory requirements of their major. I’m sure

it

it

stance in

to begin with

helped to some extent

to be able to articulate their resentment about this issue, but they believe there’s
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little

a

student can do to change university policy.
for five years,

the

Maybe

would have

fit all. I

same argument — that they

there

undergraduates certainly hope

The
within the

at

are unique

COE. MEP’s purpose
them

is

for the last fifteen years as a

to receive the support

women

program diminished

its

activities

for

and encouragement needed

The goal of the program

last

program

welcoming place

is

recruitment and retention of diverse students to the

of a long time director who was

is

behooves the university to

and require special consideration.

to create and maintain a

experienced a number of transitions in the

who

it

so.

successfully complete their program.

Afi-ican

think

MEP (The Minority Education Program^

students of color and for

times, the

I

being here myself

however, that each department might

realize

MEP office has been in existence

facilitate the

But

after

a compromise situation out there waiting to be discovered.
The

is

Hanging Out

have to confess that

to agree with them.

one size does not

realize that

make

I

I

to

encourage and

COE. The program has

four or five years. During

some of those

because of changes in staff and the passing

difficult to replace. Presently, the

American administrators, Ahmed and Ty and

program has two

Claire, a white middle age

woman

an administrative assistant and essentially provides operational, administrative

and emotional support to the

Ty and Ahmed
discussed the

all

year. Students

staff at

MEP,

the

COE

and the students.

identified three important goals for the

important role of advising which has focused

need to

know that they have someone

and any other issues they may need help with. Both
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coming
all

year.

of his

Ahmed

efforts

on this

to talk with about their program

men seemed concerned

that

students are

they problems that need intervention because of lapses in
the

at loss if

program from past

years.

They would

the faculty's advising role. This
retention at the

is

like to see their role

an important piece they

of advising complimenting
feel

would encourage

COE.

Secondly, they are particularly concerned with the lack of women of color in
the

program and plan to

step

up recruitment

activities

with local and regional schools in

addition to larger metropolitan areas to inform these constituencies about the

forward looking plan in

line

with this area, which

focuses on elementary school field trips to the
children in K-5 to learn

they

may have

at this

young

age.

women engineers can do
on so

that girls

especially in

math

Ahmed

to

is

Ty emphasized

about as

field

called,

“backward planning”,

to

change the stereotypical images

the importance for teachers to

of study and career and

in order to hopefully inspire

them

know

to illustrate

what

to encourage their students

of color can begin to prepare the necessary academic foundation

move forward

explained

all this

along the engineering pipeline.

programming costs money, which

MEP

order to recruit for outreach programs. Outreach programs they sponsor
Girl Scout Days,

A

COE and students working with younger

more about engineering and

more about what engineering

early

Ty

COE.

Women and Engineering Day, a week long

is

in

now

need of in

include

session in the summer, a

twice-yearly open house event along with other assorted activities throughout the

summer and school

year.

The major

school students to the university
they plan to address

is

issue they face

- this

is

is

the cost of transporting high

very expensive. So the third important area

fund raising/grant writing so they can support their goals.
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In

my discussion with Ty,

the issue of high states testing

concern as he envisions the future
teachers are

in education preparing students for

consumed with “teaching

what students

really

emerged as a major

SMET. Now that

to the test”, he argues that this takes

need to be learning

to

away from

be good students in math and science. Ty

argued that the importance in making math and science interesting and exciting for
students cannot be ignored in favor of teaching to the

He

stated that

pedagogy

that

employs rote learning and

practices will not increase interest in these fields

Using constructivist methods
inquiry, hands

on

that

test.

- just

traditional educational

the opposite has happened.

encourage the students’ quest for knowledge through

application and practical application leading to the student’s

discovery of the phenomena in a particular science problem, are the best ways to get
students engaged in

math and

science.

the classroom teaching to the test,

to learn science that engages

conundrum of the debate and

He

stated, “If teachers

when would

have to spend

their time in

the students really have an opportunity

and encourages them

to

want to learn more?” This

the hottest political topic in education today

- but

is

the

not one

for this study.

The women
welcoming

MEP

in the study

attitude in

sponsored their

have also noticed the difference

atmosphere and

MEP that attended the opening of the Fall 2000 semester when
first

pizza party in quite a long time.

Ahmed

importance in reaching out to the students of color especially the

an open-door policy

in the

in

emphasized the

women and

maintains

meeting him to address their issues and concerns. One of the

women acknowledged that

it

was

difficult her first year

because the

MEP program was

unstable with people leaving for a variety of reasons. She complained that her advisors
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didn’t really help her and
to find resources

made

the situation

more confusing. That

and services. The majority of them

However, they emphasized,

“We

addressed to faculty and staff at the

let

your issues effect your job

COE and MEP); don’t

have to make and

I

feel the situation is improving.

don’t want to be involved with the political stuff
going

on there.” One person admonished, “Don’t

affect the decisions that

affected her in trying

let

(this

remark

is

issues at a higher level

with the professor about every

fight

Spring.”

One of their complaints
the umversity.

goes through.
the

I

asked

“A

lot

if they

has to do with the advisors they are assigned to here

think their advisors

know what an

engineering student

of the advisors here are not engineering majors.”

women because they

feel these

It’s

annoying to

people don’t really understand their issues.

student exclaimed, “They act like they

know what they’re

As one

doing, but they don’t.

do they know, they have a history degree!” However, the advisors would argue
do know enough about the program and can empathize with the

at

reality

of their

How

that they

lives

while at the same time give the knowledge and advice they need to help them make that
best decisions for their program.

MEP is
days
the

I

in

visited, the

a

much

It’s

them, the

for debate.

better position

now to

atmosphere was upbeat and

amount of work they must do

attention

up

be a resource for the students.

cheerfiil.

to achieve their goals

and indifference from past few years. With

MEP

staff is enthusiastic

The

directors are fully

aware of

and to make up for the lack of

this

golden opportunity before

and ready for the challenges ahead.
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On the

Conclusion

The
articulated

offers a

lack of a balanced

when Tereza,

life

weighs heavily on the

fill

those

A: Your parents drop you out
to survive, (laughter) This

is

in the

middle of life [the campus] and expect you

in

high school,

have a class that meets once a week but

I

didn’t need an alarm clock.

you do

N: All your days run
T:

it

starts at

3:00

forget to eat! Eat lunch?

I

pm anymore.

for breakfast

Oh well, now

its

dinnertime.

into each other!

When you go back to

your dorm, you’re alone.

When you went home from

high school, you’d be with your family, have snacks and joke around.

You

are

alone here.

A: Even

if

T; Yah,

it’s

you didn’t

talk with

them that much,

that comforting feeling

at least

they were around.

of having them around you.

Natalie interjects humorously,

N:

I

have a way to

(laughter)

fix this!

You know these

I’m going to get one!

some kind of movement around

I’ll

call

here.
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little

I

pm and ends at 9:30 pm.

have to make time for dinner: you have to make time

T: Sometimes

Natalie

Alyssa explains the conflict.

got up at the same time, alarm or not. School doesn’t end at 3:00

You

life.

is

something that you have to struggle with - that I’m

When I was

struggling with.

This

moments of loneliness with someone or thing

We giggle with laughter at her suggestion.

still

in the study.

Natalie and Alyssa talk about a typical day in their

humorous suggestion to

to talk with.

women

electronic puppies [Furbies]

him “Fido” just

to

make

sure there’s

1

need a pet

when I’m

that sits

when

I

say “sit!”, or “walk”

“vegging”, doing homework,

- something

interactive so that

can stop for a few seconds and

I

talk to

something besides myself in the mirror.

However,

all is

not

doom and gloom

believe that everyday they stay
closer to their goals.

more

on course

The yearning

for these

in their

for family

stressful periods in the semester.

empowered young women. They

engineering program, they are moving

and friends

They long

is

intensified especially during

for the comfort

of the family

especially mother. (Refer to Chapter 4, “Supportive Relationships”
for a

look

at

how the

role

of mother has influenced

They complain of having
campus. This also contributes to
students talked about

activities.

As they

little

this

group of women.)

time to invest in developing

their loneliness

more in-depth

and

how they relieve some of this

isolation.

stress

new

friendships

on

However, some of the

through sports and

art

articulate their struggle in going through the program, in the

voice, they support and value the education they are receiving at the

same

COE.

In spite of the often times hegemonic stance from their professors, (refer to

Chapter

5,

“Overcoming the Wounds of Racism and Sexism”) they have grown

in their resolve to get this degree.

hectic grueling schedule

Even though most of them complained about

and rigorous course work, they also believe they

one of the best engineering educations

in the

stronger

the

are receiving

country which makes them proud of their

accomplishments. As one student exclaimed, “They

know what

they’re doing at the

COE!”
With the addition of two new
renewed sense of hope that

this

ethnically diverse directors at the

program

will be a
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MEP,

there

welcoming and nourishing place

is

a

for

them

to turn to

when they need

help, comfort

and assurance. This,

I

believe, can have a

dramatic effect on improving the dismal recruitment and retention
rates for minorities
the

COE. However, when I asked why

a

woman,

preferably a

at

woman of color was not

recruited for these positions, they argued that in the university
search there were no

applications to choose from or they didn’t have the required skills or
interest to

fit

the

job.

In the next chapter, “Supportive Relationships,”

I

discuss the crucial role that

supportive relationships played in the lives of the participants in the study. These
findings in the data

role

of mother

Literatures

came

as a surprise to

in the success

women authors are

a historical slave perspective. In the

discuss the important role teachers have had in the

encouragement and confidence
for the rigors

of academic work. The

women also

attitudes

is

discussed.

introduced to describe this

last

section of the chapter,

women’s

I

education, providing

in their abilities to be engineers

from those teachers whose biased
still

completely unanticipated. The

of the women’s journey through the pipeline

from African American

phenomenon from

me and were

and also preparing them

discussed their negative experiences

and practices created deep wounds they are

dealing with today.
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CHAPTER 4
SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIPS

Role of Mother

Black mothers, particularly those with strong ties to their community, sometimes
build high banks around their young daughters, isolating them from the larger
world

enough and strong enough to function as autonomous
these dikes are religious, but sometimes they are built with
education, family, or the restrictions of a close-knit homogeneous
until they are old

women. Often

community... this isolation causes the currents between Black mothers and
daughters to run deep and the relationships to be fraught with an emotional
intensity often missing

from the

lives

of women with more freedom. (Troester,

1984, as cited by Collins, 1991, p. 55)

Introduction

In this chapter,

I

discuss the encouraging and discouraging relationships which

supported or obstructed the women’s determination to succeed in the
their course in engineering.

The important

role

of mother

in the

field

women’s

and maintain
lives as

encourager, nurturer, number one supporter and best friend propelled these

forward in a positive direction along this
positive and negatively biased teachers

and

is

discussed in the

last section.

difficult

and demanding journey. The

was brought

to bear

upon

their

The negative

effect

of

K-12 education

from biased teachers,

overt and covert racist and sexist practices, lives on as an emotional

in the

effect

The women discussed and praised those good

teachers and their pedagogical practices.

from professors

women

program.
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wound and

persists

Mv Mother is Mv Everything
Strong encouraging family relationships and the desire to be an engineer
are two

of the most compelling reasons why

women of color in the

study continued on in

engineering in spite of the obstacles they faced each day in their respective programs
the

COE. A

surprising finding, and one

importance of mother’s influence on

which continually surfaced

role

of mother as best

supporter and nurturer was often expressed by the
relationship in their

was the

of how long they

their daughters regardless

remained undergraduates. Moreover, the

in the data,

at

fi-iend,

women as the

motivator,

most important

life.

Other roles of mother are discussed fi’om the vantage point of a mother

who

is

a

doctoral candidate in engineering, a mother of one of the students in the study and the

surrogate role of mother prescribed to a

MEP staff member by the students.

relevance and importance of these relationships to the
contributed to their retention in the

women and how this

I

discuss the

factor

COE.

During the focus group session, Alyssa shared her feelings about the impact her

mother has made on her
A:

I

really

life

admire

and

main breadwinner.

job.

get

-

thirty years but

my mom

I’ve seen her sacrifice a lot.

is

I

for her.

my everything.

need anything, a candy bar, money for

don’t worry about

it”.

And

everything
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I

She’s the

My mom is a high school

Every summer when she has those three months

Anytime
it

mother made

my mom too. My mom is my everything! My parents have

been together for almost

teacher.

relates the sacrifices her

do,

I

off,

she says,

“We can

myself and

my mom.

tuition,

do

for

she finds another

When

she gets older and I’m working, she’s not going to have anything
to worry

about.

I

really

admire

my mom.

mom tells her, “Get your bachelors!

In the role of encourager, Alyssa’s
that piece

of paper, you can do whatever you want. Just get

After

you have

that.”

Mv Mother is Mv Success
Natalie discusses

how her mother

instilled in her the discipline

required to be successful and the sacrifices she

N:

My mom has always instilled

through to completion.
in

my

house.

dishes

“You

start

- you’re going

I

mean

to finish

really is

think

would be here now.

I

academically and
“listen to

something, then

love

my dad

is

We

already

mother!” That’s

the force behind

I

don’t

how you phrased

it.

you and

really helped you.

N: Yes!
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in

like,

to listen to her!

relates to

N: Yah!

was

started the

my dad C£m be

know we have

had asked you about your success

“My

R: She

“You

(laughter)

my mom,

death because without

always there too, but sometimes

I

my

it!”

it

it

My mom has always been our backbone

in the fourth grade,

is

have to see

woman.

when I asked you about your mother, this

success

I

them!”

your mother”, (laughter)

R: Actually

if I start

keep her on the path.

there are no “ifs ands or buts” about

my mom to

N: She

I

me,

in

to

something; you’re going to finish

R: She’s sounds like a strong

and

made

and confidence

when you were

math, and you said

My mom is the backbone of our family.
make

sure that

we had

exactly

She’s always

we what we needed

Every thing

I

do

is

for

my mom.

But

checked our homework, she yelled

at us, she

was everything. But she made

we

can’t even describe

sure

that she

that

get a chance to go to school herself, so she’s doing
together.

it

is

is

we were

happy.

had to work nights

was every

day. She didn’t

now. We’re doing

my mom —

whipped us a

stayed on the road

it

she supported us, she

little bit.

(laughter)

we needed to

be on.

It

I

how proud I am of my mom.

Natalie’s strength of character shines through out the times

study and

the sacrifice to

as long as

She never complained once. She never complained
and then take care of four kids during the day and

made

we

shared during the

a reflection of the love and care she received growing up. Natahe’s mother

a strong disciplinarian and extremely protective of her daughter. In explaining this

often times typical behavior between Black mothers and daughters, Wade-Gayles

suggests that Black mothers

Do

not socialize their daughters to be passive and irrational. Quite the

contrary, they socialize their daughters to be independent, strong and self-

confident. Black mothers are suffocating protective and domineering
precisely because they are determined to

mold their daughters into whole
and self-actualizing persons in a society that devalues Black women.
(Wade-Gayles, 1984, as cited in Collins, 1991, p. 54-55)
Three other

women stated a

similar sentiment

- mother

fi'om Puerto Rico expressed the closeness she feels for her

throughout the interview stating, “She

is

my number one

as friend. Juanita

who

mother a number of times

fi-iend

and supporter”.

When I

had the opportunity to speak with Juanita’s mother privately, she expressed the same
sentiment. Carmelina said, “I miss her very

much — we
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is

are

good

jfriends as

well as

mother and daughter”. The affection and closeness they shared was exceptional
and
quite moving.

Again, Natalie

tells

me

emphatically,

“My

success

is

my

mother!”

R: She was the force behind you and really helped you.

N: Yes!
R:

Do you feel you

might have gone another way?

How might that have worked

out in your life?

N:

My mom has always encouraged me to do what

always told

me

never to

let

anyone discourage

mom has always been more
me to do

pushing

like a friend

K:

in

want to do. But she has

me from

than someone

following

who

my

heart.

My

constantly

is

something.

Kate relates the role of mother as one

been the most important

I

role

model

who

believes and perseveres.

Her mother too has

in her life.

My mom taught me a lot about perseverance because she was the only person
her family

just did

it!

who went

to college.

She just said she was going

That’s the kind of person she

is.

something and she makes sure she does

it.

to

She says she’s going
She’s taught

me

do
to

it

and she

do

that [researchers’
,

emphasis] She has always been supportive in saying you can do whatever you
put your

mind

to.

She’s never even brought up thinking whether

engineering. She’s say,

“Why wouldn’t women be

able to do

everything else.”
R: So she sort of broke the mold for

all

of your family?

Kate: Yah.
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women can do

it? It’s

the

same

as

The atmosphere

in the

group discussed

their mothers. Tereza, with tears in her eyes, talked
about her

who had

room became charged with emotion

to fight to get her education

as each of the

and her grandmother who had

to

women

make

in the

mother

difficult

choices for her daughters.
T:

My mom is always the strong one.

She fought hard to get her education. She

went through two years of college. She was from a low-income family. Then she
had to stop because her

was

fighting for

all

the

mom had to pay for her sister.
women to

after she got her bachelors.

get an education.

My dad

says, “a

Janeka was

she

“We

My dad

guy can do

can do anything!”

you can do

that,

like,

about her mother but

last to talk

women that

to terms with the lack

was Janeka’ s

that too!”

is

like that

Both of them have

“Engineering for guys, yah right! Girls

still

in a

way that

the reality

still

of the

trying to

age.

lot

of people think they don’t do anything but she

respected.

home

of career choices her mother may have experienced when

My mom is my role

I

brings

exists today. It’s as if she is

Ja:

college.

until

too.” (laughter)

it

gender and racial gap for

come

She continued studying

there for me. She’s always

always been supportive. They’re
can do

my grandmother too

So she has always been

the strong one. She’s always saying,

too.

So

model.

I

think she

remember asking her why she

And

smart because

she said to me, “Well,

girls didn’t

go

is

really strong. She’s a secretary.

is

didn’t she

really smart.

do something

when I was a girl,

it

that

to

was more

didn’t matter if I

into things like that [engineering]
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She went

A

was

when I was your

age”.

I

was

strong and

When I

asked the

so disappointed in that, but she’s

I

my role

model because she’s just

respect her so much.

women to

who

consider young people

don’t have the support or

encouragement of parents or a family member, they were quick
R: For those people

who

to respond.

don’t have that support, what can be done for those

people? Anything?
T:

I

think

right;

it

you can

my parents
that

helps a lot to have

find the help

and

my

sister

someone who can support you and say

“it’s all

you need along the way”. I’m lucky I’ve always had

who

and brother

some people don’t have

are there for me. Although

I

realize

that.

A: Support groups might help.

N:

I

think people

who

lack that

home

support, like most of us have had, there’s

usually that one person that snaps reality into

to fail, you’re

I

real quick, like “you’re

going

going to be a nothing, pull yourself up by the boot straps and

doing something”. Whether
‘Y’,

you

it’s

a teacher, a basketball coach or someone

start

at the

think most kids have that one person.

I’m not sure
lives today just

I

agree with Natalie on that

might indicate the opposite.

last point.

Many

children

The

may

reality

of children’s’

not have that one

person they can talk to or go to for support and encouragement.
In the next section,

candidate in the

I

introduce Grace, an Afi'ican American Ph.D. engineering

COE who relates the joys and struggles

engineering Ph.D. student.
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in being

both mother and

On

Being a Ph.D. Candidate and Mother
I

was

surprised to discover that Grace

the Ph.D. program at the

COE.

is

the only African

This shocking disparity

American female

even more alarming when we

is

consider that the number of women getting Ph.D.’s in engineering
has dropped by
(Prism, 2001, p. 22). Grace s story

life,

is

struggle and future dreams. She

woman and

a

is

umque one

engineering graduate student

upon her

some of that

at the

12%

with faith and hope about her

a role model in action! Being a deeply religious

minister, she has often called

times. In this section she relates

filled

in

same

faith to see her

through the rough

struggle in being a single mother and

time.

At the age of forty- five, Grace has had a long career

in the engineering

profession as well as pursuing higher levels of academic achievement in her twenty-

year career. She

is

a strong woman,

begmning from her

education,

who

early years

Alabama with her parents and seventeen

They hunted
was

bom

when

she

father

eight

slaves

Civil

for

game and grew enough
in

1

has had to face

many

growing up poor on a farm

siblings.

on a plantation

in

Alabama

roots

vegetables to

sell

segregated

and feed themselves. Grace’s
her.

tie directly to slavery.

until they

in

Grace’s parents had a 120 acre farm.

893 and was sbrty-three when they had

was bom. Grace’s

challenges to attain her

Her mother was

thirty-

Her grandparents were

were freed during the post-constmctionist

War period.

When discussing

her family, Grace praised the strength of her family especially

her mother for the simple

young

girl

growing up

life

in the

they lived and the spiritual principles she learned as a

segregated South. Patricia Hill Collins has written
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extensively about the role of black
leader.

women as an empowering symbol

Regarding black motherhood, she argues

and community

that

Black daughters must learn how to survive in interlocking structures of
race, class, and gender oppression while rejecting and transcending those
very same structures. To develop these skills in their daughters, mothers
demonstrate varying combinations of behaviors devoted to ensuring their
daughters’ survival - such as providing them with basic necessities and
ensuring their protection in dangerous environments - to helping them go
further than mothers themselves. (Collins, 1991, p. 53)

Grace’s strong, religious family helped her develop the
tools she

would need

in

her struggle in a male dominated field while being a single

mother providing and caring
continues this legacy

my
a

career.

I

lot earlier

G:

when

for her

son

she stated, “I’ve had to put

fi’om school,

him

So

to bed.

I

be able to sleep

awake

until three

that long like

Grace’s son

I

many times

first

rarely have this concern

is

now

I

I

use

during

and can achieve

I

to start

all

it

his

over again with

know how I

work.

1

him ready

In the evening

I

in

would

homework, and then

my

studying.

wanted to make sure

kept that schedule.

fourteen years old. She

told her

my classes.

get

Now

I

I

get

wouldn’t

that

I

got

can’t stay

to.

to

know who wakes up happy
it!”

to all

am doing my

don’t

a good kid and appears

explanation for

Then go

cook dinner, help him with

would have

my homework done.

person

son

When I was taking courses, when he was younger, I would

come home

is

men

my

in their careers.”

the morning and off to school.

says he

of her engineering degrees. Grace

in the pursuit

have no regrets about that but

on

and emotional

spiritual

is

very concerned about him but she

be pretty stable for a teenager. “He’s the only

everyday

-

he’s just a happy kid

might have something to do with
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-

her.

there’s no

She just laughed

and

said,

“Maybe

she explained

G:

it

how

does.”

When

scary this

wanted him to be

I

a farm and

Grace moved

was

in place

where

- 1

I felt

he was

know the

don’t

safe.

I

grew up

language.

I

had a

Columbia taking care of him when he got home from school.
her and that

scared.

R:

It

bet

I

it

my

son was well taken care of so

was a kind of scary time
was... being a single

You had mentioned
interesting

I

grandmother?”

his perception

-

Alabama on

woman from

I felt I

could trust

could go to work and not be

for me.

mom, moving

into this area

by yourself

again?

it

asked him, “What are you going to

university working

it’s

I

in

comment your son had made which I thought was

- what was

G: Oh, yeh!
their

a

work,

for her.

m not a city girl

I

into a large metropolitan city for

He

said,

“I’m going

to tell

tell

my

grandchildren about

them that you

are at this

on your doctorate” [Researcher emphasis]. And

that I’ve

been working on

it

for so long

going to end. (laughter) Maybe he was just teasing

that

may be

and wondering when

me

because he’s a joker -

a real ftiimy guy.

When we discussed how hard

it

was

to continue her education

and work as well,

she argued that without grants, scholarships, various funding sources, and good day care
for children,

many women of color will

technology. Grace admonishes,

was stunned by
the

many

not be able to pursue careers in the fields of

“When you’re

hungry, you can’t do mathematics!”

the simple truth in that statement.

children in low- income areas

learning, motivation

who

My thoughts couldn’t help but turn to

are hungry every day and

and future opportunities.
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I

how that

impacts

Grace’s courage and poise
gives evidence of her
lifts

up

own

in the face

of oppression, bias and discrimination

strength of character and integrity. At the

same

time, she also

m testimony, her mother’s indomitable spirit and legacy handed down from one

generation of African American mothers to their daughters.
This Afro-centric Ideology

of Motherhood

As

is

a child

eloquently expressed in June Jordan’s reflection.
I

noticed the sadness of my mother as she sat alone in the
kitchen at

women’s work never won permanent victories of any kind. It never
enlarged the universe of her imagination or her power to influence
beyond the
front door of our house. Her women’s work never tickled
her to laugh or shout
night. .Her
.

or dance. But she did raise me to respect her way of offering love
and to believe
that hard work is often the irreducible factor for survival,
not something to

Her woman’s work produced a reliable home base where I could pursue
Her women’s work invented the potential for
a completely different kind of work for us, the next generation of Black
women;
huge, rewarding hard work demanded by the huge new ambitions that her
avoid.

the privileges of books and music.

perfect confidence in us engendered. (Jordan, 1985, as cited

by

In listening to Grace’s story,

Jordan’s reflection

on her mother’s

life

I

couldn’t help think

might well mirror Grace’s stoiy

mothers’ and her grandmother’s story

— the weaving

in

a

how well

some way,
trail

Collins, 1991, p.

as well as her

of suffering, sadness and joy

experienced from the legacy and pain of sexism and racism from past generations to

moment

this

in time.

In the next vignette, a

talks about her

mother of one of the engineering students

concern about the intensity of the program and

how

it

in the study,

may

be affecting

her daughter.

One Mother’s Lament
I

had the unique opportunity to interview the mother of Juanita who was

her daughter at the time of my interview with her.
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From my

first

visiting

observation of these

two women,

I

could just

tell

how much

love, admiration

and fun they have with each

other. In a private session with Carmelina, Juanita’s mother,
she related to

disappointment that her daughter had
constantly to keep up with the
for outside activities.

little

enjoyment

COE program.

at college

me

because she works

She lamented that Juanita has

Carmelina explained, “She

is

an excellent

artist!”

little

little

less

is

a doctor. She wished Juanita could have

work. However, when

I

activities

life

and

interview,

whatever

I

if

it

make

and the

art

is

doing and can handle

work she does

it

doesn’t matter to

and daughter team act
relationship

friendship

at the

are

all

the stress

at the craft center.

to do. “It’s

her happy, that’s fine with me.” Juanita indicated in our

how much support and affection she
do -

the

in college with a

Carmelina insisted however, that she accepts whatever Juanita wants
her

two

is

interviewed Juanita, she dismissed her mother’s

concerns and articulated that she likes what she

through sports related

more fun

time

think this

I

career she wished Juanita had pursued. All her children are into technology;

engineers and one

her

them - they just want me

like best fi"iends.

and enjoyed being

feels fi*om her family.

in their

I

“They

will accept

to be happy.” This

mother

could appreciate the quality of their

company. For

of her mother has sustained her these

Juanita, the constant support

last three difficult

and

and demanding years

COE.

A Surrogate Mother
Claire, a friendly exuberant white middle-aged

administrative assistant in the

many of the

students in

MEP,

MEP office

for

woman, has been

more than

the

ten years. She has been for

the rock and foundation of the program. In
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my

interviews

with the

women

mother of sorts
the

in the study,

many

for the

it

appeared to

students

me

that she

who have

was regarded

as a surrogate

interacted with her during their years at

COE.
During the focus group session,

young women had

who

kept

was

struck by the love and devotion these

for Claire, and realized that this

number of occasions during
the one

I

all

it

Natalie acknowledged, “Claire

relationship.

someone would remark, “Oh,

the interview,

together.

was no ordinary

like

a

mom to us all.” When

I

to get caught

The

three

up

said,

was

her”.

asked Claire

would consider being interviewed, she graciously declined and then
want

Claire, she

The program would have collapsed without

is

On a

if

“Oh,

she

I

don’t

in that!” (laughter)

months

I

spent hanging around the

MEP office,

she

was more than

kind and exceedingly friendly. She always exuded a cheerful attitude with everyone she
met. She seemed to love her job tremendously and
office

by

first

warm and

name. (There are over 100 students

generous greeting for

occasions the

women, upon

all

who

entering the office,

her an affectionate hug. She provides a

MEP. The
R:

entered

lot

knew everyone who came

in the

MEP.

I

into the

program!) Claire always had a

observed on a number of

would go

directly over to her

of emotional and professional

and give

stability to

students trust and love her, as the following discussion illustrates.

You know

secretaries

keep the world together. What would those big honcho

executives be without them?

N: Like Claire holding

this office

(MEP)

This office wouldn't exist without Claire.

A: Claire

is

like the rock!
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together? (laughter)

R:

When I

go over

first

to her

A: She’s

started

hanging around

MEP, I watched how people would just

and give her a big hug.

like...

N: Everyone’s mom!

Having a

staff person like Claire

who

expresses warmth, kindness and support

especially through the past tumultuous years of change in the

difference for these

women

MEP has made a

in the study.

A Reflection on the Role of Mother
In the interviews with the undergraduate

as best friend, supporter, encourager and role

women seized the

model proved

of mother

true in all cases.

The

opportunity to talk about their mothers in glowing terms with very

prodding from me.

little

women of color, the theme

I

the importance of the role

was caught up

of mother

in this

phenomenon and questioned whether

in this context

would hold up with more diverse

and larger populations. What would be an alternative explanation for this phenomenon?

Was

it

just a coincidence that the

Would a

larger,

women

in

my study are all crazy about their mothers?

more diverse population

indicate the

same findings about the

importance of strong family relationships and academic achievement in engineering?
also

wonder

time.

first

I

if this

was just a phase

the

women were

remember a poignant moment during

in her eyes, cried out,

life.

“I’m lonely

Isolated

for

at this

moment

the student focus group session,

encountered this theme of loneliness most of the

experiencing in their academic

going through

women

from family and

my mom -
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when

I

in

I

are apparently

friends, Tereza, with tears

she always makes

me

feel better.”

One
with

its

may directly relate back

and

friends.

The women argued

activities they will

engage

of family, especially during

in

that they

on

little

program

time for outside

must manage

their time

and

limit

because of the intensity of their program. Memories

this stressful time, bring

help relieve the stress. Are they having fim as
to

to rigor of the engineering

demanding schedule and course work. They have

activities

what

explanation

comforting assuring thoughts that

envision or remember

I

my college

days

be? They seem to busy for anything too frivolous but that might be a misperception

my part. Maybe just

learning

how to

enough. Feelings of joy about their

when they
seemed

life

be an engineer

is

fun, interesting

and satisfying

never did surface in our discussions except

talked about their families, particularly those memories of mother. They

to be

consumed by

the

COE program.

This strong bond between mother and daughter, mother and son

is

one of role

model, motivator, sustainer and nurturer. Ladner articulates well the notion of

motherhood as a symbol of power.
Black daughters are raised to expect to work, to strive for an education so
they can support themselves, and to anticipate carrying heavy

and communities because these skills are
survival and of those for whom they will eventually
be responsible. (Ladner, 1981, as cited by Collins, 1991, p. 51)

responsibilities in their families

essential for their

own

Mothers of these strong independent

women of color have

a long tradition of protecting

and nurturing their daughters from the intensity of racial and gender oppression
experienced through

would

many

generations.

It

also

makes sense

also express their desire to be mothers as well

throughout the interviews.
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that the

women

in the

study

which they did a number of times

When times

get tough, the

members. Encouraging supportive

women think of their relationships with

family

relationships such as what they have with Claire in

MEP are the one thing they can count on to get them through the difficult periods in
their program.

few
the

women to
COE,

They talked

about relationships with

little

develop friendships with because of the high ratio of men to

Having

women

in

has impacted opportunities for them to create relationships that could relieve

the intensity of the stress they experience.

lives

their peers or friends.

They may have

on” within them through memories of family and a

“left the nest”

life

but the “nest

they once had in then-

younger days.
In the essay, “In Search

poem pays tribute to

Walker’s

feeling expressed

played in their

by the

life

Of Our

Mother’s Garden” (1974) (see next page), Alice

her mother, and expresses beautifully the thoughts and

women

in the study

on the powerful

role their mother’s

which has transcended down through the ages

have

to them, as a heritage

of strength, love and courage between mothers and daughters.

Conclusion

A life that is out of balance causes frustration and burnout, which could lead to
giving up

all

together of ones’ dreams and goals.

color in engineering

grueling

COE

is

The

retention factor for

women of

a serious problem nationwide (Thompson, 2000, p 23). The

schedule, intense course load coupled with the lack of opportumties for

outside interests and friends, especially from their
contributing to the high ratio of those

who

own ethnic

transfer out
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of the

peers, are major factors

COE programs.

They were women then

My mama

's

generation

Husky of voice-stout of
Step

With fists as well as

Hands

How they battered down
Doors

And ironed
Starch white
Shirts

How they led
Armies

Headragged Generals
Across mined
Fields

Booby-trapped
Kitchens

To discover books
Desks

A place for

us

How they knew what we
Must know
Without knowing a page
Ofit
Themselves.
Alice Walker (Walker, 1991,

The women complain of having
friendships

on campus. This

experience.

As they

little

p.

204)

time to invest in developing

also contributes to the loneliness

and

new

isolation they

articulate their struggle in going through the program, in the

voice, they support and value the education they are receiving at the

In the next section,

“One Teacher Can Make a Difference,”

study discuss the biased attitudes they have encountered with

difference in their education.

They discuss

COE.

the

women

COE professors,

majority of which are male. They look back at the teachers in their

same

life that

in the

a

have made a

the teachers that most impacted their desire
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to

develop

their skills in

become engineers
teachers

who

are

math and

science. Teachers

remembered fondly by

the

who

planted the seed of desire to

women, while

at the

same time,

negatively affected their motivation to gain technical skills only added to

the obstacles they had to

overcome as they negotiated the engineering

the section with a discussion

on communication and language discourse

larger educational perspective.

Bordieu, Bernstein,

pipeline.

I

draw on

issues

I

end

from a

the theoretical frames of analysis from Delpit,

MacLeod and Giroux who

argue that lack of acceptance and the

demeaning of diverse language and communication

patterns with

its

implications of

meritocracy in our schools today have hindered our present school populations of low-

income and students of color from gaming necessary

literacy skills to survive in

an

increasingly technical world.

One Teacher Can Make

a Difference

Introduction

Teachers often bring to their teaching practice, a socio-ethnocentric
predisposition regarding race, gender and ethnicity. Bias and stereotypical attitudes,

unconsciously or consciously, have a serious effect on learning outcomes in the

way

teachers communicate and interact with ethnically diverse students in the classroom.

Weil argues

that

cultural voices

many

teachers are oblivious and disinterested in the historical and

of their diverse student populations (Weil, 1993,

Statistics indicate that

approximately

40%

of the student populations

schools are students of color. At the same time, minorities
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p. 212).

fill

only

in U.S.

10% of the present

positions in teaching and school administration. For white educators,

it

becomes

imperative “to create a diversity of thought, language and worldview that celebrates not
just tolerates the culture

and language from which our students come from”

(Delpit,

1997, p.57).

The Hegemonic Discourse
The

unfair discourse-stacking that takes place in our society,

marginates a student based on the family they were

communications they have access
mobility for

many

to

bom

which merits or

and what language

into

growing up, continues to

students of color and low income students.

limit social

MacLeod

and economic

argues.

Largely, social class determines success or failure in school. But cloaked

language of meritocracy, academic performance

in the

is

apprehended as

low achievers. Such is the
magic of school-mediated exclusion: it implants in those it marginalizes a
set of cognitive and evaluative categories that lead them to see themselves
as the causal agents of a process that is actually institutionally determined.
Bourdieu shows how schooling entrenches social inequity by reproducing
class privilege and simultaneously sanctifying the resultant inequity.
(MacLeod, 1995, p.l6)

the result of individual ability by both high and

Bourdieu argues that schools require cultural resources with which only specific
students are

endowed (Bourdieu,

1993). Bernstein expands the language of culture

further in his discussion looking specifically at the educational ramifications of

divergent linguistic patterns

that “class

among

membership generates

socialization.

Working

children of different social strata. His argument

distinctive

forms of speech patterns through family

class children are oriented to ‘restricted’ linguistic codes, while

middle-class children use ‘elaborate codes’” (Bernstein, 1977,

in

is

accordance with the symbolic order of “elaborate” codes
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p.

477). Schools operate

at the significant

disadvantage of working-class children. Children are asked to code-switch continually,

which

is

not only confusing but can also be damaging to their psyche.

The notion of social
for language,

structure as a system

and the manner

it

implications

which schools value “elaborate” codes and other

in

linguistic devices characteristic

of class inequality, with

of the upper

classes, gives evidence to the formulation

of Bernstein’s Theory of Social Reproduction
evidence points to the distinct differences

in

(as cited in

MacLeod, 1995). The

language patterns used in the

home and

corrected or disrespected at the school to be serious stumbling blocks for learning.

“Students disadvantaged by this inequity blame themselves for failure whereas
wealthier students take ‘cultural capital’ for granted and accept credit for their success”

(MacLeod, 1995,

p. 18).

Social Reproduction

Theory

illustrates

how

formal education

actually functions to “certify lower status youngsters as socially inferior at an early age

and to

initiate the

process that keeps

adulthood” (Yeakey

Taken a

& Bennett,

many of them economically and

1990, p.

socially inferior in

5).

step further, Giroux (1983) argues for a Theory of Resistance,

which

seeks to describe in a variety of complex ways in which an oppressed group of people
negotiates and interacts with their everyday reality and the constraints imposed

experience by structures of domination. Moreover, he states that “‘resistance’

on
is

their

a

response to the educational system, a response rooted in moral and political indignation
not psychological dysfunction... the logic of resistance runs counter to the social

relations

of schooling and

calls for struggle against, rather

domination” (Giroux, 1983,

p.

289-291).
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than submission

to,

Teachers can become aware and

reflect

on

their

own

attitudes regarding race

and

bias by entering into dialogue that expresses their specific cultural
beliefs and
perspectives.

When teachers

begin a serious

critical

examination of their

beliefs,

perceptions and practices with the opportumty to gain insight into their unexamined
attitudes about race

and gender, often a major

shift

begins to transform beliefs, attitudes

and behaviors concerning oppression and inherent biased practices (Tatum, 1999;
Nieto, 1996; Delpit, 1995).

This, Freire says, can lead to praxis

where teacher and

student are transformed by the co-creation of their shared experience, thereby

constructing an environment where

all

students understand and share their cultural

values and meanings.

Freire provides us

one approach:

In problem-solving education, people develop their
critically the

way

they exist in the

find themselves; they

come

power to perceive
world with which and in which they

to see the world not as a static reality, but as a

form of action they adopt is to a
of how they perceive themselves in the world.
Hence, the teacher-student and the students-teachers reflect
simultaneously on themselves and the world without dichotomizing this
reflection fi’om action, and thus establish an authentic form of thought and
reality in process, in transformation... the

large extent a function

action. (Freire, 1997, p. 64)

This lack of acceptance of diverse dialects and communications styles and the
implied lack of respect as a result of these misunderstandings, has had a profound effect

on school achievement
below normal average
outcomes

in

for

many

in reading

under-achieving students of color

and writing, the

school retention (MacLeod, 1995,

p.

who have

scored

result

of which has led to dismal

212).

More

drop-outs and large

numbers of young adults face an increasingly competitive information age unprepared,
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and lacking even the most basic

literacy skills necessary to

meet the demands of work

and society.
Alienation, misunderstanding and miscommunication
experienced by

many

under-achieving students of color in our schools only serves to reinforce
stereotypical
attitudes

of the dominant

culture, thereby fostering

low self-esteem and reducing

expectations for future success in school.

Developing an inclusive friendly environment through understanding
different ethnicities

and genders communicate

is

how

crucial in encouraging and retaining

education for students of color. Teachers have the power inherent through their position
in

the schools to create wonderful opportunities and venues for collaboration and

learning.

critically

They can and need

to

their students to

are,

their abilities to think

they will participate as active agents, stakeholders,

are able to contribute and enjoy their world,

and not just become the victims of it

(Delpit, 1995, p. 57). Unless teachers begin a process

the reasons behind

affect their

why they

teach the

way

of introspective questioning

they do, and

how their

biases

may

to see

often

classroom practices, they are unconscious agents of political power and

cultural elitism (Weil, 1993). Delpit

way we communicate
students

expand

about their culturally diverse viewpoints. “As students become more aware

and are accepted for who they

who

empower

who

warns us

that,

with our minority students,

“Unless

we

we

radically approach the

risk losing

will drop-out rather than feel disrespected

a whole generation of

and unchallenged by the

school” (p.56).
In this next segment,

women

in the

I

pose a number of questions related to the relationship the

study have had with the

COE

professors and asked for their opinions on
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the pedagogical approaches their teachers used in the
classroom.
in their criticism

They

are uninhibited

of their teacher’s practices and admonish the often hegemonic

attitudes

they encounter, yet they also provide ample appreciation for
their professor’s work,
expertise and dedication to learning and teaching.

Professors with

God Complexes

In this vignette,

engineering

is

I

women to

asked the

taught at the

COE.

I

find those approaches interesting or

way they were

fi'om their professors?

I

me

wanted to know what

to pedagogical approaches their professors

liked the

share with

employed

in

their

thoughts on

their thoughts

were

how
in regards

classroom practice. Did they

were the classes boring?

I

wanted to know

if they

taught.

Did they experience the hegemonic “gaze” (Fanon)

wanted

to

know

if their

teachers demonstrated inclusive

behaviors and attitudes in their teaching practice as discussed in the Introduction.

wanted

to

know

constructivist

applied to

if their

also

professors used interesting classroom activities such as

methods popular

more complicated

Did they think

I

elementary and secondary science teaching but

in

subjects.

their classes

were informative and

interesting or

were they bored

most of the time? Alyssa begins the discussion.
A:

It’s

everything.

able to teach

is

a

Some

gift. I

professors just don’t

mean you can

don’t think anyone can just teach.

that’s in

any

class. Either

you don’t. You see

It

learn

it

know how to
or have

doesn’t matter

you just do

it

it.

teach well. Being

You have

if it’s

to acquire

a professor.

I

it. I

think

good and students can understand you or

that a lot in engineering.
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There are some professors, one

in

particular.

He’s kind of rude - he’s kind of mean, but he know

a good teacher.

[Why does he have

to be

know who

she’s talking about

...

N:

I

mean,

I

his material.

He’s

wonder?]

(everyone laughs)

A: He’s a good teacher and
are a

little

I

can give him

nicer, but they don’t

There are others

know what there

over the board and that doesn’t help

N: In

that.

me

who

I

like

and

doing up there - they’re just

all

at all. (laughter)

ME (Mechanical Engineering), we probably have one really good

professor that’s not rude, and then the other ones have the “god complex”,
(laughter)

T: Teachers do have the “god complex”.

R:

Can you

T: It’s just

tell

me what the “god complex”

when

is?

they think they’re geniuses and they start talking about stuff

you have no clue about what they’re

talking about.

N: And then they give you

like,

don’t you

this

know this? You mean you

A: You’re coming

in

When you do

think

A: No,

it

it

weren’t

know

it

it

this!

God,

bom knowing this?”

YOU to show me

even before you get here.

your evaluations of the

you think? Do you think
J: I

“You’re suppose to know

here knowing nothing; I’m paying

something. They expect you to
R:

look

class,

matters?

matters.

doesn’t matter! (laughter)
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do you ever

let

them know what

Ja: I think if most

of students aren’t learning

my

definitely has to change. In

lot

of the kids

in

my

Calc class,

class didn’t take

they don’t understand the professor

it

I

in the class, then

something

A

had already taken Calc before.

and they are

really struggling because

at all.

In this next discussion, Natalie relates in great detail the struggle she has
to bare in

dealing with the demeaning attitude she often has experienced with
professors at the

R:

I

COE.

wanted

to get

to deal with

is at

times.

do with

it?

N: Well,

some of the

back to something that you said before about what you have

sometimes with the professors

in

your program, and

how tough that

How do you deal with it? Do you think your illness has something to
Do you have

it’s

down or do you just

to stuff it

probably better not to say anything

I’m a stubborn person and

at all

not say anything?

- but

my

that’s not

feel that

I

should be treated a certain way.

don’t disrespect other people so

I

don’t expect to be disrespected.

R:

What

N:

I

is

that

I

way?

intentionally hurt other people, so

times, professors say stuff that

before they speak.

in fi*ont

think

of a

lot

style.

Many

is

I

don’t expect people to hurt me.

crass

- totally,

totally crass!

I

don’t

A lot of

They don’t think

times they say stuff that can cause you embarrassment

of people.

I

tell

them

you owe me an apology”.

A

straight, “I don’t think that

lot

of times,

(laughter)

R: Because then what happens?
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was

fair,

my mouth can get me

and

I

in trouble,

N: You’d be
right

down

These professors

surprised.

into

arguments - verbal arguments. I’m just

just admit you’re

wrong

for saying

just a constant battle every time

of the

girls

who

-

it

and

it’s

my age

act like they’re

always something

can get

being friends”.

new

to deal with.

It’s

A lot

are in engineering now, they say to me, “I hate this! I’m

leaving! I’m not doing this anymore! I’m transferring out!”
for?

we

“You’re wrong,

like,

we can go back to

and

And

I

say,

“What

Why are you going to do that?” “If you give me a good enough reason why

you want

to leave, then I’ll support your decision but if you

because the work

anywhere you go!

is

too tough

If you

want

- suck

it

want

up - the works going

to leave

to be tough

to leave because a professor doesn’t like you,

guess what? You’re existence doesn’t depend on whether or not someone likes
you. If you like yourself and can look

that matters.

all

And

if

you

tell

at

yourself everyday in the mirror, that’s

me you want to

leave because you’re homesick,

you’ve got to grow up someday.” (laughter)
R: (laughing) Natahe

N; (laughing)

What

R:

if

I

you have an answer

mean come

someone

for everything.

on!

said to you, “I can’t stand the

N: Then I’d be there to help them. If a teacher
is

totally unacceptable

-

N: For one, you can always go to MEP.

Who

would you speak to?
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they demean me!”

being totally

there are avenues to pursue.

R: Like what?

R:

is

way

.

-

if their

behavior

N. You can

talk to Ty,

Ahmed

or Claire.

Many of us have good relationships

with them already and they’ve only been here since

sound relationships with them already and they

pretty

anyway. They’ll intervene
their

this semester.

make

to

“god complexes” because a

affect everything.

the grade that counts.

my grades.
that’s the

I

It

s

what

don’t care about

I

of them have

earned away from the

to

me.

If I’ve learned

I’ll tell

something or I’m not learning something

need the help. But a

lot

for us in

on with

They think they

that here!

a grade, whether or not

my GPA.

most important thing

up

sure that professors don’t continue

lot

You can give me

will stick

We have

deserve

I

class.

I

it.

It’s

not

don’t care about

something from the

class,

the professor that I’m learning

in the class

of other students won’t do

and

I’ll tell

them where

I

that.

R: Because they’re afraid?

N:

Partially,

lot

of them just don’t have the

and because they’re intimidated to

you don’t have the

desire to

desire to

do

it,

talk with the professors. Also, a

do the engineering. Like

then you should not be

in

I

said before, if

engineering because

there’s

no reason to be unhappy for the

years

it

takes to get this degree. There’s no reason to be that unhappy for that

long.

I

tell

them

four, or five,

to go and find something that

In this next vignette during the focus group session,

I

sometimes

six or seven

makes them happy.
bring up the subject of what

teachers say to encourage or discourage a student.

R; Teachers can discourage you with the simplest words that they say and they

won’t remember

it

tomorrow but

you’ll

remember

Does anyone remember those words?
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it

for the rest

of your

life.

Natalie begins the discussion.

N: Yes!

I

had an English teacher

the only reason

I

was

in the

I

know

if I

to see her

that’s

something

R:

It’s

school,

Luckily

I

in

when

honors classes since the previous year.
that.

I

But

later.

I

me

in

my junior year,

I

by the time

I

was a

to hate English.

I

wouldn’t write.

came

I

had a new teacher who tore

go deeper.

student.

that stuff;

to college

It

took

me

I

know what

am a good EngUsh writing

she

student.

I

my homework.

my work apart

new teacher

was

you just need another example, somebody

who

senior in high

wouldn’t do

awhile, but from this

Janeka and Kate share their experiences of teachers

I

realized that

talking about.

think

and

I

am a

you can overcome

else to

be that influence.

really cared

about their future.

had a religion teacher who actually worried and cared about the students

his class.

He was

and our careers.
like,

shouldn’t be in honors classes and

tomorrow, she wouldn’t remember saying

high school English teacher didn’t

Ja; I

1

carry with me, six or seven years

that to

began

me to

good

that

a wound.

N: Her saying

told

I

me

honors classes was because they needed minority

had already been

representation.

went

tell

I

really

told

“Why? Are you

concerned with what

him

that

sure?”

should really think about

it.

I

going to do about college,

wasn’t going to be a lawyer anymore.

He went
It

we were

He was

through this whole discussion about

maybe me

feel really

in

good

that

someone

how I

actually

cared.

K:

I

just

when

I

had teachers who encouraged

me

a

lot.

They were helpful

needed extra help. They didn’t say, “Well,
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why

especially

don’t you understand

it?”

Know matter how many times I
me. [Kate has had
Ja:

I

had a really

to contend with learning disabilities as well.]

sexist teacher in high school

talked to us like

we were

was going

all girl

why

are

to an

asked for help; they were always there to help

you teaching

stupid.

school.

in

an

I

He made

who taught me

math.

derogatory comments

all

He always
the time.

thought, “If you have a problem with

school?

all girls’

1

women,

Why are you here?” It was the

stupidest thing!

R:

Was

Ja:

No, he got a

he fired?

and laughed
T:

I

better job!

at that

Yah -

(Everyone chimed

in at the

same time

comment!)

had those teachers too, but

because

right!!

I

just

laughed

now they can say what they want and

it

I

off.

I

think

just laugh

it

I

got stronger for

off.

I

don’t

let

it

it

bother me.

N: After a while, you get so

de-sensitized!

makes you stronger but

A:

It

bit

- two

I

think

it still

hurts!

I

think

it

still

tears

you done a

steps forward, one step back.

You Won’t Amount

to Anything!

In the early 1970’s, Grace transferred to a local private college in this area as a

second year pre-med student fi’om Alabama State University where she was an honor
student and had a 3.9

GPA. Grace was the

only African American in the pre-med

program. She hoped to become a doctor some day so she could return to rural Alabama
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to treat

many of her people who were

on the way

One of the most
occurred

were so

to clinics that

“You won’t amount

dishes in a kitchen.” This

is

her into his office to explain

who

would be so

cruel

why he wouldn’t

man was

also Jewish.

and hateful to her

Grace came into

things such as,

“Look

it

to hospital alive.

You

should be washing

at her!

So

own

he would

She looks

like

when he

him because he was

knew

called

she

the only one

understand

difficult to

it is

after experiencing the pain

class,

to her

be giving her the grade she

to take courses with

behaviors he must have encountered in his

When

to anything!

what Grace’s Botany professor said

She was forced

taught them. This

away, they would never make

far

intense encounters Grace had ever experienced with racism,

at this college.

really deserved.

often refused treatment at white facilities and died

why

he

of biased attitudes and

life.

way

insult the

a shaggy dog!”

she looked by saying

It is

hard to imagine

why

a

highly regarded scholar and teacher (He graduated from Harvard and wrote a number of
highly acclaimed books in his field) would treat one of his best students in such a
humiliating manner. Grace’s friend,

who was

a

woman from Liberia,

encouraged her to

“stand up for her self’ and take legal action against him. But as Grace explains, “I was

naive and very timid

- actually I became even more

she went to complain to the Dean, he brought out a
against

him

especially

timid after that experience.”

file

class with.

with numerous complaints

from women. But because of his tenured position and

was a joke

to Grace.

He was the

except allow her to take the

last

person she wanted to take a

She had answered most of her exam questions

correct, but this professor

purposely marked them incorrect. This brought her grades and her
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reputation,

it

they explained there was nothing they could do about
class for free. This

When

GPA down which

thoroughly discouraged her. As Grace says,

who wouldn’t
made me

give

me

the grade

go any further and

previous grades don’t

from ever going

that

more conscious not

you

mean anything

to school again.”

me

really deserved because

of racism!” She

realize the reality

‘you’ll never

I

bothered

“It

either”.

Grace says

be taught by someone

of the color of my skin -

reiterates, “It hurts

will never

to discriminate against

to

amount

when someone

to anything’

the

anyone because

it

is

says

and that your

Those kinds of things eould prevent you
that this experience helped her to

anyone and to be

carefiil in

students by making sure they are fair and correct. Grace admonishes, “

that to

it

become

giving grades to

I

would never do

the most demeaning thing that can happen to a student.” At

same time Grace was going through

all this

emotional pain, she was fortunate to

have a wonderful male mathematics teacher who treated her the opposite way. “He was

my

shining

anything

star!

else.

He made mathematics

so interesting

- you never

His Pre-calculus class was a place where

I

really thought about

could be redeemed”.

The Power of Forgiveness

When I
think so.

I

had

asked Grace

very

He

still felt

mouth when he

lived in a time

little.”

she

to forgive that professor for

often be foaming at the

illness.

if

Grace

is

the

wound from that

what he

talked.

I

did.

when his concept of Blacks was

forward.

affected

They become a heavy weight

by those

things.

I

some kind of mental

very low and could achieve

woman who

forgiveness. “All those things in your past will just eat

move

He was an old man who would

think he had

a deeply committed Christian

that holds

time, she said, “I don’t

believes in the

power of

you up and you won’t be

able to

you down. So I’m no longer

wouldn’t be able to think about “simulation modeling” or
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my

other courses

to say,

Maybe

if

my mind was bogged down with what happened in

Sometimes, you have to
it

me

allowed

to be

what

and sustained her through these

Maintaining the

Grace

become an

really let go!

am now.”

I

Maybe

it

1974.” She goes on

made me more determined.

Grace’s strong belief in

God

has nurtured

difficult times.

Momentum

feels there

is

purpose for that she has had to endure through her years to

engineer. She believes that

God was

guiding her every step of the

provided the opportunities for her to receive a fellowship from Boeing and
she hadn’t even applied

whenever
going.

I

It’s

for.

Grace

get to the end of what

relates her thoughts

I

can think

been a long haul because

care of my son.

I

on the path

to

is

God gives me

have to maintain a

God to do my

pray to

Her nephew, who

I

of,

on this.

very

best.

I

you

let it

that

another reason to keep

can’t afford to walk

to give this all

I

and take

away now”.

people were clapping.

what a good person

I

I

had on

it

be that other people

I

understood

have.

me

graduation. She radiates, “I’m a dreamer

graduated!

let

be that you said that you can’t finish.”

In this final vignette, Grace tells

I

me

also an engineer, recently offered her this sage advice about staying

can’t finish. Don’t

that

to

completing her Ph.D. She recounts the conversation. “Aunt Grace, never

what he meant and

dream

seems

MIT which

B or better average

say no! If it gets to the point where you feel you can’t go on,

said

“It

way and

my cap

about a dream she often has about her

- that’s how God talks
and gown.

I

to

me.

God gave me

was walking across

a

the stage and

My minister from the church stood up and began to tell them

was - what an outstanding person he thought
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I

was. Everyone was

me

cheering

it

as

I

was

getting

my degree.

So

I

actually graduated in

my dreams

although

has been a long time!”(laughter)

Grace believes

coming up
younger

the ranks

women

in the

m engineering.

of color

to fields in

the challenge and joy that

dreams become a
because

I

importance in being a role model, a gatekeeper for
those

comes

She knows just how important

SMET. She

“I

want

encourage

to

dreams

be the best teacher

1

as her

own

can possibly be

Pedagogy

In this next section, Natalie discusses

teacher encouraged her to

methods and materials he used
R:

to

love teaching.”

Constructivist

how one

is

excited about teaching and embraces

in helping others to realize their

Grace declares,

reality.

is

it

I

wanted

to ask

it

You were

engineer. In this vignette, she relates the

motivated and excited about science.
in

high school; you were making some

thinking about going into engineering, you

as a career at that point

high school

was twelve years

to get the class

life.

were thinking about
in

become an

you when you were

decisions about your

N: Well,

what makes a good science teacher and

I

kind of new

I

-

wanted

is

to

that right?

be an engineer from the time

old.

R: So you were in middle school then?

N:

I

was

in

BLS

because

the only person from

I

started in 7th grade.

my high

school

I

would say

who encouraged me
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that

Mr. Lopez was

in engineering.

I

Natalie shares her story on what

“boy” types of things and

how

it

was

It

was about when

couldn’t do.

They

climbing fences.

I

me

I

on what

I

was a “tom boy” out

could do.

school yard issues.
trying to

tell

me

1

It

me what

started telling

couldn’t participate in recess

than any boy. (laughter) But
limits

who

girl

liked to

it

started

in this world.

-

1

-

1

could and

racing the boys,

use to hop fences quicker

around that age that they started to

And when 1 went to BLS,

become academic

it

didn’t

become

so

set

much

issues and after school programs.

couldn’t participate in the

do

and outside of school.

interests inside

was nine they

1

told

be a

stereotypes about what girls can and cannot do

wouldn’t obstruct her desires to pursue her

N:

like for her to

Mass PEP Program

Boys

(a pre-

engineering program for high school students).
R:

Why did they do

that?

N: Because they claimed

it

wasn’t for

girls.

R; So did you get in anyway? Did you force your

N:

I

kind of stopped for a second then

I

way

talked with

in?

my

science teacher, Mr.

Lopez.
R;

Was
He

he a good teacher?

is

the

most important person

R: Well,

tell

me

N:

in tenth

always there to talk to

him

still

my mom

and dad.

about him.

N: Mr. Steve Lopez - he was
had him again

after

my

seventh grade earth science teacher and then

and twelfth grades for Physics

me when 1

I

and Physics AP. He was

started to feel discouraged.

even now, because there are

still
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1

moments when I

I’m

in contact

feel like,

“What

with

the

hell

am doing

I

there for

him

see

that

me from the

to do,

I’ll

impact a

to

just

“What am

lot

sure

I

of peoples

know because

I

to college.

I’m supposed to know what

on peoples’

should

and when

know what I’m suppose

would know. At
lives.

lives

use to worry about

to say, “I

I

here for?” Steve has always been

knew what was going

always use

time came,

I

very beginning. If I didn’t understand something,

He made

after school.

I’m going

want

here?” (laughter)

that time,

Mr. Lopez, there

is

I

I

want

to

would

no way

I

I

it

to

major
start to

He

on.

lot in

do by
in.”

tell

to

me
I

high school.

I

now - I’m going

He

make

use to

went

know what

finally

a

I

told

me when the

the largest impact

can repay him for what he has

given me.
R:

When he

make you
N:

I

said

you would make an impact on people’s

lives

- how

did that

feel?

didn’t understand

it.

My mom has always said that but am my mother’s
I

child! (laughter)

R: So

when you had

participate,

that situation with the boys, telling

you

that

you couldn’t

what was Mr. Lopez’s response to you about the boys?

Do you

remember?
N:

He

didn’t so

the only reason

much respond

why you

smarter than you.

He

“Hey,

I

think she

hurtfiil to

is

He

kind of responded to the boys and said

don’t want Natalie to be in

said

They responded, “No,

to me.

it

to a

Mass PEP

is

group of boys. There were about

because she’s
six

she’s not smarter than us! She’s just a girl!”

smarter.” Just getting at them, you know.

them or anything

like that.

I

think part of it
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was

He

of them.

He

said,

didn’t try to be

to build

my

my own capabilities. The

confidence in

encourage

and
R:

I

me

earned

keep fighting for

to

all

their respect

it

other part of

- to

by the time

was

it

to sub-consciously

get feisty with them. Eventually

I

was

I

did

graduating.

How did you do that? Can you give me an example? How did you come up

against

them or did something happen?

N: At Mass PEP, we had a
R: So you did join

N: Yah I still

did

me

lot

a

of different engineering

lot

it?

of everything they had to say

in spite

Mass PEP.

I

think the biggest project

of respect was the

US

First

R: Did

N:

It

I

I

realized that

may

part with this

if I

I

me which was

I

a weekly thing,

did in high school that earned

was

I

was

in the tenth grade.

the only girl

on

the team.

interested in the subject?

I’m good working

at

working with

my hands and

not understand everything academically, like this force acts on this

much

intensity.

did such and such

-

this

was teaching us physics but

may

I

not have understood

would happen.

I

think

wasn’t textbook

it

I

all

of that

stuff. I

knew

got that from Mr. Lopez.

style.

He had

We did a

lot

of little car assembly competitions where we had to

momentum, and

get things to react with different forces.

R: Did you have to assemble

N: Yes,

we would have

it?

to build the car

from
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scratch.

He

us go and do stuff

R: Like what for example - what did he have you do?

N:

We

produce our robotic machine.

make you more

it

did.

though

to

to

Competition when

There was a team of maybe six students and

worked with MIT

activities.

set the

R:

How big would the car be?

N: Maybe four inches long R: So you had

all

N: He gave us a

it

was a small

little

one.

the metal and materials to construct

little

packet, rubber objects with

it?

Lego

pieces in

it.

Just

whatever he had hanging around. Then he’d say, “Okay you guys, you have
build a car”.

We got to

ask him questions about what the car

What’s the object of the competition? Whose car
car can carry the most load? Stuff like that.

and then

A

lot

over.

we

got to creating

realize, “If

certain size tires because the car

teach

it

to us

from a book.

actually going out

supposed to do.

is

going to go fastest?

He would answer

all

Whose

our questions,

it.

of the times you would end building

Then you would

is

to

I

my

is

car has to carry so

it

much

load

going to have a certain torque.”

think that

and trying

times over and

this car four or five

made

the biggest difference.

over and over again until

encountered that with another teacher

in

we

man

in

my

He
It

learned.

high school or college.

probably say he’s the second most important

- I need

I

life after

didn’t

was us
I

had never

would

my

father.

Conclusion
In this last section of the chapter,

“One Teacher Can Make a

Difference,

I

introduced literature to support the importance for teachers to engage in a reflection

process to examine their biased attitudes about the students of color in their classes.

Biased and stereo-typical notions about race and gender often affect
practices and create

wounds

to the self-esteem

their

classroom

of students which are not so easily
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healed. Grace’s story reiterates this point and illustrates

wounds

are.

The women

at the

group of female students

it

is

at the university in addition to

the middle and high schools.

“god complexes”

COE discussed what

They

how deep and

like to a minority in

and

a minority

pursuing math and science in

articulated their frustration (with

their professors often exhibited

hurttul those

how they

humor) over the

dealt with

internally

it

and externally. Moreover, they expressed the wounds created from teachers’
discriminatory biased attitudes and classroom practices. In the same voice, however,

they also expressed that

it

was going through those

they gained an

difficult times, that

inner strength, determination, and discipline that intensified their resolve to

become

engineers. Natalie describes the constructivist teaching methods her science teacher

used to excite and

facilitate the inquiry

should be incorporated as

More

much

process in her Physics class. These methods

math

as possible in all levels of science and

teaching.

importantly, he encouraged her to compete against the boys and to have

confidence in her abilities to be a good engineer. Fostering confidence and efficacy to

develop foundational
elementary level

if

skills in

more

girls

math and science should be
of color are

to achieve entry

instilled early

and success

on

at the

to careers in

SMET.
In Chapter 5,

“Overcoming the Wounds of Racism and Sexism,”

the issue of race as a socially constructed

I

mechanism developed over time

probe deeply
to maintain

white dominance within the systems and structures of our society that continue to
oppress and marginalize people of color. Supporting the discussion,

from the

field

who examine

I

include authors

of sociology such as Smedley, Steinberg, McKee, Oliver and Shapiro
race from a historical perspective and begin with the role of science in
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promoting the race ideology.

key

in the

of DNA

demise

in the

I

also bring into the discussion

in the social construction

presented. In relating their experiences,

done by

may be

the

of race through the continued explorations

in the study discuss their

throughout their narratives and vignettes.

Helms and

science

Human Genome Project.

The women

is

how

experiences of racism and sexism

How they have coped with these
I

introduce two social identity models one by

the other developed by Bailey and

Bill Cross’s black identity

understanding about the issues

issues today

Hardiman created from previous work

model. These models help to further enlighten our

women of color

face each day in a racist, patriarchal

society.

These models help to define and connect

women

in the

study experienced being

to the

women of color

emotions and reactions the
in the

dominant

society.

I

also

discuss the importance in maintaining Affirmative Action as a policy to ensure access

and retention for

women of color especially

in the

academy. In the

last section,

1

introduce Critical Race Feminist Theory as healing response to racism and sexism for

women of color and
retention to

is

explored more deeply within the context of recruitment and

SMET.
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CHAPTER 5

OVERCOMING THE WOUNDS OF RACISM AND SEXISM

All suffering

is

sacred

Jon Sobrino, SJ

It is far

more comfortable

to perceive black poverty as resulting

from the
outcome of a
racial hierarchy that skews the distribution of income toward whites. The
former has the pleasant corollary of explaining the success of whites as
resulting skills. The latter has the unpleasant connotation of
discrimination that deserves to be ended but that inevitably entails
equalizing the competition for a limited set of rewards. Furthermore, the
former reflects and reproduces the individualistic ethos of the marketplace,
while the latter calls into question capitalism’s self-images of opportunity
and democracy. It is no wonder that racial myths have proved so
enduring. They are part and parcel of the myth of America itself
deficiencies of the black population than to see

(Shulman, 1990,

p.

it

as the

101)

Introduction

Attitudes and practices from our racial past continue to haunt us. In spite of the

perceived gains in integration and what

I

call the prevailing “politically correct

consciousness”, stereotypes, overt and covert exclusionary practices deeply ingrained
within the socio-economic and political structures in our systems continue to
disenfranchise blacks and Latinos from economic 2ind social upward

society.

Today blacks and Latinos

suffer disproportionately

movements

from poor

in

our

living conditions,

low-paying employment with frequent intervals of unemployment, higher levels of
incarceration, and a troubled public school system.

in

poor households (Rose,

p. 17).
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Almost

50% of black children

live

This chapter investigates and unpacks the racial and gender
ideology.
the

groundwork

economics.

I

in discussing the issues

discuss

how

motivated or impeded the

Underlying

racial

I

and gender biased

weave

first

in the

attitudes

and practices have

study to the field of engineering.

into the narrative

two

social identity

models to

provide a framework to further understand the issues minority groups encounter.
at

what coping mechanisms have helped the

engineering pipeline. In the

lay

of race from the lens of science, sociology and

women of color

this discussion

1

last section,

I

women

discuss

I

look

along the journey through the

how

Critical

Race Feminist Theory

provides a mechanism for active agency in the healing process and

how this theory can

be applied within the context of SMET.

Black Wealth/White Wealth

To understand

-

Economic “Otherness”

the differences in black wealth and white wealth,

we need

to de-

construct the economic and political structures combined together which have sustained

institutionalized racists practices. Instead

of focusing on income alone, Oliver and

Shapiro in their book. Black Wealth /White Wealth, challenge us to look
mobility in terms of ‘Vealth”. Defined here

assets, access to resources

it

means a person’s

and net value assets (1997, p 58

-

total

at

upward

accumulated

59). This helps us

probe

deeper into the economic and political forces that have limited African-Americans
access and freedom to opportunities the American dream had promised them. For
Blacks, creating wealth which

is

gathered intergenerationally, has been next to

impossible. Black employment, education, and business opportunities have, through the

decades, centered

on low-level

skills

with limited occupations that paid well. Access to

scarce resources (money, property, investments, businesses, etc. accumulated over time
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through intergenerational inheritance) ensured the continuance and
downward
social

and economic poverty

for

many

is

of

blacks.

The notion of “sedimentation of inequality” suggests that
wealth for some whites

spiral

directly tied to a “poverty

of wealth”

the accumulation of

for

most

blacks.

Discrimination against blacks has created economic opportunities and benefits that have

improved the economic and

The tragedy of this consequence has created a

pp. 50-51).

blacks

political conditions for whites (Oliver

who have

neither the accumulated wealth that

what times are tough or have access
skills

or business opportunities to

1997,

large socio-economic class

many whites have

to resources to bail

move

& Shapiro,

of

(used to rely on

them out of distress),

or the

out of enclaves of economic and social

deprivation. Oliver and Shapiro argue, “the racialization of the state, the economic

detour for black self-employment (whose only market could be poor blacks) including
social

and

political

racism has led to

has created two nations of wealth”

this crisis

of intergenerational

(p. 51).

In this next discussion, Natalie talks about her

in a large

N:

racial inequality that

own

experience growing up poor

low-income urban neighborhood.
I

would say most of my

happy.

My mom carried

would work and give
different

ways so

food on the
least

I

don’t

table.

life

we were low income

but

we were

always very

most of the burden of balancing the books.

his

money

that everyone

to

My

my mom. My mom would trickle

was

satisfied.

We

happy being so poor.

We

lived in a

All that

I

out in

had a roof over our head and

My mom - she never complained about how hard

remember her complaining.

it

father

remember

is

that

it

I

was. At

was very

condo complex with mice and cockroaches.
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As soon

as the lights

everywhere!

I

was

mice always use

went

out,

terrified to

from wall to waU, there were roaches

go

to

bathroom

to love the bathroom.

I

at night

use to wake

because of the mice. The

my older sister up to

go to

the bathroom with me. (laughter)

R: There are so

have limited

many

skills to get

And

sixteen years of age.

is

kids in poverty, because they do drop out of school and

good jobs. Many drop out
there are those

who

very discouraging. Are you worried about

N:

worry about

I

it

constantly

people don’t want to hear the

-

truth.

would be a very
level instead

is

different place if people

what

to

truth

is

go

destroying us

world

is

just the

way

it is.

would help each other

is

get to the

“I

same

don’t like

to stop shaking off the

There should be no reason

why people

don’t have electricity and can’t afford to pay for their heat.

Politicians are saying, they just don’t

who

This world

all.

of cutting each other down. For no other reason but

in this nation still

someone

into politics because

of the matter, the gap

were you come from, the way you look”. People need
fact that this

thing

it?

The whole

between the haves and the don’t haves

- this whole

are incarcerated

why I want

that’s

as early as fourteen to

else’s hard

want to do

work. That’s just not

on welfare because

it

true!

it,

they just want to live off of

No one

wants

to

be on welfare

degrades them. That’s the fact of the matter

-

it

degrades them. But they don’t have any other avenues to get a better education
that

can get them a better job so they can provide for their families the way they

want
still

to. It

angers

go home

me

because politicians don’t care. At the end of their day, they

to their families with their big houses, with their lot
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of cars and

that’s

It.

They

think, “I’ve

done

everyday, go to work everyday

And
I

that’s

think

to

what

if they

answer

I

my duty.” Nothing has changed! Why wake

if you’re

not making a change in someone’s

up

life?

don’t understand.

asked themselves, “What

that question.

I

am

I

changing?”, they wouldn’t be able

just don’t think they ask themselves that question.

I

ask myself that question everyday.
R:

Do you? What

N: What have
anything, then

I

do you ask yourself?

done today

my

day

is

to help

someone

else out? If I can’t think

of

not done.

R:

Do you have to

N:

I

R:

Wow, that’s pretty amazing.

go and do something then?

have to go out and do something!

N: If people would just take two seconds and ask themselves
world would be a very different
as they

place.

that question, the

People wouldn’t hate each other as much

do and they would be more willing to help each

going to be misunderstandings, misconceptions -

it’s

other. There’s always

just getting past that to

learn more.

Living in poverty

is

not very humorous and fun; however, Natalie’s family

best of a very difficult situation.

Her parents were able

to create a loving

environment for her and her siblings that sustains her today through
In this next segment,

I

define the social construction of race

through the historical lens of science and sociology and offer a

on what we know now about

DNA and the human race.
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made

the

and caring

difficult times.

more deeply

new view of race

based

Unpacking the Race Tdeolnpy

The Science

ofinferiority

Academia struggled
racist notions

in understanding, but

often than not, perpetuated

about differences associated with race. In the socio-construction of
the

race ideology, begmning in the
that blacks

more

were biologically

inferior beings, culturally

1

800’s, the

academy was deeply rooted

inferior. Afi-ican

Americans became

in the notion

identified as savages,

and socially deviant - obviously not capable of intellectual or

social integration (Smedley, 1993, p. 181).

Creation of "otherness" and the social construction of race allowed laws,
institutions, agencies,

them

groups and individuals to exploit people of color by isolating

mainstream of society and creating the myth

fi-om the

human, animal

like,

that Afi-icans

were sub-

having no identity and certainly not worthy of humane or equal

treatment. Afi'icans were to be treated as chattel, as objects to be used,

demeaned and

exploited in every sense of the word. Creation of “otherness” ensured that they would

not be assimilated into the culture.

Linneaus, a botanist, associated humans in relationship to apes by behavior and
physical characteristics. Voltaire indicated that Afi'icans were closer to beasts than

human

beings. Jefferson, the writer of the Declaration of Independence, believed

Negroes were
the

human

first

inferior

forms of being. Morton explained

crania and fi'om this

racial differences

He

size

became the founder of the science of craniometry,

American School of Anthropology. He collected brains

around the world.

by the

of

the

fi’om five races fi’om

described not only physical difference but moral and intellectual
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capacity. His assertion

was

that brain size correlated directly to intelligence,
with white

brains being the largest and black brains the smallest,
thereby legitimizing, within the

realm of science, the superiority of the white races over

Once

238).

certain

measurements had been established

all

others (Smedley, 1993, p.

as signs

of inferiority, they could

be extended analogically to explain other inferior groups. The study
of race led to an

-

association between inferiority and the ape

creating the science of inferiority (Stepan,

1990, as cited in Smedley, 1993).

The

role

of science had a devastating consequence

stereotypical images of African

interpretations

in creating bias

Americans Popular folklore and ascribed

from the bible regarding

racial inferiority

and
scriptural

of Blacks often guided and

formulated scientific theory (Smedley, 1993; McKee, 1993). Science supported cultural

themes on the descent of man based on

biblical passages.

Scientific inquiry focused

on

connecting, classifying and categorizing race differences of people into various sublevels

of humanness. Inquiry was subjective and inherently imbued with bias and

stereotypical images

which supported the

protestant

work

ethic

and theology of the

white dominant class.

Another point of view from the natural

scientist,

Buffom, hypothesized

people are “varieties” of the same specie as opposed to separate specie. This
inquiry contributed a

more modem view of diversity

differences through climate, landforms and

influenced the physical appearance of the

solitary voice within the scientific

little

effect

that explained

community

on eliminating notions of race and
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at the time.

line

of

phenomena of

how physical environment

human body (McKee,

that

1993).

and culture

He was a

Unfortunately, his ideas had

ethnicity in the

US.

The sciences began

to gain

some independence from the

biological determinist

perspective which focused on a more inclusive study of the
facts of culture as a distinct

realm (Boas). To openly discuss and study assumptions regarding
race issues such as
inheritance, habits, and instincts of racial/ethnic groups while
being

members of the

white dominant class and supported by the capitalist money influenced
academia’s
ability to

move beyond

the status quo about race.

Most were unwilling

privilege or risk conflict, loss of prestige and a place in the

boat would provoke (McKee, 1993).

When Black

began refuting biological assumptions regarding

from

all

areas of study. However,

significant action and reform

Civil Rights

Only

it

was not

movement was beginning

until this

moment

in time, did the

race, a

to gain

new

their

that rocking the

Fraser,

era opened in the debate

World War

II

that

any

At the same time, the

in the sciences.

momentum from Blacks and

academy begin a

up

W.E. Dubois and

sociologists,

until after

would take place

academy

to give

whites.

serious reflection on the social

construction of race as an ideology.

On Being “Raced”
The following discussion with Natalie

illustrates

what

it

is

like to

be viewed as

“other”, to be “raced”, throughout the normal occurrences of daily living as an African

American female. In

this

segment, Natalie talks about meeting

twenty-one year old white male
in

which Natalie was hired

who became

Tommy Jones who

her teaching assistant during a

to teach high level

mathematics

in

New England. What
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is

a science program for

most poignant, and what

I

a

summer job

African American high school students from around the state which was held
prestigious prep school in

is

at

a

believe

needs to happen in our schools and communities

is

the importance of dialogue

— asking

the hard questions to discuss with one another what our connections
are to one another

and what are our differences.

I

believe this conversation

is

needed

in order to unearth

the overt and hidden biased attitudes and stereotypical images of diverse
groups that

begins to form at an early stage in our

our unconsciousness for many years.

human development* and remains embedded

in

We often unconsciously accept these skewed

raced” images, impressions and feelings fi'om the media, interactions with family,
fi-iends, situations

who

and events that create an

appears different fi-om our

and collectively, about what
privilege

and

how that

it

attitude

of “otherness” applied to anyone

own group of origin.

is like

Reflection

to live a in a racist society,

is

needed, individually

acknowledging white

negatively effects both the oppressed and oppressor.

Natalie begins the discussion.

N:

I

met a boy named

Tommy

Jones fi'om the north shore area in the

are no Black people in his exclusive

very nice where he comes fi'om.
‘^vhat the hell

community. They don’t

You walk

into

CVS

treat

Black people

and they look

do you think you’re doing here? (laughter) This

is

There

state.

at

you

like,

not your

CVS!”
If everybody

R:

He was

approached

life

the

way Tommy

He asked

so

many

questions.

a white kid - right?

N: Yah. He was a teaching

assistant for

me

He’s twenty-one and was teaching physics.

TA’s

did.

in the

program were

Afi'ican

at this private

I

American.

school in his town.

was teaching math. Most of the

He asked about

every single

For references on social identity and black development models, see the works of William Cross , Janet
Helms, Rita Hardeman and Bailey Jackson, Beverly Tatem, James Ogbu — all of whom have written on
'

this subject

from a psycho-sociological perspective.
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you could possibly think

stereotype

I

do

this or

of.

when this happens?” He

^ich would have hindered him

He would

got every

ask,

little

“What do you think when

question out of his minH

from gettinu to know us - every single

last

one

t

R: He’s a pretty extraordinary person.

N: He

is!

love that kid. I’m going to marry that kid. (laughter)

I

He

is

a

wonderful, wonderfiil man. If more people would be willing to look
past what

you hear and what you see
about each
R:

When

other, things

in the media,

would be so

on the news and

genuinely learn

iust

different [researchers emphasis]
,

he was asking you those questions, can you give

me an example of

something that he asked you? Like one thing - can you go back

N: One thing

that he asked about

was how Black people

feel

to that

time?

when white

folks

cross the street so they won’t have to walk pass each other from the same side of
the street.

It

got

people notice.

I

he said, “What

down
said,

if I

to the simplest questions like that.

“Yes,

we

notice!” (laughter) Yes,

was crossing

we do

the street, not to walk by

needed to walk on the other side of the
Black people won’t understand.”

street?”

I

said,

He asked

folks are not conscious of the stuff that they do that

notice!

But then

you but because

“Well, a

know that he wouldn’t do

I

if Black

lot

that.

I

of times

A lot of white

makes Black people

uncomfortable.
In the next vignette, Natalie,

who

Association for Black Engineers

is

president of the local chapter of the National

(NSBE)

relates a typical but

which she and her colleagues encountered while
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an unsettling incident

at the their yearly

conference.

in

N:

I

remember when we went

There were about

fifteen

not get into the elevator!

was plenty of room
suits

- all

for

to the national conference a couple

Black people

He

him

in the elevator

and

this

of weeks ago.

white

man would

did not want to be on the elevator with us. There

to get on.

looking like corporate

Even though we were

all

officials. It still hurts! It’s still

to deal with everyday. It’s not the first time

it’s

happened and

there dressed in

something

it

I

have

won’t be the

last

time.

R: Just his expression on his face you can tell?

N:

Oh yah.

R:

You register

N:

Oh yah because

it?

-

it

is

over again. Every single

something that
last

the twang, and realize that

know and
out.

time, there’s a

it’s

little

all

been exposed

to over

and

twang and you can deal with

the ignorance of people and that they just don’t

they’re not willing to ask the questions they need to in order to find

Or you can

victim

we have

let

it

riddle

you

- kill

vour

spirit

and you end up a

bitter,

angry

.

For Natalie,

faith in

God’s grace

to get

through these tough times and thoughts

of her mother’s love and care carry her forward and help assuage the wounds of racism.

When I

ask her about the anger she must have experienced throughout her

about her mother and her

this.

she talks

faith.

R: Let’s go back to the victim theme again.

about

life,

You have somehow plowed
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I

know you’ve had

through

this.

a

lot

of anger

How have you been able to

move beyond

all

this?

I

don’t

know

if I

am using the

right

words

to describe

think of my

mom.

I

what you have had to go through.
N: Yah,
R:

I

N:

It’s

plowing through

it’s

think

it’s like this

snow bank!

big

rough. But the days

prayer and

I

ask

God to

it.

it

give

hurts the most,

me

the grace, the

through this day and each day after
R.

When you

N:

I

think

I

just hear her

little

the strength to get

mom - do you think of her

she’s had to go through so

words not

in

a special

much racism

herself?

to give up.

The metaphor of a snow bank doesn’t

wounds created by racism and gender

wisdom and

say a

this one.

say you think about your

way because of that - because

I

quite

bias, but

measure up to the enormity of the

upon

reflection

it

might be

just right

because a snow bank can melt and pathways can be constructed to get to where
to

go

to bridge the

society.

gap between what was and what

Through deep

listening, understanding

hearts can melt to springs of joy and love for

In this next vignette,

encountered while teaching

I

relate

in the

we want to become

we need

as a democratic

and compassion, maybe the

ice in

our

all.

how Grace was

able to

plow through the racism she

mathematics department while pursuing her

doctorate.

When the

Teacher

When

I

is

“Raced”

asked Grace about her experiences of racism here

explained she had only one serious incident and decided to
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tell

at the university,

me about

it.

she

Grace was

teaching basic math to a group undergraduate students from
the agricultural school.

From

the very beginning of this class, she sensed a feeling
of hostility from the

students.

One

student wanted to

attempts to explain what

it

know what

the symbol

was, he rejected her answer.

was

for multiplication. In her

When

she asked

him

back to her office so she could help him to understand the concept, he went

of his college to complain about
all

That dean told the students

dean of the mathematics department to

happening

to just

When Grace became bombarded with these

kinds of questions.

to the

her.

in this class.

The dean advised her

mathematics class and that they were there

to

come

to the

dean

keep asking her

went

questions, she

and get a handle on what was

try

to tell these students that this

to learn

math and not

was a

to ask a lot

basic

of

questions that weren’t relevant to the subject.

During

this time,

complained about
displayed

graffiti.

all

Grace began receiving homework from

her, with

this

same student who

degrading images of nude body parts and swastikas

over the paper. She was shocked and dismayed by

She could not figure out what was wrong with

this racist, hateful

this particular student

and the

group as a whole. Not only were they rude, but they just wouldn’t focus on what she

was teaching

in

math

as well.

Grace’s response to this demeaning insulting behavior was to continue teaching
as best she could in that difficult situation and correct the paper as she normally

-

ignoring

existed.

all

the degrading images

She corrected

their papers

drawn along

the margins, as though they never

which were often

grades they deserved. Grace believes

if

she had

would

incorrect and gave the students the

made

a big deal about the racist

graffiti,

she would have played right into their hands by calling attention to them and would
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have accomplished what they had

nothmg about

and to

it

treat

students. In the end, she

from

set out to do.

them as normally

was

Grace’s act of resistance was to do

as she could

which

really aggravated the

relieved of ever teaching that course again with
students

that particular school.

Through
control, esteem

it all,

and

she maintained a cool demeanor, exhibiting tremendous

integrity in dealing with this

self-

group of biased students who

attempted, because of the color of her skin, to humiliate her
continually throughout the
semester. This

was a

difficult

wound

cares deeply about her teaching.

It is

to

during these difficult times that she reflects back

on one Christmas when she received a
students with the message that said,

overcome because Grace takes great pride and

beautiful Christmas card

“You

did your very best to teach us so

our very best.” This encouraging affirmation
carries with her during times

when

from one of her

is

we

could do

something that Grace’s cherishes and

teaching can be a frustrating and difficult experience

while pursuing her engineering degree.

A Dialogue on Race and Gender
Racism and sexism were two

topics the

extensively in the focus group session.

encounter

in

everyday

since she arrived

life?

One

What

participant

women

are the

felt

in the study

to discuss

wounds of racism and sexism they

the racial gap

on campus. However, most women agreed

wounds of racism and sexism made them

wanted

is

that

more pronounced now
overcoming the

stronger and firmer in their resolve to be an

engineer.
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On Being Lonely

in

Engineering

In this segment,

group

why

I

begin the conversation by asking the

they are so under-represented

to articulate their perceptions

of engineering.

and experiences as they

engineering pipeline. Natalie was

how

in the field

first

to respond

women don’t

are older white

belong

engineering. So

to

do

N: Not so much the

task.

It

it

can scare you

When you
skills

tell

you honestly,

that

of salt, or do what you have
if

you are not

- do you mean

set to

do

this,

skill sets?

you’ve acquired throughout your youth and secondary
the confidence in yourself to complete a

has to be based more in that than academically. Academically you can

teach yourself to do anything. But

then

of professors who are

And

out.

say “set” to do this

more your determination -

schooling,

lot

either take that with a grain

to get your degree or

.

the

COE.

at the

of them will

lot

encouraged them

engineering and don’t believe minorities belong in

in

you can

you’ll easily run R:

A

men.

focus

on their journey along

reflect

N: Well, the way the things are now, we have a

who

I

in the

and begins the discussion by sharing

racism and sexism has made her feel so lonely

teaching

women

it’s

if

going to become twice the

you lack determination and self-confidence,

battle

it

would have been

if

you had no

confidence.

My sophomore year at the previous university
here,

I

was

feeling very conflicted because

engineering. But

it.”

“I

I

came home

need to

I still

had the mind

just sat there

and

break before

at winter

talk with you”.

let

me

set,

I

I

I
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I

transferred

didn’t particularly care for

“Well,

I

started this, so

transferred here and

just burst into tears

cry and asked

attended, before

I

- I was

I

I

have to finish

said to

my mom,

so broken hearted. She

me what was wrong

and

I

told her that

I

hated engineering. There were no
in engineering (laughter)

do, and

said

I

(laughter)

most

wanted

my

engineering

I

She

said,

was going

with boys,

who

because

I

on a day

lot.

to

do want

do

a

lot

I

was

love that aspect

I

sitting in

room

a

you look

white females. There

is

you have

in engineering. It

don’t see myself being an engineer for a long time

Why do

you think so

leave engineering in general?

of pressure. You’re alone a

pressure for the guys too.

first

-

other folks are leave engineering?

of pressure. There’s a

survive the

girls

I

like the technical

that’s going to relate with the things that

lot.

engineering and there’s even less minority

still

I

told her

it. I

to teach.

many women of color

lot

go about

day basis as AJfrican American female

Even now

why do you think

It’s

to

are just being raunchy and “boy-like”, and

no one you can talk to

was just a

A:

“Okay, you can be a teacher!”

sometimes, day after day, when you’re

It’s just,

no minorities

me what I wanted to

do get a chance to see and work hands-on with things ~

to deal with

R; So

there were

engineering degree because

around the room and there are only two other
really

-

lonesome! She asked

to be a teacher.

going to get

of engineering.
filled

I felt

Then she asked me how

likely

1

I

and

girls in

lot

of pressure

Women who

semester, the

first

There’s not a

women

lot

of women

in engineering

and

for everyone, not just the

go

into engineering,

and

if

in

there’s a

women.

It’s

you can

a year, everything after that seems easier. I’m

struggling with Calcl, Calc2, and Calc 3.
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I

then asked the

women what

have been the major obstacles regarding

or ethnicity they have encountered as

everyone

women of color

SMET,

in

their race

realizing that

an individual and each may have very different experiences.

is

(DEAD SILENCE)
T:

think

I

I

take

Em open to
way to

the

as an asset.

it

me down.

R: So you ve dealt with
T:

I

R:

What about

A:

I

I

it

know two

more

learning about

put

I

cultures.

by ignoring

the rest of you? Is

two maybe

that

it

I

I

I

know two

cultures and

don’t think I’ve taken anything along

just ignore those people.

don’t think I’ve experienced that

think about

languages.

it

it

— has

much

it

made you angry?

anger.

something that you even think about?

every day. For me,

it’s

lonely. In

my

major, there are one

women of color who

can count on one hand, the

are in

-

my

major.

N: There are
A:

It’s

and

is

literally three

of us out of hundreds!

hard because you don’t see someone [same ethnic peer]
already there as

come back

to visit

much

as

and they can

relate to the major, but

everyday things you have to deal with.

woman that kind

I’ve

like

When we

you see men.

I

think I’ve had

who

has done

it

have alumni day, they
I

they can’t relate to the

more of an

issue being a

people asking when are you going to get married and have kids -

of thing.

I

think about

been through, what

I

it

think and feel and

don’t have that experience. Like

fifteen guys. She’s

everyday.

now I

have

I

come

it’s

into the

classroom with what

hard to relate to others

this class that

has two

who

women and

white and I’m Puerto Rican. Our personalities are completely
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different.

We’re just

practically over.

It s

starting to get to

hard!

I

know

know one

another and the semester

different people.

You have

come

to

is

and

in

form groups.
R. At the end of the day, what’s the overall effect of this, does
enthusiastic,

A:

I

does

feel lonely.

I

make you

it

feel

angry, and does

kind of angry

know what I want and I’m going

what

Ja:

I

it

think I’ve thought about

then there

isn’t

anyone

On the other

that’s

it!

So

side

else.

In

it

to

know what

do more?
I

want.

have to deal with

I

on the job.

I

less

it

I

in the

better learn to deal

more here than

my dorm.

at

any other time

it’s just

in

my

me and someone

I’m the only Black

life

else

and

woman on my

of the dorm there are two Latina women. Otherwise

I’ve thought a lot

So how do you
I

it

my computer engineering class

floor.

Ja:

also

make you

now!

because in

R:

I

want!

I

classroom and I’m going to have to deal with
with

make you want

But

at times.

to get

it

it

more about

the race issue since

I

came

here.

deal with that?

don’t think I’ve dealt with

it

yet.

And

I

think

something I’m going

it’s

to

deal with for a long time.

Some of the women
and sexism. Others are

identified anger as the

now coming

into

in discussing

an awareness related to

of color. To probe these issues of identity,
Identity

key emotion

in the next

segment,

I

racism

their identity as

women

introduce the Social

Development Model created by Jackson and Hardiman (1992) and Janet

Helms’ White Racial Identity Development (1990) Theory.
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I

conclude with a reflection

by the

women after

learning

more about

the complex

ways we view our respective

identities.

T he
I

Social Identit y

De velopment Model

as a Con.struct to

Empowerment

begin with a quote fi-om Hardiman and Jackson,
(1997).

Oppression

is not simply an ideology or set of
beliefs that assert one group
has superiority over another, nor is it random violence,
harassment or

discrimination toward

members of the target groups. A condition of
oppression exists when: the agent group has the power to define and
reality and determine what is normal, real or correct;
harassment,

name

discrimination, exploitation, marginalization, and other forms of

and unequal treatment are institutionalized and systematic.
These acts often do not require the conscious thought or effort of
differential

individual

usual that

members of the agent group but are rather part of business as
become embedded in social stmctures over time; Psychological

colonization of the target group occurs through socializing the oppressed
to internalize their oppressed condition and collude with the oppressor’s

ideology and social system. This is what Freire refers to as the oppressed
playing host to the oppressor; The target group’s culture, language, and
history is misrepresented, discounted, or eradicated and the dominant

group’s culture are imposed.
(

http://veracitv.univDubs.american.edu/weeklvpast/042099/storv 3.html

March

2,

.

2002)

Understanding

how

fi'om the earliest stages

ideas and attitudes are formed in the creation of “otherness”

of development provides a lens

in

which

to

view the process of

being “raced” in an oppressive society. In the Social Development Identity Model

(Hardiman

& Jackson,

differences

and systemic

denial of the

1997), the Naivete stage occurs

inequalities

problem - there

is

when

a person

is

unaware of the

between groups. The Acceptance stage

is

one of

a “blame the victim” mentality. Both the oppressed and

oppressor internalize stereotypes and biased perceptions of one another. The Resistance
stage occurs

when both groups

amount of shame and

feel

anger but the dominant group also feels a certain

guilt related to

unconscious or conscious stereo-typical views
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about the target group. The target group not only
feels anger and rage but also
experiences pain and suffering from the wounds
of racism. Redefinition
internalization of taking pride in

group.

“who

a hberatmg experience

It IS

is

about the

the individual is” in the context of the
target

in accepting

Black

identity as good.

The

individual

proud to be Black, often moving away from white groups
and moves toward
culture and groups to reaffirm identity and heal the

the last stage

hostile

when this new

identity is “nurtured in order that

environment and against new and improved attempts

oppressive society” (Hardiman

I

None

wounds of racism.

asked the

had.

I

women

then asked

& Jackson,

in the focus

if they

thought

1997,

it

may

all

is

Black

Internalization

is

be sustained in a

to re-socialize

it

into the

p. 5).

group whether they had heard of the model.

model was

this

true for them.

The following

are

their responses.

Ja: It’s

somewhat

cultures.

true.

I’m not used

With me. I’m used

to being

around

to being around people with

this big majority

many

of white people.

I

was

always surrounded by different cultures.
R: So

Ja:

it’s

hard to get involved with this monochromatic environment?

Yah.

N: I’m listening to you (researcher) and trying
life?

Of course

for a certain extent

national association

I

belong

to.

I

to think,

do

I

do

this in

my own

do because of my association with the

Most of the people

in that

group are African

American, a few Latino’s and a few non-Alana students. To a certain extent.
like to say

I

don’t notice the race at

first.

My issue is to help the students who

need help regardless of what race they come from. But then when
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I’d

we have

our

meetings, outings, workshops, and stuff like
that, you realize

when

looking

around the room, they’re of the same ethnic background
as you. Yes,
to

embrace the

make you

similarities,

and

it

also the time to vent

from the majority

different

answer
T:

I

on that

line

and

I

it’s

of fear.

I

just

go

in

and

for

dmner. All

start talking to

I

I

what you need

into a classroom,

to be focusing on.

learning material. Instead you’re

essence. It’s a reality

I

think

we

know how to

against and

-

to try

you don’t
if you

don’t get into this

talk

about

and explain

say,

it

this, like

to

first

it

is

what

someone

my

else

“I’m here and I’m one of the

focus on that, you’re missing out on

Your energies

are distracted from focusing

consumed with

face reality and

move

on.

It’s

or tap into that genius or special

come from

hard to come up

gift

you have

and parents and teachers haven’t helped you
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on

feeling sorry for yourself, in

year here because of this issue.

move beyond

know what

is

I

know that when I go

are missing a lot of potential of students as they

high school to their

don’t

down and

it.

only minorities in the place” because

R: But

sit

people like normal. Sometimes,

had someone to

can do

but they really don’t understand

When you walk

of..... I

of students are white but

my room and I’m wishing

mom made me

N:

can

nice to have people of different backgrounds get together to
talk

into a classroom, the majority

in

we

really don’t

about culture and food, and things like that instead

I’m

similarities that

it.

think

feeling

a time

here. It’s those similarities that other

people can’t accept and give us a hard time about
that
appreciate together. So, I’m sort

on those

it’s

if you

to discover

it.

Upon reflection,

I

realized

I

probably did not do a good job explaining
the

model and could have spent more time on
and

I

had so much more

Unfortunately,

model

IS

I

stiU

wanted

important

we

becomes

it

need to make

structural

segment,

with them but

to learn

my time was

fast

why

I

m improving communication between diverse groups.
to understand

what

it

is

like to

way we communicate

believe this

Without a

be the “other” in our

easier not to pay attention or put the effort
into

in the

running out

from them during our interview.

missed the opportunity to discuss more
extensively

I

deep awareness and a willingness
society,

it

making the changes

with one another and address the

and systemic institutions that continue to oppress
diverse groups. In the next
I

discuss Helm’s theory of White Racial Identity
Development and offer a

response to

it

with a reflection on

my white privilege.

White Racial Identity Development

Why

did

Helms

feel

it

was important

Because without understanding the

full

to

develop a model on white identity?

impact of white privilege and

to perpetuate racist stereotypes, attitudes

and behaviors, there will be

how

it

little

impetus to

continues

understand our differences and similarities that prevent us from entering into a
dialogue

on biased
In

attitudes

and

racist practices.

Helm’s seminal work on White

separate stages of progression. In the

first

racial identity

development, she provides six

phase, the oppressor

is

unaware of his or her

white privilege, has minimal interaction with the target group and has only a casual
interest in the target group. In the Disintegration phase, the
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oppressor becomes aware of

stereotypical notions about race through interactions
with others and develops a sense of
guilt

about

racist attitudes

and perceptions.

In the Reintegration process whites are ambivalent
and feel pressure from

society to maintain the status quo. Experiencing negative
feelings of guilt, fear and
anger, they can

become inwardly and outwardly

antagonistic towards the target group.

Pseudo-Independence indicates a movement from “white superiority” where
the person
tries to

connect with the target group, but old habits die hard — and they continue
to

“behave

in

ways

that perpetuate the system”.

individual attempts to

comes

own

to grips with her

behavior.

and

overcome

Autonomy

is

ally against racism

by developing

his

Immersion/Emersion signifies the white

own racist

stereotypes with

new

white privilege and identities ways to change racist

the final stage where the white individual

and oppression (Helms, 2002, as

alliances,

information and

we become

cited

becomes an advocate

by Houghton,

p.

1

-

2),

active agents with people of color in the struggle

again racism (Tatum, 1996). Understanding the implications of my white privilege
essential for

me

to appreciate

De-constructing

My

Even though

I

it

is

like to live as

a “raced” person in this society.

White Privilege
have experienced the pain of gender and class discrimination as a

poor white woman, the pain

women of color experience
de-constructing

what

inflicted

by these wounds cannot compare

everyday

in this society

I

to discrimination

because of the color of the

skin. In

my white privilege, I am constantly reminded that I'm not concerned

about being the victim of a hate crime or violence just because
color.

is

don’t worry that

I’ll

be turned

down

my

skin

for credit or a loan because
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is

a different

my credit

worthiness

is

into a store.

not suspect.

I

can be approved for a mortgage

I’m not followed everywhere

police because of the color of my skin.
privileges

I

am not

even

fully

unlimited opportunities that
color have paid dearly for

from the

effects

has improved

lot in life,

Understanding
explain

why people

empowering

drive

my

car.

When

My white privilege has afforded me

privilege through centuries of suffering and
pain

and discrimination which on the one hand

racist practices

unfortunately, however, at the expense of theirs.
Identity

and behave the way do

way we do

walk

I’m not stopped by

and Social Identity models seek to

in a “raced” society,

provides an

tool in helping us understand ourselves and others, to
question

think and act the

I

can never take for granted. More importantly,
people of

how both the White

feel

When I

easier.

My identity as white has accorded me many

aware of yet.

my white

of inherent

my

I

go.

I

much

why we

regarding race.

In this next segment, Natalie discusses the notion of “being like
whitey” and

how many

kids are repelled at the notion of being like the white kids they find in their

schools or communities. In one sense,

it

is

understandable

how empowering

it

might

appear to be not to care about what the dominant group thinks or feels about you.

However, many students of color are missing opportunities

to get a

because the value of education has been connected to being too
get a

good education,

for

good education

much

like “whitey”.

some students means they must turn their back on

group, neighborhood friends, and families.
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To

their ethnic

A Reflection on Being Like Whitey
In this segment,

R:

Do your

ask Natalie to respond to this notion
of “being like whitey”.

students or friends talk ever talk to you
about this notion of “being

like whitey”.

Bemg

I

Kids from diverse backgrounds don’t want

to

be

like

white people.

smart academically means you’re being “white”.
So as an act of

resistance,

some do poorly

in school.

water - so to speak. They say,

“I

They throw the baby out with the bath

don’t want to be like

them (white) and

I

hate

them!” What do you think about that?
N.

I

R:

Do you

have thought about
feel that

way

that. It’s

yourself?

N: Yes, some days! (laughter)
all

something that everyone encounters.

I

You must

have to rationalize myself, and say,

white people.” Everyone didn’t piss

me

off today, (laughter)

Younger kids don’t know how to do

person.

hate white people sometimes.

that yet.

distinguish between one individual and a whole race.

have taught them to play victim. And
victim.

them

You have

to identify

R:

They might

Right? But

beyond.

.

.

if

it’s

say, “I

you

is

that

to teach people to not be the victim either.

what they’re

them that

don't

cultural special-ness

me

It’s just that

hate

one

know how to

A lot of times their parents

my whole thing

There’s nothing better in this world to
to teach

They

“I can’t

is. I

I’m nobody’s

You have

to teach

love being Black!

than being what

I

am.

You just have

wonderfiil.

know

can’t

it’s

wonderful and

go to school to gain

I

hate these white people!”

skills

you need

to survive

and

How do you stop them from giving up all together and saying, “I

don’t like being like a white person! I’m not going to go there (school)” because
that’s

what white people do - that’s what white people value!
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N: You show them by example. The strongest way, the way
impact

do

it.

is

by example. If you

Just spitting out a lot

that has the

example and show them how

set the

to

do

most
it,

they’ll

of words to them, nothing gets accomplished.

R: In relating this to poverty and living in low income areas
where schools are
guilty

of discrimination, there

when these

is

this

Theory of Resistance

students start going to school.

They begin

that

comes

into play

to separate themselves out

from the school because the school doesn’t even communicate

same

in the

language or communication patters that they speak. Then there’s the
inherent
overt and covert racism that starts coming out and

is

more obvious

to

them

as

time goes on within this structure. So, as an act of resistance, because they have

been excluded, they
education.

N:

I

resist getting

What do you think about

that?

think that’s very true. But once again, they just need that one person to

show them they

are not hurting

R: See, people don’t see

N:

involved in anything that has to do with their

Oh no! They

R; If a kid

is in

anyone but themselves.

down the

never see

road.

down the

road!

a gang—

N: They see only now! The companionship now!
R:

The companionship and

get shot and end

N: For a
back and

up

in

“Oh

that

power

that they feel being in a gang.

a wheelchair for the rest of his

child, for a kid

see,

the

-

it’s

phase.

I

I

was

in”.

if they

what happens then?

believe in phases because even

was just a phase
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life -

What

now I

look

Kids have to do things when

You

they are ready.

can’t force

and understanding to see
R:

them

into anything. It’s just having the

it.

A lot of those kids have limited skills to make

N: But

it’s

From my

never too

wisdom

it

economically in the world -

late.

perspective, Natalie’s response about gang activity

- that

it

is

just a

phase kids go through seems somewhat naive and
cavalier. Gangs and the related
violence generated from gang activities and crime
has had a tremendous impact on

many low-income communities. Schools

continually attempt outreach programs that

have had some successful outcomes however

it

is

a complex problem needing a

consolidate group effort involving the community, families,
students and the school.
In the next section, the conversation inevitably brought
us to the subject of

dealing with communication issues the

The women just had

PMS,

too.

I

in

when I asked them

suspect the role of humor provides

disparities in

Bovs Have

to laugh

women

encountered with male students and.

if they

some

levity in

coming

to terms with

communication and gaining respect from the male population

PMS

seem

at the

COE.

Too!

When one of the women expressed how the
regularly

thought that boys have a type of

to have

mood

male students she encounters

swings often associated with

women and their PMS

cycle,

everyone broke into laughter when associate the term

PMS

sexism compounded by racism

Women of color must have the

coping and endurance

skills to

practices they experience.

is

no laughing matter.

with males. However,

continue in engineering regardless of biased attitudes and

“Men have ego

trips!”
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one complained. One

woman

argued.

“Women contribute to this by

letting

men walk

bragging about their accomplishments which

all

over them.

many men do

Women have

a problem

the time, especially

all

important in job promotions and moving up the ladder.”
The discussion begins

ask the

women

if

women of color

men, there are few ethnic
N:

I

many men and of those

peers.

think a lot of the times the

mean
T:

leave because there are so

when 1

the boys suck.

I

women

just get so tired

leave because the boys suck! (laughter)

I

of them.

They have mood swings. They ask you

for

problems - they just keep on

...

N: They just think you can’t make a sound decision because you are a woman.
They’re

like, “It’s

You have

T:

to

emotion

- it’s

just

know how to defend

your emotions!”
yourself [it sounds like preparation for

battle!]

R:

When you

T

I

:

just

make

say defend yourself,

little

remarks back.

make

little

mood

swings, (laughter)

R:

:

their

own

won’t talk to

me

for the rest

you do

Ja:

That’s not just engineering.

that

problem?”

These guys come

so stupid!

When people make
agitated.

remarks to me,

I

I

just

think they have such

version of PMS? (laughter)

did

too.

you, Tereza, defend yourself?

remarks back and the guys get so

They have

T They

how do

into

It’s

funny

I

-

it’s

Women don’t have any

and

logic.” and
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“Oh,

biology majors and they’re like that

start yelling at

in here!”

say,

weird!

live next to

my room,

room, no one asked you to come

of day. Then the next day, they

I

say,

my roommate,

“What

are

“You’re

you doing

in

my

R:

Do you think

that it’s

men

in general or

do you think

its

men

in

math,

science, engineering, technology

men?

N:

here there are more of them in the sciences and

It’s

probably

all

men.

It’s just

women

engineering and less

can talk to you anyway they
that

“good look”

women all

there are

feel

way

of all the other guys.

How do
T: Well,

people communicate

you

feel

girl.

I

had expected before

Half the class

We

should have

T:

We

form groups of girls

playing football.

all

We

What do you do

:

Do you

is girls.

gone

invite

in the

T We do our homework
R:

communicating with you

in

in a

how someone may
demeaning way, do

communicating with

that person?

about that?

N:

R:

that’s going to give

don’t know, they’re probably

very important factor

have a different thing too because

half women.

the only

is

is

to stay in that situation or continue

I

I

anyway

over that place!.

demeaned. If someone

you want

feel it’s acceptable or

over the place, but they can’t do that in nursing (laughter) because

like that all

R: The

in front

so they feel that they have the advantage and they

I

went

in

in.

chemical engineering,

it’s

like

I’m thinking that I’m going to be

My teacher is a woman - so

it’s

not that bad.

into chemical! (laughter)

in the class.

them

We

invite the guys, but there just out

to study with us

- sometimes they

do.

groups?
together.

think the boys or the

We stay up

men are

surprised that

do? Or do you think they don’t even care?
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late nights studying.

you can do what they can

N: Sometimes. Sometimes you’ll say something
or do something and they’re
just like,

“Wow!”

know how to

idiot?”

when we have

use the lathe and the

laughs) I’m like,

- an

Like

go to shop, they’re surprised

drill press.

“What you do you

Sometimes things

to

(Everyone

identifies

think I’m in engineering for?

like that, they’re

that

with

I

this

What

are

and

you

shocked about. Not so much

about the academic stuff

With humor, grace and dignity these women face the hegemonic
gaze from their
male peers and professors. They are so determined

to get this degree; they refuse to

let

anything or anyone stand in their way. With the support and love
from family,
especially mother, they meet the challenges and refuse to

let

any person, place or thing

obstruct their efforts in getting their engineering degree.
In this next section

affirmative action and

how

of the chapter,
important

it

I

is

discuss the controversial issues surrounding

to maintain these policies to ensure that

diverse groups have access to educational opportunities they otherwise would be

excluded from.

The Importance of Affirmative Action

-

The Debate Continues

Taking action to end racism is the challenge and responsibility of every
single person in our Society, as well as of the institutions and
organizations which have had a large impact on our lives. (Kivel, 2002,

p.

1 )

At issue here
legally

and

is

the support to the

commitment

to maintain affirmative action,

socially. It is a hotly contested issue visited recently

where the university made a decision

upon

this

campus

to eliminate affirmative action policies in

its

admission process. The university’s contention was that other large universities were
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being sued
policies

m court and lost great sums of money because of its race-based

when

admission

challenged by opponents. In fear of not wanting
to go through a similar

challenge, and afraid of the steep economic
consequences, the university changed

race-based preference and eliminated

it

all

together.

So

of admissions of students of color to the umversity but
it.

The

lead controversial figure in the debate

University of California regent

who

is

far this

I

has affected the number

have no figures yet to support

African American,

Ward Connerly,

authored California’s Proposition 209, which did

away with

affirmative action programs in government and higher
education. His

mission

to dismantle affirmative action across the nation.

action

is

is

real poison ruining relationships

about his book, Creating Equal, he argues

where people seem

to be using race

its

He

argues that “affirmative

between blacks and whites.” In an interview
that,

“As long

as

you have

this

paradigm

and gender as a means of making hiring decisions,

as long as they keep uttering this mindless blather about ‘we’ve got to achieve
diversity,’

it

would be no

He
but

when

kind of taints the whole process.
different, in

my view,

And

if they just

the decisions that they’re

making

discarded the whole system.”

maintains that using affirmative action to advertise job opportunities

the policy

is

is

okay

used to

making a selection for someone to be admitted to the university or
someone to be hired for a job, and to have one standard for someone who
is black and another standard for someone who is white ...I think that’s a
preference... when you apply different standards to people, [to achieve
diversity], that’s discriminatory. (Montgomery, Politics 2000, pp. 2-3.)
Opposing
still

very

his view, Kivel’s assertion states that affirmative action

much needed

in

our society in order to level the playing

and groups. His basic premise

is

that

works and

is

field for all ethnicities

many people of diverse groups and income groups
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have gamed aceess

into jobs

and schools who previously would have been
denied. He

argues that poor and working class people have also
benefited.

Some argue

that the

government has gone too

far in correcting racial injustice

(Kivel, 2002, p.l) and there isn’t a need for affirmative
action as

obtain positions through out

all

sectors of the

economy. He

more

diverse groups

states,

Affirmative action helps mitigate the historical effects
of institutional
racism. It also counters the effects of current
discrimination, intentional
not.

Not

or

white people are well-intentioned. Some believe that
everyone
should have an equal chance but still hold deep seated
prejudices against
people of color. For a substantial number of whites, however
wellall

intentioned, those prejudices lead to discrimination.
Without specific,
numerical goals, it has been found that many people and organizations

continue to practice discrimination while professing agreement
with equal
opportunity... the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
has a
backlog of 70,000 discrimination cases. It is necessary to set goals
and
enforce and monitor standards because this is the only way compliance

can be measured. .Attacks on affirmative action are part of a systemic
attempt to roll back progress in ending discrimination and curtailing a
broad social commitment to justice and equality. Attacking affirmative
.

action

is

self-destructive for all

Without the

legal fortification

of us except the

barriers to

In

describes

my

R:

p. 5)

class

good paying jobs and entry

and low-income families will encounter

to institutions

of higher education.

interview with Natalie, she brings up the issue of affirmative action and

how

especially in

2002,

provided by affirmative action policies, students

of color, women, and those from working

more

rich. (Kivel,

she believes dismantling

it

will

be disastrous for

women of color

SMET.

What do you think, when you think about racism -

is it

fear, is

it

hate,

is

it

misunderstanding, what do you think?

N:
in

I

think

it’s

a combination between the fear and the hate.

power, want to keep power and the only way to do
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The people, who

that, is to

make

are

sure that

people

who

don’t have

power remain powerless. That’s why a

reform needs to be done.

coming

up. Without education, none of us

Since the majority of us

go

to private schools or

fact

why

think that’s

I

of the matter

if

is,

still

go

we

to

is

going to be able to do a thing!

aren’t receiving the

But people aren’t addressing the

cold hard reality of it.
get rid

of affirmative

makes me

I

mean, even

action,

I

remember

bet he enrages a lot of Blacks.

N:

I

can understand where he’s coming from

playing victim and

all this

other

stuff.

hell

can he say

affumative action.

we

we

don’t need

I

don’t care.

it

same

They’re not trying to change the

his

name [Ward

in that

Connerly].

He

don’t

it.” I

As long

as

I

something because you

you don’t need

feel

think people don’t really

about teachers

and

in

Black people need to stop

steal

all

know

if

am here,

someone
it.

know how they

that

is.

an upper middle class

over his house

I

didn’t need

else’s opportunity to

And
feel

it,

I

did.

So

you

got into school on

that’s

what

I

have

do

really upsets

me!

about each other. I’m thinking

own racism,

What do you think about that?
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like

and I’m doing what

school and having them to face their

how difficult

in

anymore? “You

Why

attitudes

really can’t aspire to the

But he was raised

to do, that’s all that matters.

I

can. That

same kind of educational

I’m sure he didn’t have roaches crawling

were fortunate enough to not need

R:

can’t afford to

upset!

I

how the

we

Black guy who’s going around trying to

this

can’t

issue.

R:

family.

level,

good schools as our white counterparts

background, the same kind of foundation, then
things.

of educational

the affirmative action issues are

such a low-income

live at

lot

their biased

N.

had a

I

lot

of racist teachers

high school.

in

I

had Black teachers

hard to get away from favoring the Black students

hindrance than a help.

I

-

think that people need to stop being so focused

we were

all

R:

proportion of African Americans increasing at

transparent and had no color,

it

would be a

N: No! With the eUmination of quotas, things are

When I was a

student, there

were about

six or

of those were Asian, non- Alana and one
fifty

so

they became more of

and be more focused on individuality. That would solve a

Is the

who tried

lot

race,

of our problems. If

lot easier.

BLS?

really looking

down there.

seven hundred students.

third Alana.

on

By

the time

I

One

third

graduated,

four African American/Latino students out of three hundred sixty four,

graduated. All the rest were Asian and white.

Wow - that’s pretty grim!

R:

N: Yes and imagine

how low that number

will be in the future without the

quotas.

My

little sister

things.

goes there and

She started when

diverse.

I

I

was

She said the diversity

talk to her about

in

is

my

how things

senior year there

quickly leaving

BLS

when

are and she sees

it

was

still

pretty

both with teachers and

students.

R:

What do

N: Well,

it

Connerly]

think about that?

really upsets

who

me

How does

that this

is

it

make you

feel?

a judgment placed by someone [Ward

has nothing to do with the school and that the students were not

involved with the decision making process. They needed to listen to the alumni,
the students that go to school there, to listen to faculty and teachers that
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were

trying not to get this done.

The

basic fact

between those who have and those who
areas

my whole

hfe except for

my

is

that in

don’t.

my

mean,

I

city there is big

I

went

gap

to school in white

fourth and fifth grades and

I

saw

the

difference.

R:

You saw what those

schools had and what your predominately Black schools

didn’t have?

N:
R:

I

saw what

And

that

the white schools had and what the black schools didn’t have.

was what? The white schools had

all

kinds of materials?

N: Just a different atmosphere all-together. The schools were clean. The teachers

seemed

like

they cared and

I

mean

it

was just a

different atmosphere.

Nobody

at

the Black schools wanted to hsten to me, “Look, I’m not learning anything here.

You

guys are not helping

me

at all.”

Thereza, Janeka and Alyssa discuss their experiences in high school as

it

relates

to this issue.

T:

I

know

in

my

senior year of high school, people

that university because she’s a minority.”

remember and
to

do better -

I

it

think

I’ll

because I’m a minority because

I

have worked

number one

in

organizations.

my
I

I

it.

In a sense,

to prove to

them

and they

still

said that!

I

was

in
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can

still

me

in a

“No, I’m not

said that.

I

way

in

I’m a minority.

here

It’s

was

twenty different

don’t know.. ..it gets discouraging sometimes

N: Jealousy makes people say very cruel things.

I

pushed

that,

made no sense why they

“Oh, she got into

hurt.

it

didn’t get accepted just because

for it!” It

class

me

say,

That would really

always remember

kind of stimulated

would

when you think

...

A: Yah, that’s
Ja:

I

went

was

in

true.

a similar situation in

my high school. The

to a private Catholic School)

and complained

board of directors (Janeka

wanted to interview

that the only reason

I

students.

was chosen was because

were chosen because we were the top students

in the class

I

They chose me
was Black.

not just because

We

we

were Black.
In this last section of the chapter,
theoretical frame in

It is

which

to analyze

a vehicle of empowerment

I

introduce Critical Race Feminism

and synthesize the wounds of racism and sexism.

developed

first

(CRT) a

in the

academy by Black women

legal

scholars as a response to the hegemonic stance from pre-dominant
ly white male faculty.

CRT

is

a tool of liberation and activism thriving within the epicenter of marginalization

itself

Critical

Race Feminist Theory as a Response
Critical

bom out of the

Race Feminism was

as response to developing

new ways

which was loosing momentum
and continuing the impetus

to Healing

Racism

Critical

Race Theory of the 1970’s

to re-ignite civil rights activities

and

legislation

after the 1960’s, especially in regards to legal challenges

for equity

Race Feminism (CRT Theory) was

and social justice

for people

bom from women of color

of color.

Critical

legal scholars

whose

experience as professors and scholars in the academy have been silenced, demeaned,

marginalized and exploited by white male
specific notions about race.

As Wing

elites.

states,

Critical

“Racism
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is

Race Theory addresses four

an ordinary and fundamental

part

of the American

society, not an aberration that can be
readily

remedied by law

(p.2).

Secondly,

CRT responds to the “violence of racism”, the use of literary devices

such as narratives; storytelling and autobiographical
reflections internal to the mind and
spirit

of its victuns “construct

alternative social realities

and protest against

acquiescence to unfair arrangements designed for the benefit
of others”. Wing goes on
to say that.

These

stories help

expose the ordinariness of racism and validate that the

experiences of people of color are important and

American

bases for understanding an

legality that perpetuates their disenfranchisement”

CRT claims that

(Wing, 1997,

p.

2

-

3).

‘Whites will only encourage and support social justice and issues
of

equity for people of color as long as

dominant

critical

society. Theoretical

it

is

their interest

workings from liberalism, feminism, law and society,

Marxism, postmodermsm, pragmatism and
through the lens of CRT lens”

CRT assumes that

do so and will benefit the

cultural nationalism are re-examined

(p.3).

both

women and men of color share

experiences of oppression and exploitation. However,

CRT

and have similar

acknowledges

that

experience of prejudicial attitudes and practices are also co-constructed by gender and
class

and that

“women of color

and gender revealing

face multiple discriminations

how all these

injury to the soul

I

discuss

of the individual

marginalization within the

the basis of race, class,

factors interact within a system

patriarchy and racist oppression” (Wing, 1997,
In the next section,

on

academy

p. 3).

how biased

who
is

is

of white male

attitudes

and stereotypes provoke deep

“raced” in this society. The epicenter of

where

CRT was
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first

bom for women of color

scholars. Identity

is

re-affirmed and celebrated on the margin propelling
“otherness” to

the center (hooks, 1990).

The margin becomes a transformative space

for theory to be

created, applied and re-created again. Critical Race
Feminist Theory “heals the effect of

violence” within the context of theory, uncovering the
complexity and intersections of
race, class

and gender thereby providing a framework through which
the lived

experience of the "other" or “otherness”

is

located from the borders of a racist,

patriarchical society.

Multiplicative layers of oppression and liberation are examined
and reflected

upon, then deconstructed through
be transformed “praxis” (Wing,

literary devices.

p. 32).

Theory

is

therefore re-positioned to

Authentic voices emerge from “praxis” thereby

creating a space apart from the hegemonic, demeaning, objectivist/positivists
gaze

(Fanon) of the academy. Power

is

shifted

from the white dominant “center”

to the

“margins” of society thereby reversing the core/dependency relationship from the
dominated/oppressed by which the

self, identity

and wholeness are reclaimed. Literary

devices include storytelling, narrative, poetry, ethnography, prose, scripts and novels,

and

I

would

also

now

internet as a force for

include the technological tools of the 21®* century especially the

empowering

all

diverse peoples.

“By

mainstream to the so-called margin, there can emerge the
marginality

itself,

shifting the center

possibility

from the

of making our very

the epicenter for change” (Deschamps, personal communication,

October 1999). Taken a step

further. Critical

Race Feminist Theory probes deeply, often
998) and

painfully, the injuries, the “scarification” (Cortez,

1

1997) of racism. Through the expression of voice,

life’s

“spirit

murder” (Williams,

contextual meanings and

experiences are expressed, given authenticity, meaning and hope against the struggle of
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otherness”. Resistance to the “gaze” invokes
a return of the “gaze” (Fanon), against
the

oppressiveness and exploitation of inherent
racist practices and institutions
thus
providing an opportunity to create avenues for

new knowledge, power,

activism and

revolution.

Scarification

Cortez

s

theory of “scarification”, informed by the language
of the Black Arts

Movement of the

1970’s, recognizes both the nature of oppression and
“scars” that

remain from oppression creating a constant
-

69). Cortez invokes the literary device

state

of racial memory (Brown, 1998,

of “blood poems”, ethno-poetics, a

device and tool of resistance and revolution to

sometimes shocking
call to

racial

in the

way language

(filthy,

explicit in her

swear words,

etc.) are

68

literary

empower women of color from the

and suffering of racism and violence. Violence themes are

p.

pain

poems and

are

used to ignite a

“revolution” thereby breaking the bonds of “internalized oppression” caused
by

memory. Brown

Coagulations

.

It

reiterates

is

the clotting of blood

poems could then be taken

scars left

deeply, Cortez’s fifth

reminds us that “scarification

healing. Coagulation

of blacks and

more

their

racially to

(

about blood, revolution, and most of all

the start of the healing process

mean poems concerned with

subsequent uplifting

by oppression”

-

is

book of poetry.

- an attempt to

p. 82).
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Blood

the blood connection

soothe and yet remember the

Cortez ignites a

eall for action

with this poem.

And if we don’t fight
if we don’t resist
if we don’t organize and

unify and

power to control our own
then we will wear
get the

lives

the exaggerated look of captivity
the stylized look of submission

the bizarre look of suicide

dehumanized look of fear
and the decomposed look of repression

the

forever, and ever

and there

and ever

it is.

(Cortez, 1984, Coagulations, p. 69-70)

What

is

the causal effect of scarification” and spirit murder” leading to
increase

violent situations for

“scarification”

and

women and

girls

of color?

Critical

Race Feminist frames of

murder”, described as the accumulation of assaults/injuries

“spirit

culminating in the slow death of the psyche, soul, persona (Wing, 1997,

p. 28),

-

provide

clues to further our understanding of the realities of the crime of racism, sexism and

classism with the hope of developing opportunities needed to help girls find healthy

empowering opportunities
The

girls at

most

for their

life.

risk in this society are those

violated, are forced to live

on

who have been abused and

the edge of the margins of our society,

"dropped-out" of school, are vulnerable for pregnancy
drugs/alcohol to escape and

CRF
to

more often than

not,

at

who

often were

an early age, often use

end up serving time

m jail or prison.

encourages the expression of the scars and wounds of racism, sexism and classism

be expressed wherever

The

women of color are

in their

Internet can be an equal opportunity

journey of life.

forum

for

any

issue, point

of view,

information and knowledge dissemination. If you have the resources to create
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it

on the

web, you have a voice.

It is

a cacophony of information,

profound effect on issues of race, gender and

now exist on a website,
skills

and

this

can also help empower

of the academy - journeying

class.

good and bad and has a

The epicenter

for

empowerment can

has amazing implications for the future.
Technical

women of color to
successfiilly

of liberation while encountering the

be that “strong voice” in the wilderness

on thru

the engineering pipeline to other side

“objectivist gaze” of professors with “god-

complexes”.

Conclusion
In this chapter,

I

discussed the impact of racism on poverty and

how that

facilitated a creation

of otherness” for Blacks and other diverse groups early on

nation’s beginning.

explained

how

I

why we need

to

unpack the race ideology

in

in this

terms of

a people became raced by mherent social, political and economic oppression and

racist/sexist practices.

The term “raced” was introduced

understanding that race

over diverse groups

is

to drive

home

the importance in

a socially constructed device to ensure domination and power

in order to gain resources

and privileges to increase wealth by the

dominant group. The notion of race was generated and maintained by the
scientific/academic institutions thereby ensuring that people of color would have

opportumty to obtain a place of respect and worth

in society

little

and reach levels of upward

mobility.

I

attitudes

illustrated the

impact of racism and sexism and the wounds created by these

through the narratives of the

women
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in the study. Their strength

of character

and perseverance

in negotiating the

engineering pipeline

exemplified with humor and dignity.

is

The importance
in the

hegemonic stance of the academy through the

is

maintaining affirmative action was reaffirmed by the

women

study because without such policies, fewer opportunities
will be open for students

of color,

women and

low- income groups to higher education.

I

introduced two models

of identity development to explain the emotions and behaviors
encountered on both
sides

of the

racial divide

that associates

which

led to a discussion

on the notion of “being

doing well academically as viewed as by many Black kids

like

whitey”

in schools as

selling out to the white oppressors.

The women

at the

COE

expressed the loneliness they experienced because they

lack the companionship and friendships of their

regardless of the

same

sex/race peer group. However,

demeaning and hegemonic stance from male students and

exhibited an amazing strength in persevering to achieve their goal against
obstacles encountered along the engineering pipeline.

of times, “You need to suck
counterparts with

it

up and

much humor

of women engineers and the

get over it!”

faculty, they

many

As they have expressed

They often

a

number

referred to their male

as they discussed the stereotypical images the boys had

difficulties they

had

in

communicating with them. The

focus group provided an opportunity to vent against the hegemonic stance they often

encounter daily from both white male students and professors.
In the last section,

sexism through poetic and
scarification

and

spirit

CRT

artistic

murder

that are difficult to heal

as theoretical frame

examined the wounds of racism and

devices such as Cortez’s poem. Terms such as

illustrated

how racism and sexism create deep wounds

from but can be empowering concepts
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that propel

women of

color to active agency in dealing with
gender and racial bias.

many women of color who
seems to care

little

1

continue to oppressed and marginated
by a society that

conclude the report, with an overall summary
and observations of

the findings fi-om the study.

biologically,

for

about their plight.

In Chapter 6,

proved through

CRF provides hope

I

then discuss

how the Human Genome

Project

which has

DNA blue-prints there is an insignificant differences between races

and

this

and give evidence

many

hope, will begin a process of dismantling the
race ideology

to the truth that

we

are connected in every sense

of the word to one

humanity. Those “Ah... moments!” are reiterated and
connected to the

recommendations while referring back to the research questions.
Topics
research are offered in response to the findings of the data.
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for future

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
In this study, a group of women of color
engineering students from the College

of Engineering (COE) were brought together to
issues

dealmg with

articulate their voice

race, gender, negotiating the engineering
pipeline

on a wide range of
and gaining the

necessary skills for a career in engineering. This study
contends that by understanding
the

wounds of racism and sexism and how

engineering program at the

COE,

it

has affected

women of color

in the

suggestions and creative ideas can emerge to help

develop innovative programs and teaching practices thereby
improving recruitment and
retention in the field of engineering.

This study provided a mechanism for this group of women of
color to share
narratives

and personal vignettes of their experiences on a personal and professional

level in negotiating the engineering pipeline.

research as

•

it

applies to engineering

What were

were as follows:

encountered

in negotiating the

engineering pipeline?

How has racial and gender and racial bias attitudes and practices motivated
or impeded

women of color to the

field

mechanisms have helped them along
•

in this

the issues regarding education, access, recruitment and retention

women of color have
•

Three major questions addressed

of engineering? What coping

the

way?

WTiat encouraging and discouraging relationships supported or obstructed
the

women’s determination

to succeed in the field?
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The

results

of the findings point the way to a

better understanding in

provide a more inviting environment for girls/women
of color in

needs to be proactive

in

how to

SMET. The COE

developing effective and respectful ways in
communicating

with diverse groups and challenging the existing
methodologies to improve science and

math pedagogy

to be

more

and multicultural. Creating educational programs

inclusive

to help students gain essential math, science

paying jobs

is

essential for increased

and computer

skills

necessary for good

economic well-being and improved

life

conditions

for our nations’ youth.

All the

women of color

in the

families especially with mother.

study had strong positive relationships with their

Mother as

(even though none of the mothers of the

nurturer, motivator, support and role

women were

significant and prevalent finding in the study.

encouraged

in their desire to

become

in technical fields)

model

was a most

They were very much supported and

engineers. Discovering what engineers actually do

and what they create was a motivating force

to enter the engineering pipeline.

The

multi-faceted engineering career options stimulated their interest and got them excited

about this academic program. They reinforced the need to have a strong background in

math and

science. Without that foundation, their chances for success

were

nil.

Staying the course and moving beyond the hegemonic stance of professors and

male students has made them stronger emotionally and

COE program
rigors

is

spiritually.

They believe

the

a very difficult, demanding yet comprehensive preparation for the

of an engineering career. The

women often stated that they were

male bastion of power and would appreciate more interaction with
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lonely in this

their ethnic peers.

Many complained

about the “god complexes” too

many of their

professors exhibit in

dealing with them in class and on a personal level.

Recommendations
In light of these fmdings,

my recommendations

engineering, and specifically to the

COE

is

to develop

nationwide for schools

in

and implement diversity training

for professors, administrators and all students in their
respective engineering programs.

Creating opportunities to socialize with

women of color or their ethnic

peers would help

diminish some of the lack of friendliness and loneliness they routinely
encounter and
provide a mechanism for faculty and administrators to get to

Programs

that include

with nature

(e.g.,

especially for

some

know their

students better.

interesting element such as a sporting activity or encounter

adventure kayaking or canoeing) might be explored and developed

first

year students. In addition, providing an opportunity for

women of

color to showcase products they have developed in their engineering program to their
peers, teachers, university

esteem

and home communities, would re-affirm their worth and

for themselves, their peers

time demonstrate to

girls

that the

COE/MEP

program have a forum

in

in the

eyes of the

COE

everywhere, the types of exciting

are engaged in and are developing

recommend

and

which

now to make

initiate

a brighter

faculty,

activities

fiiture for

a process whereby the

while

at the

same

women engineers
us

all. I

also

women of color

to discuss their issues, problems,

self-

in the

good happenings,

so that the staff and faculty can be updated and ready to help students

who

are

struggling along the way. This should be implemented at least twice in the semester

through an activity that

is

interesting

and

fun.
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etc.

The

lack

heavy on the
programs

of a balanced

women of the

that provide the

life

of social,

study. Thus,

needed

cultural

and intimate friendships weighed

would behoove the

it

stress relief from the rigor

MEP program to develop

of the engineering program

This suggestion might have significant impact on the
low retention rate

itself

COE

and would help them persevere as they move forward

stress relief

in their

program. This

could come in the form of interesting activities such sports,
using some

type of artistic expression, or community activism in which
they

academic

at the

credit.

Whatever program

is

designed,

it

may

get

some kind of

should be integrated with other

MEP

programs.

The

MEP

is

revamping

its

program

to help

women

and minorities

with the stress and improving recruitment and retention for
with innovative programs that would create a more

in dealing

women of color at the COE

“woman”

friendly environment and

improve the likelihood of academic success. Seminars such as “The Guaranteed 4.0
Seminar” which teaches positive approaches to areas such as time management,
problem-solving,

homework

completion,

concept analysis and application

COE. The

is

test

taking

good beginning and

MEP program is also attempting to

tutors to provide

skills,

is

reading retention and

now being

offered at the

provide same sex/ethnic mentors and

academic and emotional assistance needed to get through the

difficult

times.

It is

getting one

important to reiterate that the

women

of color

of the best educations money can buy and

COE

believe they are

feel the obstacles

have experienced along the journey have been worth the
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at the

effort.

and pain they

However, they do

believe a lot can be improved and changes
should be

commumcate with them and
I

made

regarding the

the pedagogical practices they

also suggest that the

employ

way professors

in the classroom.

COE explore ways in which to integrate Critical Race

Feminist frames in some part of their curriculum.
This
university in collaboration with the Biology and

is

already happening at this

Women Studies Departments.

approach would provide a more inclusive view of the world

This

that includes diverse

and

multiple views from a variety of constituencies thereby
integrating those realities into

classroom
I

also feel

activities practices

it is

which would have more

interest

very important for faculty, staff and students to

to understand different learning styles

doing can viewed

in

and

and meaning

make

for students.

the effort to

how women’s ways of knowing,

come

being and

terms of creating “authentic science”. Incorporating constructivist

teaching methods and inquiry in engineering courses will increase student
interest in the

program and contribute

to the retention factor at the

Women Studies program
well so there

is

integrate the natural world

COE.

I

also

recommend

of science into

reciprocity and crossing borders to share

that the

their curricula as

of knowledge.

The Praxis of Teaching and Reflection
I

recommend

that faculty

and staff at the

working with diverse groups of students by
and perceptions

in relation to their

COE begin a transformation process in

first initiating

own bias and

a deep reflection of beliefs

stereotypes (which

I

argue,

we

all

have!). Biased attitudes and behaviors accumulated over a lifetime from a dominant

position in society, inherently influences

how we communicate

with diverse

populations, genders and ethnicities. Cultural pluralism assumes
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we

are

on the same

page and equity exists for diverse peoples. This notion
was only an ideal - not the
reality

of many of the

freedom,

we must

women

in

my

study.

As we

progress along the path to justice and

learn to accept the conflict and tension that

comes when people begin

a dialogue on important issues related to race and gender.
Beliefs systems are so

mgrained from our Euro-centric heritage;
fear

and hate

it is

difficult to

move beyond

that continue to divide us as a society against

Beverly Tatum, in her book.

Why

one another.

Are All the Black Kids

C^eteria, challenges us to begin the dialogue wherever

the judgment,

we may

Sitting Together in the

be in our

own

understanding of the discourse. Talking about our beliefs and perceptions, as Natalie
suggested,

is

the

first

step of engagement needed if we are to address the problems and

concerns generated from three hundred years of racism and sexism in our society.

need to have the courage and resolve to uncover and understand the basis
underlying assumptions about race and gender and

own up to

how people of color,

color have experienced being “raced” and

how

collectively, in creating

for our

our prejudices and

discriminatory behaviors. Comprehending

it

We

especially

women

of

has affected them individually and

deep wounds of the soul and mind

is

essential in opening the

dialogue.

K-12 Education
Teachers can create an environment that enables culturally diverse groups to
retain their integrity

numeracy

skills

and discourse patterns while helping them to gain

literacy

and

necessary to function in the larger society. Successful, holistic schools

focus on the needs of all children and are grounded in mutual respect, high expectations
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and

trust.

Understanding the diverse voices of our students and accepting
that our

society discriminates against and stereotypes people because
of race and gender,
better understand the realities

of student’s

lives

we

can

and improve our communications with

one another.
believe our schools and educational institutions must have the
desire, courage

I

and

political will to

reform imbedded structures, specifically biased attitudes and

behaviors that marginates and obstructs students’ opportunities for successful
learning

outcomes. Most importantly, creating an environment for
inclusive

and empowering allows students

all

children that

is

safe,

to realize their fullest potential, while

acknowledging, accepting and celebrating the diversity of our many ethnic groups.
If we

do not change our

existing laws, institutions, systems

and pedagogy

especially in addressing the needs of the marginalized and oppressed students
in higher

education or trying to gain access to

continue in a more frightening rate.

it,

poverty’s

downward

What kind of future do we hold

who

are

spiral will

for

our children

especially girls of color if we neglect this important process? Teachers also need our

support, encouragement, compassion, assistance and, most importantly, a space to

reflect

on everyday

life in

the classroom.

They

education today never before imagined and

it

are facing a complexity and diversity in

is

not easy to

know how to respond to

these issues.

In the areas of math and science, teachers, administrators, guidance counselors

and curriculum specialists need to update
in

SMET. They

with the

skills

should

and

know what

their

girls will

frame of reference regarding career roles

need academically

attitudes necessary to build a foundation in
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in order to prepare

SMET.

them

Teachers need to

have a thorough understanding of what

is

required for curriculum and course work
in

science and math so that planning can begin as early
as possible in elementary
education.

The
update their

COE could provide professional development workshops for teachers
skills in

science and

math and gain

to

credits for re-certification that might be

held on campus, a regional location or through distance
education. Within the realm of

community

service, the

COE

can also sponsor outreach programs to the public schools.

Another idea suggested by the

women

in the

study would be to have under-graduates

and graduate engineering students present the engineering programs to
schools,
especially

They can

where there are

the largest populations of African

relate their experience in engineering, discuss

demonstrate products they are working on that solve

what engineering

Americans and Latinos.

what they

real life

like

it

and

problems and showcase

These “goodwill” ambassadors might also share

is.

about

their experience to

teachers and administrators at district wide workshops like those sponsored several

times a year by the school administration and are often referred to as “curriculum

development days”.

COE

by communities and

all girl

students of color could also participate in programs sponsored

organizations such as Girls, Inc and Girls Scouts. There

should be some kind of incentive provided to the students to do

this

outreach

credits applied to general education requirements, a prize, a certificate

some way

to recognize their contribution to the college

These suggestion,

I

of appreciation -

and the engineering

field.

believe can have an impact in creating interest in the engineering

and could have further ramifications for recruitment

down the

e.g. extra

road.
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to engineering in higher education

In Support of the Racial Reparations

Movement

Oliver and Shapiro (1997) offer
policy, business

and the community

legacy of slavery.

as,

some

solutions within the realms of government

to redress the pain

and suffering from the

A positive step in that direction is what Shapiro and Oliver describe

The Racial Reparation Movement” which would provide monetary

past discriminatory practices (p. 188 -189). This

believe has merit,

historical

is

now being

Shapiro and Oliver

very controversial subject which

is

proposed through a class action case

recommend such

reparation for

I

in the courts.

activities as the establishment

of an “asset

foundation” for individual and families to provide stakeholders opportunities to

accumulate

assets.

This asset accumulation would be applied to housing, business and

education. This country needs to redress the past for centuries of racism and

discriminatory practices and the Racial Reparations

Movement

attempts to redress these

grievances and past injustices. Lastly, the African-American community must be

empowered from within and without
enthusiastic response

to take control over their destiny.

of African churches

to inspire

control over neighborhoods has been crucial to the

specific

way dominant

The

spiritual

and

and help communities to take

empowerment of Blacks. One

whites can be an ally and advocate for African-Americans

is

to

promote and support entrepreneurial ventures and business created by Blacks.

Smedley (1993)

is

an optimist about

how

innovations in science and the sharing

of cultural values and traditions can invoke change within a society that

it

is

more

accepting and inclusive of its diversity. Smedley reasons that the notion of race could

loose

it

power through the advances of science

believes there

is

a strong possibility

in giving
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as

we approach the

up the term “race”

2 1 st century. She

entirely

and

that

science

may

be our best hope (Smedley, 1993,

p. 294).

Why

a scientific frame

is

important to this issue? People believe in the
power of science to explain and define
itself

Empowered

with our reasoning

skills,

we

will

life

view our human differences

through a variety of cultural lens focusing on
similarities and observing our differences
in a

more

accepting, respectfiil way.

spiritual beliefs

from

relative to the status

traditional

I

believe, also that the impact religious, moral
and

and emerging sects will bring

spiritual

enlightenment

of race and may also be a leading factor along with advances

in

science in eliminating race from our collective and
individual consciousness.

“We’re More Alike Than Different”^
In a recent article

human

diseovered that

on a race

relations

web

site

determinists to extinction. However, that

coming

and

.

bell curves predicting

to learn, interestingly

is

many and should

enough from the academy, race continues

It

is

its

Freeman, a researcher and

company working on the Human Genome

as used in the United States

lead biological

one race group’s success over another.

social construction to be false. Dr. Harold

history.

have

unlikely in the ongoing controversy with

imposed eategory and has no biological foundation thereby proving

Celera, the

scientists

DNA is 99.9 % alike — that’s means our genetic differences are

only a mere .1%. This comes as shocking news to

test scores

from about.com

Project with

As we

are

to be an

ideological

scientist

with

NIH, argues, “Race

a social and political construct derived from our nation’s

has no basis in science. The biologic concept of race

is

now

believed to be

untenable”. Race has been used to determine eligibility into good jobs, neighborhoods,

'

This reference was taken from the

article,

“Race and the

Human Genome”, Race Relations web

http://racerelations.about.com/librar\/weeklv/aa02 1501a.htm 3/4/02.
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page:

education, and other facets of material wealth.
race as a process

-

as a verb

-

instead o f the

communications, 1997). There

world

Race categorizes people

an advantage
is

would be

influential

no class

free,

imposed on the

is

by differences for reasons of

that private industry

and whites have continued to move up the economic

construction of race and racism

in that

is

alive

and well

and

inferiority,

which

race” (Freeman, 2002,

p.

2

and business
for those

in

strata,

society.

our society. However,

I

race has

The

agree with

to eliminate public perceptions

itself.

promoting the concept of one race,

for Future Research

of mother as an important finding of the research needs to be

of color might include: What types of other supportive relationships,

we

further

of women

in addition to the

of mother should also be explored more deeply and may prove crucial

encouraging

of

In this way, the

investigated. Additional questions that could be applied to larger populations

role

social

-3).

Recommendations
role

in

of our

are the basis for racism

mapping of the human Genome could be pivotal

The

in the fabric

“The power of science can be used

racial superiority

human

an ideology. Race

open and most importantly, protected by laws

always and continues to be a barrier interwoven

the

world as a “racial”

few who had access, power and wealth. Although competition
acknowledges

barrier,

Freeman

in seeing the

into convenient slots

domination and power. The constitution ensured
interests

to InnV

noun “race” (Royster, personal

terms of dominance and power. Race

in

culture.

is still

The term “raced” allows

in

women of color on the journey through the engineering pipeline; How can

provide support to parents and other interested parties, especially mothers and
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daughters, early

on

in the school

system to encourage and help motivate

girls

of color

to

SMET?
Another area

I

believe warrants further investigation

is

to survey a larger

population of universities and colleges across the nation to
identify and describe

how

they are addressing issues of diversity with faculty,
administrators, students and

staff.

For example, what programs have been developed and
implemented with some level of
success that facilitated an opportumty for dialogue and reflection
about race, class and
gender.

What important

issues

and transformations transpired

that

changed a particular

department or program to be more inclusive, encouraging and friendly for
students of
color in the academy.

As

Professor Deschamps, a

plantation” (1999, personal

CRF

scholar, argues,

communication) and

I

“The academy

is

the last

think the most difficult to change.

Conclusion

As educators committed

we need

to democratic principles,

to understand

more

deeply our white privilege and be active agents in the fight against racism, sexism and
discriminatory practices which especially oppress poor

women of color. Flow should we

make a

can become

stand for equity and social justice? For one,

we

allies

and advocates

through our right to vote, ensuring that just and emancipatory laws, policies and
practices are initiated

and implemented within every

level

of society. Inequities

in

our

educational infrastructure especially for African Americans, Latino/a’ s. Native

Americans, Asians and other ethnic groups, deserves our
relevant policies that

empower and provide

full attention

and must have

equal access to educational opportunities
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if

we are

to prevent the ever increasing

number of children

lost in the socio-political

quagmire of poverty.

By providing
education in

SMET,

encouraging, supportive girl-friendly
environments
girls

and

claim for cyber domain that
“giftedness” and

is

women of color have a better chance at
truly authentic

empowers them

and theirs - a place

to their full potential.
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at all levels

staking their

that realizes their

of

APPENDIX

INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR RESEARCH PROJECT PARTICIPATION
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Dissertation Research: Girls of Color Staking
a Claim for Cyber Domain:
Gender/Racial Gap in Science, Math, Engineering and
Technology

Dear
I

The

Participant,

am a graduate

Amherst.

I

student in the School of Education at the University
of Massachusetts

would

like to invite

mterested in studying

you to

participate in a dissertation research project.
interested in the fields of Science, Math,

how you became

I

ain

Engineering and Technology and to discover what motivates
and sustains you to
continue to learn skills to be successful in these fields.

Your participation

will include an interview approximately one hour
long. The
interview will be tape recorded to msure the validity and
accuracy of what was
discussed in the interview and to facilitate analysis of the

data. Identities associated with
be kept confidential during and after the research.
The data gathered from this study will be shared with my dissertation
committee and
other appropriate members of the University of Massachusetts
community. The
culmination of my work will be the publication of my dissertation, which
will be
housed in hard copy and microfiche at the W.E.B. DuBois Library campus.
I will
protect both your identity by giving you a pseudonym. You should
know that I will
this data will

summarize the data I gather through interviews and observations. I will use direct
quotes. However, your name will not be used anywhere in the document.
I will share

my findings with you,

as a participant, if you wish. Should you wish to remove yourself
from participation in the study, you may feel free to do so by February 28, 2001. After
that date, I will have reached the final stages of my work and will not
be able to remove
that data from the document.
I appreciate you giving your time and attention
to this study, which will help me learn
more about the complex reasons and obstacles women/girls of color are so underrepresented in these career fields. This research will provide valuable knowledge to
further develop educational programs for them to develop skills needed for success. If
you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at the University (413-545-0000)
at home (413-253-0000). You are also welcome to contact my committee
Robert Miltz, at the Center for International Education, 413-545-0465.

or

chair, Dr.

Thank you,

Nancy Sosnowski
Please sign below if you are willing to participate in this dissertation research project as
outlined above.

Signature:

Date:
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